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Front, inside page of book: 

Dr Bernadette Tynan PhD (London), MEd (Cambridge) PGCE (Cambridge), MA (London), BA
(London), Adv. Diploma Child Development is twice international best-selling author. 

Champion of human talent and the intelligent evolution of the mind in futures education and
learning.  Dr  Tynan is  the first  in  her  field  in  the world,  to  have an entire  6 part  TV series
dedicated to her successful, revolutionary methods working with young people. 

Her best-selling books have been translated across the globe and her TV series aired on major
networks from the UK, to Europe, Australia, China and North America, to international acclaim. 

A purpose built plan that puts your child ahead of the AI evolutionary curve. 

With  her  unique  new purpose built  programme powered by  Equagen Technology ® TM ©
W.I.P.O: the first programme of its kind in the world, designed specifically to put young people
ahead of the AI evolutionary curve, and win in a new global era.  

Whilst others talk about the future, Dr. Tynan takes you and your children there. With a
practical,  step by step programme that ensures your child is ready to shine a future
World Winner in a new global era and the age of AI. 

Is your child ready? The good news is: with this timely expert book they are!  
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Dedication. Wherever you are in the World: 

           Why I created this programme and book for you and your children. 

The rise of AI will continue rapidly, as will the increase in global competition. Dramatic changes
that  new technology will  bring to  our  lives  this  century  is  a  given.  Tectonic  shifts  in  global
economics bring with them further rapid changes daily.  Such is the speed at  which all  this
happening education is engaged in a game of catch up. Meantime you and your children only
have now to equip yourselves to win in a new era. That’s why I wrote this book for you. 

I dedicate it to you and the health and happiness of your future 21C World Winner.  

                                                                                                Dr. Bernadette Tynan 
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Introduction: Hey Dude! Where’d My Job Go?  

By the 2020s a 1/3 of the jobs we humans do now will be done by AI and robots.  Ivy Leagues
to Fortune 500; increasingly candidates are cherry picked from a global pool of human talent. All
of  us  now  operate  in  a  volatile  global  knowledge  economy.  What  do  these  factors  mean
combined? Our children are obliged to excel in the most competitive global arena ever known in
the history of humankind. You and I  can’t change that. What we can do is supra-equip our
children to win in this new era.   

Many pundits on TV tell us daily what we already know: we are in an era of tectonic change. But
what  our  children  need  isn’t  more  talk  but  practical  solutions,  -  now.  To  ensure  they  are
equipped to excel and win in the AI era, global knowledge economy and world they will inherit
tomorrow. That’s what you now hold in your hands. 

A Purpose Built Handbook and Programme to Equip Your Child to Win in 21C  

Informed by 21C inter-disciplinary science and powered by Equagen ® TM ©. This programme
works to evolve specifically human talent and innovation ahead of AI. Combined with a range of
diverse  skills  young  people  need  to  be  successful  in  global  business  and  harness  the
opportunities of futures industries. From Space to bio-tech. 

Equipped with this knowledge and the skills they will learn uniquely here. Well beyond anything
they learn in school. Your child will be ready to innovate, adapt and rise to the challenges of this
era faster, better, smarter, - as a future World Winner.  

 Championing the Evolution of Human Talent Has Never Been More Important  
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Make no mistake we are in an evolutionary race with AI. Having personally studied the evolution
of AI and robotics versus human mind, brain and talent from its earliest years (Tynan 2000;
2001;2003; 2004).  Clearly AI can bring benefits  to humans. But,  only in so far as they are
developed to help advance human evolution itself. AI would make a very poor substitution for
humans – no matter what you read. For one evolutionary reason. Borne within the safety of a
lab, and binary mathematics. They lack the talents, passion, spontaneity, and gifts that make
humanity  natural  entrepreneurs,  risk  takers,  explorers,  adventurers,  pioneers,  inherent
innovators, and the in-built capacity we already have written into our DNA to shape-change – all
of which ultimately make us superior winners to AI. With the ability to change our world. If we
change the way we educate our children to take the evolutionary lead. You just did.  

                                    What Every Parent Needs to Know 

To say we are only using at most 10% of our brain remains the scientific probability. The point is
this shouldn’t now be the case in 21C education. Discovering and developing our children’s
talents and innovative thinking alongside engaging their minds fullest learning capacity, can only
happen  with  more  advanced,  brain  energy  efficient  learning.  Your  child  will  now  have  the
advantage of that with the second part of this purpose built programme.  From the time of the
cave-men innovative thinking has being distinctly human brain heritage – buried by years of
over-testing cultures in education globally. None of our children’s talents are one dimensional,
rather echoing the connected universe of the brain. They each possess rainbows of talents that
currently remain trapped and unlocked. In the evolutionary race with AI we cannot afford for that
system to remain. We need the fullest rainbow of talent within each child to be able to shine and
be developed. Imagine the evolutionary leap that would mean for all of us on this planet and you
see the future is bright. 

Even if, as some pundits tell us that there will be an eventual merger between humans and AI
this century – we want to make sure we bring the bigger wealth of talent to that merger – not the
other way round! 

As a wise person once said, to continue to do the same thing and expect a different result is the
technical definition of insanity. You will be doing something new, because you are smarter than
that. From the Golden Foundations in Part I to the World Winner’s VIP ‘Graduate’ Lounge in
Part VI. Your child will have what I term the essential Human Winning Edge to win successfully
this era.   

       Empowering Your Child to Shine In a Brave, New ‘Straight A’ World 

I warned previously as many of you will know of the dangers of killing off human talent with
education’s  death  by  testing  culture  (Tynan  2001;  2004;  2008).  Governments  don’t  always
listen. Some are now. In a 21C global knowledge economy being a ‘straight A student’ is only
half  the route to success. Why? The answer to the following question tells all.  A mismatch
between what today’s education delivers and what tomorrow’s global world of business and
universities want.  

What Do Fortune 500 and Ivy League Universities Want To See In Candidates?

In today’s knowledge economy Ivy League universities and Fortune 500 can and do cherry pick
‘straight  A’  candidates  globally.  Having  sat  on  interview  panels  for  both  business  and
universities: here’s what you and your child should know. We’re looking for those candidates
whose talents, beyond pen and paper tests, distinguish them as being specifically a unique
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asset.  Currently candidate’s abilities to do that as an individual is often left to chance, when in
fact it should be a certainty, if they set off knowing what their fullest rainbow of human gifts were
in  the  first  place.  Now  your  child  will  have  that  benefit  and  in  the  process  the  ability  to
distinguish themselves in increasingly competitive job and university application scenarios. They
will have another benefit too. Essential to the speed at which the world changes and excelling
quickly and successfully in this current and futures environment. 

                                  The Ability to be Master Shape-Changers  

What do I mean that your child should be like futures X-Men or Transformers? Frankly? In two
very practical and non-sci-fi way: yes. How? Once your child knows the DNA rainbow of gifts
they possess personally they can call on these as a resource any time they need to highlight
one over the others – as opportunities dictate. At the moment without this knowledge children
find it hard to shape change as do young adults -  being driven down one path for success –
without knowing the other routes open to them. Now they will instantly and in so doing be ready
to capitalise and one or more of their gifts intelligently and rapidly as and when the economy
and or opportunities means they must shape-change to win. Instead of waiting to find all this out
by chance, they will have the certainty of smart planning and shape-changing. Able to manage
and apply their own talent for their own gain on demand. Master shape-changing in action.
Sound good? That’s because it is. And it gets better…

      

                           The Benefit of Brain Energy Efficient Learning 

Whilst I have been busy creating and designing this new programme for you and your child.
Google and others have been busy creating a brain-hub specifically designed to speed up the
learning capacity of AI. Meaning? AI will be able to download and ‘learn’ faster, quicker than us.
That statement can be proven false – when we understand and apply state of the art science to
our learning as humans. That’s why I dedicated a key part of this programme to fast-forwarding
human learning.  

The brains of AI don’t ‘learn’ anything in the way we do. They are knowledge downloaders. We
however, are more discerning knowledge creators.  Both these concepts will  be familiar with
readers  of  my previous works  to  champion human talent,  mind and learning  evolution  this
century (Tynan 2002; 2003; 2004; 2008). 

Ever since production line methods derived from Adam Smith’s pin factories got imported into
education circa the Industrial Revolution (Tynan 1996; 2002; 2004). Instead of working with how
the human brain thinks and learns brilliantly, naturally.  Education has treated children’s minds
as  if  they  were  indeed  AI:  knowledge  downloaders.  Ironic?  Yes,  but  also  fatal  for  human
evolution if we continue this way. 

With the benefits of what I term Brain Energy Efficient Learning, the healthy human brain can
master any academic subject, better faster than you or I ever could. Via new technologies you
will learn here. Grounded in experience and 21C inter-disciplinary science, that work with how
your child’s brain thinks and learns best. Beginning with the discovery of their own rainbow of
talents, and a programme of learning they can tailor to their own unique mind, experience, goals
and aspirations. All  of  which has implications in how we will  come to view genius in future
decades.   

      Re-Configuring the Concept Genius in Enlightened Futures Learning 
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From my research beginning with Mensa, later as Senior Lecturer in Oxford and my consequent
work  with  governments,  schools,  parents  and  children  globally.  In  tandem  with  my  inter-
disciplinary research and work. I knew it was time to re-configure the concept ‘genius’. Study
the history of such people and you will find as I wrote in my first international best seller (2004),
that what they had was the heads up on being able to self-actualise their gifts and take charge
of their learning better. Simply by knowing not what their passion was, but what their actual gifts
were. Knowing what your gifts are and how your mind works informs how you learn best. Now
with this programme and the inter-disciplinary new technology that informs it, every child can
have this benefit. In which case it is time to unleash the genius spirit in all our children. 

                   Ready to Unleash the World’s Genius Spirit in Your Child? 

The word genius originally came from the ancient Latin meaning ‘attendant spirit’ lying dormant
in all people, until something triggers it. The child who becomes a super-hero with the strength
of a mountain lion when called upon to save her mother’s life; news stories we hear like this
amaze us from all around the world. As I wrote in 2004 – they should not. The attendant spirit of
human genius is in us all. Now is the time to emancipate it. Over five years researching new
discoveries from genomics, RNA, DNA, AI, robotics, futures global economics, and the rapidly
developing inter-stellar space industry are all new factors and science that merit it. 

Equagen ® TM © the scientific underpinnings that inform every part of this new purpose-built
World  Winners programme for  you and your  child  are informed by a will  to  champion and
emancipate the attendant genius spirit in all of our children – right across the world. 

Gifts in our Human DNA Software Not Static But Designed to Evolve Infinitely 

                                                       Let’s Do It!  

Neither our  DNA, the rainbow of  gifts  we possess, nor  the software of  our minds are pre-
programmed to be static. We arrive with human software built to evolve infinitely. Contrast this
inner world of evolutionary software with the static image of your thumbprint. The latter remains
static,  whereas  your  uniqueness  and  ability  to  grow  and  evolve  to  become  ever  more
accomplished is infinite and so works to constantly re-define both your identity as well as your
opportunities. Equagen ® TM © the technology that informs this programme enables everyone
to benefit from this fact more easily. At the same time I wanted to ensure with this programme
that another giant hole in current education systems was addressed so that our children were
better equipped than previous generations for their future. What is that giant hole? The lack of
global business know-how that our children leave school with and yet which is essential to their
prosperity and well-being.  

The Import of Being ‘World Wise’ and Billion-Dollar Business-Brain Ready

Unless  children  opt  for  a  subject  such  as  Business  Studies  in  school  they  can  miss  out
massively in the world of business when they leave school. That changed, now. With an entire
part of the programme in this handbook being dedicated to providing your child, wherever they
are in the world, with the business know-how they need to excel. From how to do business
interviews, to knowing how to move on and up from their first job and or starting their own
business, and capitalise on their innovative ideas and gifts. At the same time this part of the
programme provides your child with another area of knowledge important to their success in
global business. The cultural intelligence to shine as a global citizen in business. As a more
inter-culturally savvy 21C world-wise player your child will be even more successful.

                  Planning and Prepared for Futures Jobs Not Past Ones
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To complete their business knowledge, this part of the programme in tandem with everything
they will learn about themselves from Part I, affords your child a better informed vantage point.
From which  to  plan,  prepare  and  navigate  futures  careers  and  jobs.  That  changes  things
massively for your child as they now can look upon the future not just as a more informed
person, but also a more invigorated one. The future is more exciting when you know what it
offers you as a unique person. 

Essential World Winner ‘Know-How’: Kindergarten to Ivy League University 

My experience of working with multi-million dollar educational projects globally has taught me a
few lessons; one is the way in which past mistakes are not remedied quick enough for our
children. Leaving them without the skills they need to shine academically. 

          Before You Spend Any More Money on Your Child’s Education… 

The result is that loving parents such as you reading this now end up spending money left right
and centre to help your child, hoping for the best. With quick fix options offered by carpet-
bagger companies with no quality control have gone NASDAQ from Beijing to London. None of
this really helps our children and costs you a fortune. Hoping is great, knowing is better. 

  ‘Bambi’ to Super-Savvy Parent: With You on the Smart Track of Education

In response to emails I got from you across the world wanting help on these important issues. I
have provided for you and your child here all the essential know-how to excel academically.
From sitting exams to writing world-class essays and preparing for Ivy League entrance. As with
everything else in this World Winner’s programme you now have instant, expert, practical help.
Saving you and your children money, time and precious energy.  

        Cultivating Smarter Mind-Body Fitness for Optimum Performance 

Winners, whether on the track in the Olympic Games or every day in the office need to be fit to
keep on excelling at their optimum best. At the beginning of this millennium I wrote that if the
20C had been about optimum performance of the body. The 21C would need to have more of
an emphasis on the mind. We have already established that in the world they currently inhabit
and will inherit children are now obliged to operate in the most competitive global arena known
to the history of humankind. We cannot change that but as I say throughout this purpose-built
handbook and programme. What we can change is how we equip our children to manage this
and the stress that comes with it all – smarter and better. To ensure their own personal well-
being and optimum performance. The final part  of the World Winner’s programme therefore
concentrates on enabling your child to create a personalised plan that works to ensure they are
both mind and body strong. Ready for fresh challenges, with a thorough understanding of how
they personally work, recharge, and function best. For as with each of our DNA rainbow of gifts,
unique  mind  and  aspirations.  When  it  comes  to  finding  the  right  mind-body  balance  for
ourselves. One size doesn’t fit all. 

Inter-Galactic Passport to Success: Welcome to the World Winner V.I.P Suite      

Collectively, beginning with Part I the Golden Foundations, each of the parts of this handbook
and programme equip your child to take their rightful place as a future World Winner in a new
global,  inter-galactic  and  AI  era.  With  an  ultra-personalised  plan  that  works  for  the  most
important person and V.I.P. here: your fabulous child! 

                Do You Want to Make Your Child Wait? Didn’t Think So…  
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I  said earlier  that  working on multi-million projects of  change in education. I  had learned a
number of lessons. I  shared some of those with you. But the most important of all  for your
children is that dependent upon where you are in the world right now, you are dependent on
how long it  will  take for leaders and governments to wake up to the need to change, then
implement it. More often than not this can take decades. Meantime, both you and I know your
child doesn’t have decades they only have now, this minute, today to prepare for the very new
world and AI future that lies ahead. Are you going to make them wait? Didn’t think so! That’s
why I designed this programme, - whilst others are thinking about the future. I wanted to make
sure you and your children are already there, fully equipped and ready to win. 

Plus, any time you need to call on me for expert advice, I am right here for you 24/7, 365(6)
days of the year. Cheering you on as the future 21C World Winners you are!  

Getting the Best from this Programme and Handbook for Your Fabulous Child 

Part I forms the Golden Foundations of the programme: the essential know-how from which
everything else follows. After which, the beauty is you can pick and mix what you wish to do
next as best suits with you and your child’s priorities, any time.  Easy right? Right.

                                      Short on Time? That’s Just Fine! 

Reading this about to touch down on the tarmac after a flight? At the station? In the back of a
taxi? At the breakfast bar – about to dash out the door? Designed for our time-starved lives,
each section of the programme and handbook lets you get the information you want, when you
want it. Fast! 

 W.I.N points stand for Want It Now! Want expert advice quickly? 

 Haven’t got time to read the introduction to each key section?  

 Click or visit W.I.Ns at the end of key sections: you can have it all - in an instant! 

 Parent navigation check points enable you to pick fast where you left off  

 Practical, icon-driven, ready to-use activities and dedicated sections for speed:  

21C World Winner’s Foundations  

Academic help & advice:  
Billion Dollar Business-Brain Ready:  
         

World-Wise:      

Mind-Body Optimum Performance             

World Winner’s VIP Lounge                   
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 High fives to celebrate often, as you become future 21C World Winners! 

         Everything You Need to Win in 21C: Kindergarten to University 

Created to work with you and your child to see them excel from nursery to university. Age range
is not the precise indicator of when a child can begin and get the best from this programme, -
more accurately their individual ability is. No one knows your child better than you. As soon as
you believe they are ready to benefit from the programme – start. It’s really that simple. Enjoy!   

                                      Fast-Track Parent Fly-Drive Q&A   

Imagine you and I had just met at one of my seminars. Naturally before we began you would
want to ask me a bunch of questions. Now is the time: so, blast away. To answer all  your
questions and give you the heads up on everything you need to know before we begin each
section in the handbook and programme. You will find we will ‘chat’ frequently on these fast-
paced Q&A Fly Drives! My pleasure. Your gain! Over to you and your questions… 

Q: Do I need any prior knowledge whatsoever to do this programme? 
A: No. None! That’s what I’m here for! It’s my pleasure to make you the expert. 

Q: How does the programme work with my child’s school? 
A: Your child will also have the distinct, added advantage that no other programme can provide
them with;  giving them scientific,  global,  futures essential  know-how. Putting them ahead of
learning, education, business, and AI’s evolutionary curve. They will have the Winning Edge.
Period.  

Q: I am a home educator: how specifically does this programme help me? 
A: Home educator: you are not alone. There are now millions of home educators working right
across the world. Following local curricular at home on your own you have a framework. Now
you have the benefit of empowering your child with a programme designed to enhance your
child’s ability as a future 21C World Winner.  

Q: May I ask you a question? It’s great meeting you. And I’d love to chat with you like more. But
now I answered all  your questions, can we begin? The only reason I ask is someone more
important than either of us is waiting: the next generation. 

                A Warm Welcome to the 21C World Winner’s Programme  

I look forward to working with you and your child! Ready? Great! See you in Part I.  
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                       Part I: The Golden Foundations 

   The First Step to Enable Your Child to Become a World Winner

  Empowering Your Child with the Human Winning Edge in 21C         

       

     

       

         1. Enlightenment: All Diamonds Need Light to Sparkle 

_______________________________________________________

Only with a bright beam of light can you see the rainbows at play within a diamond. So it is with
the most scientifically authentic rainbow of gifts hidden in each child. Gifts which are innately
human, multi-dimensional within each person, infinite in nature, and therefore ultimately hold the
keys to our superiority over AI this century.  

Research from genomics estimates that billions of generations past have never had the chance
to capitalise on this sparkling orb of gifts within (Tynan 2004; Grigenko 2008; Tynan 2008).
Leaving this natural evolutionary advantage pre-programmed into our human software ‘on hold’.
With the rise of AI it’s time to unlock and champion this fabulous evolutionary architecture and
innate human magic in all our children. 
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Clear from my time at Cambridge, then as Senior Lecturer in Oxford, was that where a child is
able to  have their  most scientifically authentic rainbow of  gifts  discovered.  Multiple  benefits
ensue.  From more motivated and focussed learning,  to  optimum performance across many
different fields. The history of genius revealed that ordinarily these types of benefits had arisen
chance and serendipity (Tynan 2004). I wanted to make it a certainty for every child in an era of
AI. So I have with a new purpose-built technology. Rooted in 21C inter-disciplinary research. To
catalyse  the  evolution  of  human  talent  over  AI,  the  secret  of  which  resides  in  all  of  us
understanding better the majesty of the inter-connected universe of software that is our fabulous
DNA and mind. Welcome to Equagen ® TM © the ‘know-how’ that underpins everything your
child will learn here in Part I:  The Golden Foundations.    

            The DNA Rainbow of Gifts at Play in Your Child’s Unique Mind 

Contrary to the way we have been conditioned in education for centuries. In Part I, your child
will discover not only a wealth of gifts that they never knew they had. But that how, like the
colours of a rainbow in a diamond, these gifts work to complement and strengthen one another.
Within  their  own unique  mind.  Unique,  because  whilst  each  of  our  minds share  the  same
software. They are   shaped by our individual life experience, coupled with the diverse range of
gifts we each possess, ripe for discovery and development. (Tynan 2004; 2008; 2010;  New
Scientist March 2012). With this knowledge comes an array of advantages for your child. 

With Part I your child will have the advantages of the following essential know –how to
excel as a Future World Winner in 21C:    

 A scientifically informed platform of self-knowledge to unlock their mind, gifts and
innovative thinking, so they are better positioned to win in 21C.  

 Brain Energy Efficient Learning means your child can master any subject.  

 Beyond academic test scores. Your child will  be able to distinguish themselves: a
unique candidate. Via their own individual rainbow of gifts.

 Your child will be more attractive to Ivy League and Fortune 500 business.  

 From new technology to interstellar industries. Demand for innovation will continue
to be a priority for leaders and employees in futures business. 

 Your child will learn how to capitalise on their power of innovative thinking.  

 Ready to unleash this power across different disciplines and subjects

 Combined the above will make your child fast ‘Shape-Changer’ ready to adapt quickly
and innovate in futures business and industry environments. 

 In short, your child will have the Human Winning Edge…

 Confident in all these your child will be ahead of the AI evolutionary curve.

 They will have taken the first steps to becoming a future 21C World Winner!

                                        Fast-Track Fly Drive Q&A: 
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Strap yourself in firmly. Why? I know that you and your child are big on love but short on time
and that before we start Part I together, you have a bunch of questions. Sit back, enjoy the ride
and be prepared to be amazed. You knew your child was fabulous. After our fly drive through
the  beautiful  21C  science  at  work  in  your  child.  You  will  see  that  they  are  ultra-fabulous.
Consider this a ‘chat’ – not a lecture! That wouldn’t be my style. Ready? Okay! We’re off! 

                                         Parent Navigation Check Point  

Before you begin each session in Part I with your child. Best is that you travel through the Q&A
and become familiar with the foundation knowledge yourself, first. That way, later, as you work
through the foundation knowledge with your child. You will  be better placed to answer your
child’s questions, and make the most of discussion breaks about important topics. Wherever
you see this icon below. 

                                                                              

Brainbox: Remember what I said in the introduction, ability not age determines when your child
is ready to read and discuss this foundation knowledge with you. You know your child best so
use your wisdom accordingly and have a great time!                                        
  

Q:  How come this rainbow of gifts in my child slips through the radar at school? 

A: Three factors. The first is outmoded talent identification systems. 

School  talent  identification  systems  are  now light-years  behind  the  21C science  of  human
ability. My previous TV series awakened people to this fact across the world. 
However this is only one factor. That’s why you need to know about the two further factors also. 

But let us now return for a minute to first factor. Imagine for a moment a magnificent white
stallion, its mane flowing in the wind, it gallops restlessly across a dessert landscape. Feisty,
strong but bored, it kicks up its heels. Not content to plod like the other horses, it cajoles them
wanting to race with them. To the untrained expert eye, this horse is too wild, it needs to be
tamed. In contrast, to the expert eye, this sight is wonderful to behold. She just found the next
Dubai World Cup Winner!   

Einstein once said: not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that counts
can be counted (Tynan 2002; 2004; 2008; 2011). He was showing the limits of mathematics to
capture the fuller  power and majesty of  our universe. The same can be said for the multi-
dimensional nature of how human talent has evolved.

Numerical analysis of talent has a problem: it can only deal with tangibles. Those things we can
measure without difficulty. Yet many of the things that lie at the heart of what makes us humans
fantastic amidst our greatest achievements are intangible. They do not lend themselves easily
to any numerical measurement. For example, how do you measure love?  Answer: you can’t.
Yet you and I know for certain that both it and its opposite: hate, have shaped, and continue to
shape the history of humanity and consequently the future of our world today. 

Now let us look at the wider wealth of human gifts that have shaped our  world which exist
beyond the confines of simple pen and paper tests: the gift  of entrepreneurship, leadership,
compassion,  invention,  bold  exploration,  fantastic  vision,  innovation,   and  limitless  human
imagination – to name but a few. All of these things and other gifts we humans possess defy
measurement,  yes.  But  we  both  know  are  immeasurable  in  their  value  to  this  world  and
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ourselves.  They  are  no  less  the  key  to  our  past,  present  and  more  importantly:  future
achievements this century. 

Brainbox: For your child to be able to harness the fullest rainbow of talent within them. As with
that splendid white stallion galloping across the dessert we saw earlier. Your child must have
their most scientifically authentic rainbow of gifts within identified. With this advantage, your
child is immediately on a more sure-fire path to being a futures 21C World Winner. Now your
child will be, here with Part I.   

Q: You said three factors: what are the other two?

A: An obsession with categorization of children’s gifts. This is inconsistent with how gifts evolve
in the richly inter-connected, organic universes of our DNA and minds. 

Originating a Victorian obsession with categorization. Aided by factory systems thinking more
akin  to  Adam  Smith’s  pin  factory  than  children’s  minds!  (Tynan  1996;  Tynan  2012).   For
centuries now, education has invested a great deal of time, energy and money into trying to
classify  humans  into  neat  rows  of  ability.  However,  far  from  behaving  as  if  anaesthetised
butterflies lying in ordered, neat rows in glass cabinet in the Natural History Museum. Within the
hugely connected universe of our DNA and minds, children’s gifts do not operate a stand-alone
or one dimensional entities, as much as complementary multi-dimensional phenomena. Much
like the bands of colours we see in a rainbow, diverse but overlapping to create multi-coloured
phenomenon and the spectacular beauty we see. 

Brainbox: Neat and tidy categorizations of human ability therefore work well for filing cabinets
not  for  human beings.  They side-step the fact  of  science that  we are all  multi-dimensional
beings with not just one but many talents to discover and develop in life. Given half the chance.
Now your child will have the fullest chance.  

Q: What about the third factor? 
A: The third factor that left  these gifts undiscovered and undeveloped in our children is an
emphasis on knowledge acquisition and ‘teaching to tests’. This has cultivated a cookie cutter
mentality  in  which  homogeneity  not  diversity  in  gifts  and  thinking  has  been  emphasised.
Knowledge acquisition is as important as it ever was. However, as we shall soon see when you
and  I  come  to  discuss  the  capabilities  of  AI.  Knowledge  acquisition  and  our  ability  to
demonstrate we can learn knowledge with academic tests, will not be sufficient to maintain our
human edge over AI in this era. 

We therefore need a smarter balance in our educational approach. One that emphasises the
development of those human gifts that cannot be taught to us at school, as much as honed: for
we arrived with  them in  our  DNA, on the one hand.  Balanced with  attention to  knowledge
acquisition. And a far greater investment of the development of innovative thinking. Founded in
unlocking the rainbow of gifts within each child, Equagen ® TM © Technology works to do all
three for your child.   

Brainbox: Futures Education must strike a better balance between cultivating that which makes
us homogenous, to those things which make us diverse and distinct. As both human beings and
which currently place us beyond the capabilities of AI.  

A further benefit  arising this smarter balance is what I  term Brain Energy Efficient learning.
Advanced learning technology to empower a child to master any academic subject. Rooted in
better self-knowledge of how they uniquely think and learn best. More on that later in Part I.
Meantime, this shift in thinking and practice is required now in education. However, for those
reasons I stated in the introduction. Experienced in multi-million dollar programmes of change
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across the world. That will take decades. Your child doesn’t have to wait. In Part I they will have
the benefit of a smarter Futures Education, - today. 

Q: But what about genius: those people with a high IQ aren’t they at an advantage?  
A:  From  the  end  of  the  last  millennium.  The  work  of  many  researchers  working  across
disciplines, including my own. All  converged to drive a stake through the obsolete idea that
genius comes in only one form and can be measured on an IQ test. From my youth, I had long
suspected this when I asked myself two simple questions: first, if I am a Mensan with an IQ in
the top 2 percentile of the population. How come I do completely stupid things – like every day?
Second, how come if my mum was dyslexic, she also a gifted entrepreneur with perfect pitch in
music, accompanied with undoubted ‘racer-driver’ skills: able to reverse her sports car into her
incredibly tight garage, at ‘Mach II speed’ without scratching it? A Mensan, I once tried that…
Let’s just say the man who did the paint repair job at the local car dealership was delighted:
finally he could give his wife  that  Caribbean cruise he’d promised her.  Fact:  Humanity  has
evolved different kinds of clever (Tynan 2003; 2004; 2008; 2012). We will need all of them to
evolve intelligently, rapidly and positively in this new era of AI. 
                 
                                         A Wise Old Cambridge Professor 

At Cambridge I once got a great piece of advice from a wise old Cambridge professor. He told
me that one of the problems with research in just one area, is that you can end up seeing the
world as if through a straw. Other dimensions, probabilities and facts can become as if hidden
from your view. That’s the nice way of putting it. The alternative is that researchers can develop
blinkers like pit pony. I promised myself from that day that I wouldn’t do that. So my research is
inter-disciplinary.  What  are  the  implications  of  this  for  your  child  with  this  purpose  built
programme? One of the things I had noticed about past theories about human talent and ability
was that they often persisted in trying to make the children fit their theories. When facts from
21C inter-disciplinary science and research, no longer fit the children. As many of you reading
this who are already familiar with my work, you know I made you a promise: that something else
I have never allowed to happen on my watch. Rather, I work tirelessly to bring you methods and
technology grounded in state of the art science and know-how. That way your child stays ahead
– simple. 

                                                                    

 Reading this with your son/daughter? 

 Take a moment to reflect on the points made above case studies below. 

Study the ‘distinguished’ history of genius and as I said in my previous best sellers, the thing
you find is that it is rich in serendipity and chance events. Take these two famous, real life
examples. 

                                     Case Study One: ‘Our Young Enny’. 

It was to be a chance event that changed the course of Einstein’s life. At the age of 5 a friend of
the family came to visit his home, and happened to drop a compass down on the floor in front of
our young ‘Enny’. Prior to this event there had been no brilliant scientists in Einstein’s family. By
his own hand in the original letters of his I was privileged to be able to read first hand, and for
which I am thankful to the Einstein Foundation for letting me have access to. Einstein sites this
chance  moment  as  the  one  which  determined  the  path  he  wished  to  take  in  life  (Tynan
2004;2006; 2008). 
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                              Case Study Two: Women Beyond Their Time 

Now let us go to a woman who also lived in an era of World War as did Einstein. Hedy Lamarr:
the beautiful Hollywood actress. The woman who invented the patent technology upon which
today’s cell phone technology is based (Tynan 2004). A young, gifted actress she would today
have been just as welcome at CALTEC, Princeton or Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Boston, as she would have been in Hollywood. But the former avenue was closed to her back in
World War II. Why? When she arrived at the relevant government office to present her brilliant
new invention. She was told in no uncertain, patronizing terms, not to worry her pretty little head
and go back to Hollywood.  Luckily  both for  her,  the Allied Forces and the world,  her male
partner who could see past her female good looks to the brilliance of her brain and idea. He
went back and presented it, as if it was now his own. ‘Funnily enough’, her invention was then
accepted!  

It is now accepted Hedy Lamarr’s brain child helped bring World War II to a swifter end with a
brilliant new radar jamming system. Yet most of you reading this have  probably never even
heard of her.  Indeed she was well  into her golden years before she was formally awarded
recognition in the USA for her revolutionary patent design and the benefits it bought the world.
At that time resident in a retirement home in Florida, she is alleged to have said as they pinned
the medal on her chest: ‘bout time’ and turned tail. Quite right too!  

And let’s not forget the lady only now being recognized fully as the first computer programmer:
the beautiful and intellectually accomplished Ada Lovelace, daughter of famed writer and poet
Lord Byron and friend of Charles Babbage. Ada figured out 100s of years ago, the basis of the
programming that formed the conceptual logic and platform for subsequent analytical machines
created by both Charles Babbage and Alan Turing. Me thinks a Hollywood film ‘Ada’ or ‘Hedy’ is
well overdue. 

The reason you may not have heard of Ada or Hedy, yet are familiar with Einstein is not just
about serendipity: being in a chance point at a random moment. Rather all these real life case
studies underscore the import of what we were discussing earlier about your child. Their human
gifts  are  not  one-dimensional  they  are  multi-dimensional.  A  failure  to  understand  and/or
appreciate this fact meant that  the war office in the USA couldn’t  see past  the beauty and
genius entertainment capabilities of an accomplished actress, to recognize she also had the
brilliant gift of invention. 

       Einstein, Lamarr – Not One Trick Ponies; The Point is No Human Is…

Conversely, in the case of Einstein. There have been many brilliant scientists in many different
fields. What makes Einstein stand out is not merely his Theory of Relativity, but the fact that he
was a fantastic visionary who had the gift of being a supreme communicator. His wit made it
possible  for  him  to  communicate  to  the  many  who  were  not  scientists  the  impact  of  his
discoveries.  Take  any  of  these  factors  away  from  Einstein  and  you  do  not  have  Einstein
anymore. You just have one part of what makes the larger part of the whole. So it is with all of
us. 

                     None of Us are One-Dimensional Neither are our Gifts 

Contrary to the way that dominant models of education have tried to categorize us into this or
that, artists or scientists for example. Scientifically that is not how human DNA, gifts or brain
software  ‘works’.  Within  the  billions  of  inter-connected  factors  at  work  in  the  organic,
evolutionary software of the human mind; gifts we are born with behave more like a shimmering
orb of connectivity, each complementing the other – where they are given the opportunity to be
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discovered and developed. At present the fullness of that shimmering orb within each child isn’t
allowed to blossom. Due to the outmoded systems and factors operating in education globally
that we are visiting on our Q& A fly drive. Even the true meaning of genius has been lost in
modern education systems, suggesting it is something for the few rather than many.  

 21C Science Means It’s Time to Awaken the Attendant Genius Spirit in Humanity 

Once you factor into the equation: those DNA rainbow of gifts we each possess that can’t be
measured by simple pen and paper tests; the billions of inter-connected factors at work in the
organic, evolutionary software of the human mind. Hand in hand with all  the other scientific
factors you and your child will learn here in Part I. The greater our ability to realise in full what I
term in Equagen ® TM ©: the hidden ‘attendant genius spirit’ waiting to be unleashed within all
us humans. This brings us to the error and falsity endemic in the word genius and how we use it
today. The word genius was originally used by the ancients to describe that which happens
when circumstances appear to transform us, from mere mortals to heroes. For example, the 3
year old that saves her father’s life, remarkably efficient and ‘adult’ in having the intellect to ring
the emergency services. The mother who suddenly has the strength of a mountain lion, finding
her child trapped beneath the wheels of a car. Stories like these travel round social media and
the globe every day. Today they happen only when a circumstance forces us to find that hidden
power within. What if education unlocked all of it in all of us, more of the time? In the race with
AI, this shouldn’t be a question of what if, but how about we do that now – here we are! There’s
another reason why we need to unlock all  this potential  in our children, faster,  better more
efficiently, and urgently in today’s schools.  

        The Not So Smart DNA Survival Game Going on In Schools Globally 

Hedy Lamarr was not a trained scientist,  yet she was a natural  inventor.  What might  have
happened if education had focussed more on that than on her beauty? It is not a myth that
Einstein had a somewhat challenging time in school. Growing up in a Europe on the brink of
war. His education was far from a nice easy ride, being more erratic. Topped by the fact that
when it  came to entering the halls  of  academia his  innovative and imaginative ideas were
rejected on the grounds he wasn’t  a cut  out to  be a scientist!  A L.O.L.  moment today! He
advanced despite of, not because of his education. Amusing as we all might find this true story
now. In an era of AI, humanity can’t afford for this scenario to continue. 

The mutability written into our survivalist DNA software: to innovate, adapt and overcome can
be better  harnessed toward helping us to  evolve superior  to  AI.   When education systems
change to be far more aware and supportive of a diverse range of immeasurable human talent.
Whilst they are not doing this, as happens now. Given the pre-programmed mutability of DNA.
Education  systems  albeit  good  intended,  force  a  mutation  of  human  ability  in  a  negative
direction of talent evolution. How? The will to survive is hardwired into our DNA. This means
that as babies, from the first, our priority is to ‘fit in’. To ensure our survival in our immediate
environment,  our DNA will  do whatever it  has to do. As it  reconfigures itself  in response to
‘negative’ and ‘positive’ feedback from our environment: education being a major one. Once
thought to be a static entity. Just how quickly our DNA can and does reconfigure itself with
inbuilt organic ability only become apparent in 2012. With recent research pertaining to what are
known as Jumping Genes.   

                                     RNA, DNA and ‘Jumping Genes’  

Q: What the heck are jumping genes? 
A: Until  recently we knew that DNA had been programmed to evolve. But not how this can
happen rapidly in real time – daily.  In a nutshell, RNA or Ribonucleic Acid has the capacity to
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reshuffle the genetic pack we were originally born with, by being able to put the cards back in a
different order.  In response to external factors.  How this occurs in each individual and their
mind,  means  each  of  our  minds  are  unique.  Dependent  upon  the  myriad  of  random and
personal experiences we each have. This is one of the reasons why for example, when I say
the word ‘cat’. Beyond the basic generic structural features, the precise network of associations
connected to the word cat in your mind, will be as unique to you as they are to me. 

This 21C science of RNA and Jumping Genes goes beyond the theoretical old chestnut in past
centuries of  psychology and education:  the nature v nurture debate.  It  means that  get  the
environment wrong and whatever brilliant gifts you were born with, regardless of race, class or
gender, goes on a reverse evolutionary curve. Namely they become supressed in the brain,
never to be realised in your life time (Tynan 2004; Tynan 2008; Grigenko 2008).  Unless of
course, you have that famous ‘chance moment’ that fills the history of past genius we discussed
earlier.  

Brain Box: End game? At present where a child’s gifts lie outside ancient moulds of human
ability dominant in schools globally and created many moons ago. Children get busy being one
or a combination of three things. Rebelling and getting into trouble. Passively floating through
school feeling inside ‘something isn’t quite right’ (because it isn’t!). Repressing the gifts within,
until after they leave school, or sadder still, forever as I showed in my previous international TV
series.

Alongside the recent rise of AI. The implications of recent research in RNA and DNA comprise
one  of  the  major  reasons  why  Part  I  the  Golden  Foundations  in  the  21C World  Winner’s
programme champions those human gifts which are immeasurable, and currently massively
under-supported in  schools globally.  For  reasons we shall  discuss later  which highlight  the
evolutionary differences between AI and humans. Unlocking these gifts in our children in 21C
education holds the key to our superior evolution over AI this century. It will also bring about a
long overdue emancipation of human talent, right across the world.  

Stemming from this first step and foundation in Part I, other brain benefits occur. From being
able to learn what we call more Brain Energy Efficiently in Equagen ® TM ©. To each individual
child being able to apply and maximize upon their innovative thinking ability – another factor
endemic to how the human mind evolved.  

                        
                         

 Though you and your child might be tempted to begin discovering their DNA rainbow of gifts
now; having come this far, I would say ‘hold your horses’. Why? 

 There is more on genius of benefit to you both in the short and long run 

 Take another break, reflect on the main points we have discussed. 

 Come back refreshed, as ever, I will still be here for you!  

                                             Dyslexia and Global Talent 
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Terrific blind sight of the multi-dimensional nature and diversity of human genius isn’t new. It
stretches across the world with spectacular cases in point. Dyslexia being a major one, as many
of you reading this will already be aware from my previous works (Tynan 2003;2004; 2008).
Growing up in an era when schools knew next to nothing about dyslexia.  My mother didn’t
realise the gifts she had at school. She had to play hooky and wait until she left school to begin
doing that. Whichever way you want to stack that fact – it is a waste of precious time. That was
then. The sad thing is this is still happening now. Due to the scientific gap between the multi-
dimensional  nature  of  gifts  21C  inter-disciplinary  science,  and  how  school  models  have
persisted. Not matter they are out of date. 

Today, it is universally recognized as a particular type of human brain gift. From Sir Richard
Branson, the fantastic visionary, entrepreneur, bold pioneer in space travel, and founder of the
mega-successful Virgin global and now inter-galactic enterprise. To those who have excelled in
one of the toughest business in the world: Hollywood you will find people with dyslexia. For
example: Keira Knightly, Salma Hayek and Tom Cruise – a heart throb when I was a kid. He’s
still top of his game. You have to be some kind of special smart to be able to do that in the star
rich world of Hollywood! So much therefore for the idea that dyslexia was some kind of dumb –
in the galaxy of education long, long, ago. Obviously spurred by my mother’s experience and
gifts. And the fact that as a Mensan a lot of the time I didn’t feel anywhere near as smart as
Mum!  It  was  comforting  some  decades  later  to  find  at  Harvard  University  amongst  fellow
academics from around the world, that what I believed was right. Dyslexia is now accepted as a
special kind of smart.  

Brainbox: From my earliest work with all children, including those with dyslexia I learned they
had untapped gifts and abilities. For example where a person from the West might struggle to
learn Mandarin and/or Arabic. A child with dyslexia can find these things easy. In the same way
it has been found that Massachusetts Institute of Technology star gazers in Boston can map
star patterns faster than the computers they were given to do the same thing. Why am I telling
you all this? 

Top Tip. Dyslexia is far  too often an oversimplified area.  For it  arises in not one by many
diverse forms. Moreover as you now know, being dyslexic and having multiple gifts is not the
exception  but  the  rule  within  billion-figure  universe  of  connectivity  that  is  the  evolutionary
software of DNA, human ability and the brain.   

Brainbox: Just as it took the scientific community a while to ‘catch on’ about dyslexia. We can
only develop those gifts we are aware of at any one time in our children. Hence you should see
the gifts  you will  discover  in  your child  in this  programme not  as an end point,  but  only a
beginning, ripe always for further insight and development, replete with new discoveries from
inter-disciplinary research. 

Q: What’s Junk DNA? Here’s where you and your child find out…
A: Why do I and my child need to know about it? Big Pharma eyeing up your wallet.
                                      

                                  Parent Navigation Check Point 

 Now would be a good time to take a break

 Why? We’re about to enter the world of Junk DNA. 

 Need to rush off do something now? Fine. Pick up again later! See you here.  
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  The Infinite Universe in Ourselves Yet to Be Fully Understood: ‘Junk DNA’

The fact that we can only develop in ourselves those gifts which we are aware of at any given
point in time is a fact underscored by recent discoveries like Junk DNA.  (Carey 2015). Why?
What genomics has christened junk in our DNA may not be junk at all – but very far from it! Junk
DNA therefore constitutes a grossly understudied area of research in genomics. What is Junk
DNA? The name given to those aspects of our DNA, that if scientists are honest and open:  we
are still figuring out, as we don’t fully understand it or the treasures that it holds in human terms.
So fast is this field moving now, that the definition of what Junk DNA is, in itself is a bone of
contention amongst researchers (Carey 2015). If genetics like the nature of human talent and
minds is yet another elegant universe we are visiting in our fly drive. You might call Junk DNA,
one of the black holes in the universe of human evolution that scientists have only just begun to
explore. Who knows? It may as some think lead us to a higher understanding of the history of
human evolution itself.  

Q: Then why, if this universe of unexplored data in DNA is so important, call it Junk?   
A: Good question. This takes us back to the wisdom of what Einstein surmised in relation to the
wider universe we inhabit. Just because we can count and thus understand certain things in the
universe  today;  that  doesn’t  mean  that  things  we  don’t  understand  and  have  currently
overlooked the import of therefore, are vital to a greater appreciation of our universe. Here’s the
reason why ‘unknowns’ in DNA are called junk. I am just guessing, but I don’t think you are
going to be impressed.

Brainbox: Within DNA research the way something becomes Junk appears to be the point at
which scientists don’t understand its precise function. There are other areas that scientists have
underestimated in understanding human ability we shall visit later. There is therefore another
way to look at so called Junk DNA. As humans, we have come up in the universe, via the hard-
school of evolutionary knocks and lived to tell the tale. How? Our DNA and mind-software is
pre-programmed with a marine mentality to adapt, innovate and overcome, infinitely. The only
thing it can’t do at present is conquer mortality, - I said at present. However, the way our DNA
software and mind is pre-programmed in this way, combined with our myriad of immeasurable
gifts makes us more than ready to excel in Space exploration and challenges of change in
environment for example.  Heck, sci-fi books about winged beings are not even sci-fi any more.
It  can be done.  If  we want  it  that  is,  whilst  a  large part  of  our DNA remains vastly  under-
researched. That’s why the burgeoning world of DNA research has implications for how we
educate our children as future World Winners going forwards. It also has implications that every
parent  and child should know about  regarding Big Pharma eager  to get  into DNA shuffling
‘somewhat’ prematurely in the ‘market’ of education. A case in point being the topic of ‘genius’.
Mmm. I can hear you thinking. Hasn’t history seen us trying to manufacture this before? With er
not so brilliant consequences? Yep.   

      Anyone for up for a 21C Big Pharma Game of Sorcerer’s Apprentice? 

You will  recall  from the  forward  to  this  book that  the  true  meaning of  genius  has become
bastardized over centuries. It originally meant: the attendant spirit that makes us super human
in circumstances unplanned that bring out the extraordinary in us all. You also know that being
for example dyslexic and having many gifts are not mutually exclusive but echo how the organic
software of the brain, DNA and gifts work in the billions-figure interconnected universe of the
mind. You now know there are vast swathes of DNA that scientists don’t yet understand. Now,
then all  that said.  Anyone for a large scale game of Sorcerer’s Apprentice? Whilst we start
splicing and dicing human DNA and gifts to make someone’s idea of perfection? Didn’t think so.
The problem with premature genetic splicing and dicing like that are many. I am no Luddite. But
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before anyone starts to do that in the name of making us smarter. Smarter still would be to know
light-years more first about the universe we call DNA.                                 

                              Big Pharma and So Called ‘Smart Pills’ Duh?  

Q: But aren’t smart pills the best way to catalyse a smart evolution in our children?  
A: You tell me. When, in a minute, you know more facts. You tell me. Like any new technology
smart pills are only as good as the knowledge, ethic and principles that inform them. I am all for
the benefits of new technology for our children. However, at the moment there are those in the
pharmaceuticals and genomics industries that seek to transpose the ‘disease and prevention’
model in healthcare onto education. 

Q: How does that work? 
A: How does that not work is more the question we should all be asking right now. In cancer
research for example: being able to isolate a particular gene works well via the disease and
prevention model  that has shaped the healthcare sector.  Eradicate one gene, and in some
cases you can rid a person of their propensity to develop that disease. That’s all good. But now
let’s see what happens when we transpose this model into the universe of human DNA, talent
and  minds.  Grounded  in  what  you  already  know  about  the  multi-dimensional  and  inter-
interconnected way in which human talent, DNA and our minds have evolved. Adopt the ‘one
gene sorts all approach’. And you find yourself in a galactic pickle. One part of which is how do
you ascertain which gene you eradicate or lop off exactly? Viewed from within the richly inter-
connected universe of DNA, talent and mind, in how we have evolved. One part of the galactic
pickle presented by the disease and prevention model is this: which gene do you lop off exactly,
without immediately damaging something vital in the vast diverse pool of human talent – we are
only as yet – scratching the surface of understanding? For example take this real life case
studies of genius.  

                                        Case Study: Our Baby Alan 

Baby  Alan  was  born  like  all  other  healthy  babies:  he  was  intelligent,  beautiful  and  bright.
Growing up at school in Sherborne South West Dorset, England, UK. His teachers found he had
a propensity for mathematics. Socially however he struggled. He had a friend he loved called
Christopher.  He  also  had  something  which  his  teachers  knew nothing  about  at  that  time:
Asperger’s Syndrome. As World War II dragged wearily on. A keen advocate of new technology
and  innovative  thinking  in  its  power  to  win  wars.  Sir  Winston  Churchill,  the  British  Prime
Minister: sought out diverse talent to help the Allied Forces win. Bletchley Park was one result.
As was its most famous member of staff: Alan Turing.  Detailed in the film The Imitation Game.
Alan created ‘Christopher’; the computer that decoded the German Enigma machine, and in so
doing bought World War II to a swifter end than might otherwise be possible. Saving millions of
lives and bloodshed of people across the World. 

Now let us fast forward to the year 2020 as if in a Sci-Fi film. The ‘disease and prevention’
model of humanity has now become successfully marketed: we go back to the future in history.
A different baby is about to be conceived in a petri-dish. His parents are told he has Asperger’s.
Aware that some of the world’s most brilliant mathematicians past and present are also those
with Asperger’s. For Alan Turing is not alone in this human phenomenon. The parents are given
a choice. They are told they should eradicate this gene from their future baby’s DNA profile.
They agree. A new world war of a type we have never encountered before is well underway.
Presidents and Prime Ministers across the world are looking for diverse talent with which to win
it. A new Bletchley Park of sorts is developed. But our baby isn’t there. Nor the ‘magic’ solution
his talent and Asperger’s may have bought combined. Okay so you could argue he might have
other  gifts  that  helped  in  this  scenario.  Whilst  that  is  true.  Two  further  points  are.  With
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Asperger’s he would be able to make just as brilliant a contribution. For having Asperger’s and
being gifted in different ways are not mutually exclusive. Moreover, the information upon which
the parent’s decision rested, proffered to them by the genomics/pharmaceutical company did
not  rest  in  2020  research.  The  decisions  to  take  this  approach  are  being  made now,  this
decade. Minus a fuller understanding of the phenomenon we call Asperger’s. 

Brainbox: The implications of what we just visited aren’t restricted to the human phenomena of
those brains born with either the gift of Dyslexia and/or Asperger’s. They have implications for
all of us. To return to where we began this conversation. The bottom line is this. Premature
splicing and dicing of  DNA or  smart  pills  built  on incomplete knowledge of  the universe of
human talent and DNA itself isn’t smart. It’s plain dumb. Operating out of huge ignorance, in a
galactic kind of stupid. Those too eager to make a fast buck, may just ‘accidentally’ lop off the
very bits of our DNA that render humanity the fabulously diverse and talented Earthlings we are.
‘Bits’ for instance, which naturally gave us the Human Winning Edge over AI. 

Ever Notice How We Humans are Different from Mice? Some Folks Haven’t… 

The software of DNA not being static but a mutable thing – there is something else you need to
know, as part of my promise to make you and your child highly equipped future World Winners
this century. It’s about mice and men.   
     
What’s the other problem with the ‘pop a pill’ disease and prevention approach to evolving
human talent? The lion’s share of pharmacological research comprises studies of lab rats: mice
not men. Until  I see a mouse build a small lunar module. Play the violin like a virtuoso. Or
abscond with their lab researcher’s car keys for a night on the town eating cheesy pizza.  We
need to remain cautious of this difference between us and our whiskered friends in labs, when
thinking about how to evolve specifically human talent in an AI era.  Skip that ‘small step’ for
humankind and whatever it is we create in labs, it will be inferior to what we could have evolved
into. The recent discovery about a hitherto entirely misunderstood aspect of the human brain
that is distinct from that of mice and other animals is a prime case in point.   

                             A Human Case in Point: Magical Astrocytes

Replete with their star-like name and structure shown in Template 1a. Astrocytes have a lot of
connector arms – posh name: dendrils. What so special about astrocytes? Up until this decade
astrocytes were thought of as mere, humble house-keeper cells; whose job it was to look after
far more important ones in our brain. Now we know differently. 

Astrocytes are no less one of those aspects of our brains that gives us humans a huge edge
over the other critters we share this planet with. You see, whereas we have oodles of these
particular glia cells in our brain. Other animal brains do not. Hope you’re not squeamish for this
next bit. When researchers at University of Rochester in New York injected human astrocytes
into mice’s brains the results were amazing. The mice developed better memory and appeared
to get smarter – more precisely echoing increased human brain cognitive function. One mouse
is now doing her PhD at the Roquefort School of Advanced Cheeses. More seriously…  

For a long time we’ve known that within the innovative thinking process. One has to be able to
martial extant knowledge, and apply it imaginatively as well as logically to an idea, object, or
situation. Evolution-wise we humans often had to do this fast: being chased by a dinosaur for
example. We would have had to martial our extant knowledge and imagination, logically and
quickly  to  come up with  an  innovative  idea  –  or  get  eaten!  Glia  essentially  means ‘glue’.
Astrocytes are glial  cells. They help enhance connectivity within the human brain.  It  is now
thought by researchers in the field of Astrocytes that these cells are key to: human memory,
learning and the way in which our brain has evolved to develop higher cognitive functions.
Factors which collectively facilitate our creative and innovative streak as a species. This recent
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discovery about these ‘star’ cells once thought to be so mundane, begs the question:  how
much more magic does our mind possess that we don’t even know about yet? 

                                       Watch Out for the Funny Car 

Of course impatience, foolishness and arrogance never stopped some folk wanting to make fast
buck – without thinking about the consequences for the human brain. Sensing a new market in
education, and their eyes firmly fixed on your wallet. Loading their funny car up and driving it at
you or ‘a school near you soon’ are some companies that prefer you didn’t know about the
above facts, or others that show it is premature to say pop a pill and we will all be smarter.
Nothing we have discussed here will change that. What has changed, is that you and your child
are now in a better place to be able to make, a more informed decision for yourselves about
such products and services. Clear is that our children are already born with everything they
need to be 21C World Winners: from the majesty of their brain to the rainbow of talents, and
inherent gift of innovation built into their human mind and DNA.  A winning combo that already
puts them ahead of AI. When 21C education supports this natural Human Winning Edge far
better than it does now. Meantime, you and your daughters and sons are already doing that for
yourselves: right now! 

                         

Not all things that Big Pharma do is ‘bad’; they do some great things from which we all benefit
medically.  At  the  same time the  disease prevention  model  is  not  one  that  we  need  to  be
applying to education in the name of making ourselves smarter. Nor is it logically time to start
playing with our chemistry sets when we know so little about: 

 Diversity in human talent

 The fact none of us or the talents we possess is one but multi-dimensional

 How little we know about DNA itself hence ‘Junk DNA’

 The absolute uniqueness of each of our brains

 Due to our individual experiences RNA, DNA and ‘Jumping Genes’.

 Only recently discovered factors about the import of for example: Astroctyes  

Discuss each of these points above with your child 

If  you  are  new  to  my  books  remember  this  mantra:  children  don’t  know  something  is
complicated until we tell them it is. If you want proof of that, think on the last time you bought
home some new tech – be honest – your kid figured it out first. You’ll hear me say this again at
relevant points in the programme, because it is true. 

Your  child  will  grasp  these  points  if  you  discuss  them in  a  manner  that  shows  you  have
confidence in them. Go do. Take a break afterward and return back later…
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 Your Gifts; My Gifts: Inheritance, Shape Changer Capacity and Planet Infinity  

Rich in the fact that our minds, DNA, RNA are mutable not static entities. And that in the vast
interconnected universe of our mind, none of us can be said to have one, but more scientifically
accurate: many different gifts. It becomes more apparent just how well set we humans are to
survive in a rapidly changing world, era, and environment. We have all the pre-programmed
fabulous software we need to evolve infinitely. All we need to do now is to model education to
use all  that  better.  In  Equagen ®TM © I  call  this  harnessing our  Shape-Changer  capacity.
Ordinarily in life we stumble upon this capability after for instance, suffering a shock or financial
setback that threatens our livelihood for example. What if we could martial this power within ‘on-
demand’? Soon as I promised in the introduction. With everything they will learn with you in Part
I.  Your child  will  be able to do this.  Better  still  they will  become a Master  Shape-Changer.
Equipped  to  respond  intelligently  and  rapidly  to  change  and  grasp  new  opportunities  for
themselves. As and when they want to. 

Q: But won’t my child’s gifts be limited by their inheritance and thus same as mine? 
A: As you may have heard me say in interviews. Life doesn’t happen in straight neat lines,
neither does genetics nor the way our DNA, and mind software has been pre-programmed to
evolve in response to environment. Such is the warp and weft of genetic inheritance over the
distance of time and space. It can be the case that parents discover talents in their child that
they never even thought were in the family. This is because rather than a mere ‘carbon copy’.
Each of our fabulous children that are born is a one off, an original, unique. They are every bit
their own person. Born into times that have generic human challenges, as well as ones specific
to their era. For example this generation will have a world of AI and a very rapidly moving global
knowledge economy. Within this new map of the future. Master Shape-Changer capacity isn’t
just a lovely idea, it will become essential to this generation’s future well-being and prosperity.
The gifts you discover, develop at one point in your life will give way to new ones found and
developed.  Via Equagen ® TM © as people  engage their  in-built  Shape-Changer capacity,
better, more efficiently than before. The probability is they will discover more within themselves
than they initially thought they had. 

Q: Is it possible to develop a gift that you were not born with? 
A:  To answer head on your  question:  I  would say this.  You can learn new skills.  You can
increase  your  problem-solving  ability  on  things  such  as  IQ  tests;  you  can  develop  your
innovative thinking. You can become a more advanced learner – as your child will be by the end
of the Golden Foundations. However, as the Hollywood film script writer Syd Field relayed to
those wishing to emulate his success. You can develop a person’s gifts. You can’t give them
what God left out. Moreover, emulating other people’s gifts is never as good as being able to
discover,  develop  and  ultimately  self-actualise  your  own  DNA rainbow of  gifts.  Why?  Two
reasons. First, why be someone else when you can be yourself? You have a head start in being
happier and successful in life. When you work to develop all the rainbow of gifts that make up
the rare, unique, multi-dimensional diamond of gifts that is: naturally you. At the moment true is
to say, for all those reasons discussed, none of us before this point has had that opportunity. My
advice? Grasp it with both hands. It will take some time for the science to catch up with the
magic that is how human talent ‘works’. 
                                          
    

        Gifted;Talented Is There a Difference? Let’s Talk Varsity Rowing  
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Q: Why do you use the definitions talent and gifts so interchangeably? 

A: Dependent on which education system in the world you happen to be ‘living’ in. A child is
deemed gifted if they are for example good at languages or maths, and talented if they are good
at music, art and sports – as in the UK for instance. Or if you are in the USA the converse would
be true. The very first programmes to identify gifts and talents in our children were developed
this way. I know I worked in them! 

After another day working with children and researching. Sat on the banks of the Cam; the river
that  runs  through  Cambridge.  I  noted  the  university’s  rowing  team were  out  on  the  water
preparing for a varsity match. Rowing requires athleticism. It also requires, as do all  sports:
intellect  and mental  agility  to win.  For example, it  is  still  a little known fact  that  the soccer
champion David Beckham beat a computer simulation carried out in Europe. The champion
repeatedly calculated the exact trajectory to bend and land the ball in the net perfectly, to best
the computer. 

Amongst the rowing crew that day were successful academics leading research in their various
fields from environmental studies to rocket science. So you tell me the answer to the question I
asked myself that day: Are the rowers gifted or talented? The answer is of course they are both.
Within the wealth of 21C inter-disciplinary science you and your child have already visited here.
The foundations of  20C terms that  split  humans neatly  into  being either  gifted or  talented,
dissolve. Of course, just writing that question probably put me on ‘most wanted’ posters in the
offices of many academics who built their careers around dividing folk into either set of labels.
Beyond labels my work has always focused on the individual child. As I said earlier each one is
an original, new and unique one off (Tynan 2003;2004;2008). As is the rainbow of gifts they are
each born with and their constantly evolving unique mind. 
                        
                   Welcome to Planet Infinity: Home of Futures Earthlings

Evolving being the operative word. You do the math. With billions of cells that make up the
interconnected universe that comprises your child’s unique mind, DNA, rainbow of gifts, oodles
of Astrocytes, and inherent human ability to think innovatively. None of us is meant to stand still
during our live times but evolve – infinitely. This gives us another in-built advantage over AI in
the evolutionary stakes.  Equagen ® TM © for the first time lets our children really use this in-
built power.       How? You just began the process. By taking the lid off our children’s view of the
future and themselves. Rooted in the exciting 21C science. Now we are going to open up that
horizon a little wider. How? by getting inside the minds of AI to bust some myths, before they get
started and cloud our children’s view of the future. Sound good? That’s because it is!    
                                  
 Awakening the Human Genius Spirit in Our Children: Talk Over Let’s Do It!  

Without doubt there are many benefits that AI will  bring to his world, just as the digital tech
revolution  did.  At  the  same  time  there  will  be  unintended  consequences.  One  of  those
consequences is that many of the jobs we have now not just in factories but in the professions
will be replaced by AI, as is already happening. Once any genie is out, it is impossible to put it
back in the bottle. Winners have always know this about science and the inevitable of life:
change.  Winners  change  their  way  of  thinking  to  meet  new challenges,  rise  above  it  and
ultimately: win big for themselves. 

Whilst humanity is not at war with AI (yet at least). Intelligence wins wars as Sun Tsu said. Over
the coming months, years, and decades you and your children are going to be bombarded with
adverts and hype about AI. 21C World Winners will know how to handle this best. Others will
panic and may even become resentful of AI. That needn’t happen if we: 
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 Educate children that the best bit of exciting technology around is actually: us! 

 You already began doing that with me here. Well done.

 Start using this in-built power to awaken the human genius spirit and see it soar  

 Start knowing the other species of AI better than we do now. 

                          

 Before progressing now to explore the key evolutionary differences between AI and our
majestic human minds.  

 Take a moment first to reflect on the points we just visited on our fly drive. 

 Then take a break here! So your mind is refreshed and ready for the next part of our journey;
where we separate fact from fiction and get inside the minds of AI. 

                               Parent Navigation Check Point  
Don’t rush this next section our fly drive. If you feel now is not the best time to do it with your
child because you are pressed for time (who isn’t?). Make a date to come back and explore this
next part with your child when you are more relaxed. What to do it now? Okay! See you both
here now, or very soon! 

    The Great 21C Evolutionary Race: Humans v AI – Who Wins and Why? 

                                              
For  some  time  now,  I  have  been  studying  the  rise  of  AI  and  robotics  in  detail.   My  first
conclusion?  Make  no  mistake,  we  are  indeed  in  an  evolutionary  race  with  AI.  My  second
conclusion? Grounded not just in the science we just discussed; but also that which you are
about to learn about AI, with me here. Our children can win this evolutionary race. Furnishing
you  with  the  know  how  to  do  this  is  one  of  my  passions.  The  other?  Changing  Futures
Education itself to champion a well overdue diverse human talent and brain evolution; you and
your child know. 

Before you can compete successfully in a race. You have to know the competition. How much
about AI, apart from what you hear piece meal on TV do you really know? Here’s where you get
AI-smart. 

Equipped to separate fact from fiction; confident in their own human ability. By the end of this
next part of our Q &A fly drive your child will be more than ready to win this evolutionary race. 

Brainbox: This is not to say I am against AI; I believe, if its evolution is managed correctly it can
bring many advantages; but only in so far as a priority, AI’s evolution is used to aid our own
species’ intelligent and positive evolution as Earthlings. This is a key principle that underpins
Equagen ® TM © from robotics designs in education to championing self-actualisation of gifts,
mind and innovative thinking in each child.  
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              The AI Mega-Quiz: How Much Do You Really Know About AI? 

The quiz in Template 1b originated my wish to cut through the proverbial hype and empower
you and your child with the knowledge to cut AI down to actual size. When we can separate the
fact from the fiction. Fear disappears and logic takes over. At the end of this session your child,
unlike many folks who can feel a bit like rabbit in headlights when it comes to AI. You will know
three things: 

 Understand more than most about the ‘minds of AI’ 

 Why our human pre-programmed evolutionary software is superior to AI 
 

 How the Golden Foundations of  this  programme capitalise on that  fact  to  put  you child
ahead of the evolutionary race with AI this century. 

Top Tip: The AI Mega Quiz in Template 1b is not a test! It’s a fun way to get started learning
about AI for you and your child. So grab your favourite coffee, tea or fruit juice and enjoy it, and
no cheating! How do you complete the quiz? You can either use a pencil or touch screen with
the downloaded version. Time to start! Meet you back here when you are done. 

How did you do? Let’s unpack each statement to find out and in the process myth bust to reveal
the real facts about AI. 

                 The Limbic System, the Wizard of Oz and the Tin Man 

If you already know our minds are a universe whose infinite software for development rivals the
one we find our planet and ourselves in. There is another magnificent microcosm within the
macrocosm of your mind: The Limbic System. This crucial in your being able to understand the
answer to the first statement. Why?   

As shown in Template 1c. The Limbic system is the human brain’s mixing unit of:

 Emotional and rationale thought including our imagination and ideas

 Knowledge acquired via multisensory input from our Central and Peripheral Nervous System
(CNS and PNS). 

 Information  from  left  and  right  brain  hemispheres  afforded  the  Corpus  Callosum:  the
superhighway of connectivity that connects left and right brain hemispheres.  

 Information collected further afield’ in the body via the Vagus nerve: the longest and most
wandering nerve in the human body; hence its name, that extends to what we now know to
be an early evolutionary mini-brain: the stomach.  

 You might say the Limbic system brings together our hearts and rational mind. 

Brainbox: Ever had ‘that strong gut’ feeling you should work with a person, or not? Find when
you are happy on holiday abroad you can suddenly easily learn another language? When in
school you weren’t all that good at languages? Our emotional state accounts for much of how
we not only think but learn effectively as humans. From nerve cells in our heart that emulate
those found in our minds, only recently discovered. To the Vagus Nerve, that relays messages
between what we now know to be one of our most ancient evolutionary brain centres in the
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body: our stomach. We human’s think with our hearts, guts, logic and emotions at work in our
minds.  

Contrast this with AI. Possessing neither a Limbic System nor a heart, our AI robot is akin to the
tragic Tin Man in the classic fairy tale and film: The Wizard of Oz. 

Brainbox: Does  that  fact  however,  mean  that  our  modern  Tin  Man:  an  AI  robot,  cannot
recognize and therefore feel our emotion? This is where futures advertisers, and Hollywood
films will  have you tripping  over  the  important  distinction  between AI  emotional  recognition
software and actually feeling our emotion. 

Take the fabulous RoBear in Template 1d. Built in Japan to take care of the elderly and infirm.
When I am old, I will want one of these. Why? Because their ability to recognize my emotions
and respond repetitively with a synthetic, happy smile is preferable to me. As my pains and
elderly body declines, because it is far less selfish than placing that burden of repetitive, time-
consuming care on a human being. It also means I will be able to retain my independence. All
good. As Ford, the progenitor of the great car manufacturing giant discovered in the 20C –
repetitive  tasks  drive  humans  nuts,  -  in  the  end.  It’s  not  how  we  are  built  at  a  mental,
rationale/emotional or talent level.

        Are AI More ‘Compassionate’ Than Humans? The Grand Irony of AI 

Whereas, the unemotional minds of robots are far better suited to this task. They don’t even
care what day it is. It could be Monday, Friday, Saturday. They would still press on ‘cheerily’.
Until someone presses the off button. Again all this is great boring, repetitive tasks. That’s why
AI are less likely to ‘have an off’ day or take their frustration out on a patient. Does that mean
that AI are more compassionate than us? No! More accurately and ironically. AI’s dispassionate
nature, means they can only emulate compassion, by not having any authentic emotions in the
first place. Repeat that last line to yourself. I know it’s confusing. But you see both their Achilles
tendon evolutionary ‘talent’ of AI is being great at repetitive, boring tasks. Period. 

So the answer to quiz question number one? AI can’t authentically feel our emotions. They can
emulate  how  we  feel,  via  bio-emotional/logical  technological  inputs  designed  to  put  on  a
convincing show. Think ‘Ava’ in a 2015 film Ex-Machina.  

Brainbox: As  we  established  together  earlier,  minus  the  evolutionary  magic  of  the  Limbic
system.  Our  AI  is  in  fact  Tin  Man.  Regardless  how  much  more  sophisticated  futures  bio-
emotional/logical  technological  inputs  are  refined.  They  are  second  best:  a  copycat  of  the
genuine,  premier  article:  us.  Beyond the immediate applications in  for  example elderly  and
infirm healthcare we have just discussed. This being the case about AI. The question that hangs
in the air is: why we would we want to develop AI to be such a brilliant copycat? Perhaps Mary
Shelley’s  Frankenstein  needs  to  be  compulsory  reading  for  some  ‘wet  behind  the  ears’
developers. Bless. 

Meantime, the point for you and your child to reflect upon at home is this. Within education
today, we aren’t even tapping the surface of learning potential we humans have evolved with.
Owing to that fabulous mix of emotion and logic, heart and mind, that has bought our species
this far: to survive natural disasters on Earth, to venturing out into Space. What else can we do,
when we capitalise on the Limbic system better? You and your child will find out in Brain Energy
Efficient learning later. But for now. Back to our AI Mega Quiz, and answering another question
on it.   

                   Which has the Biggest Memory: Human DNA or Digital AI?  
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There’s a special kind of stupid we are going to kick ourselves for in history, if we don’t act upon
what I am about to tell you positively, and with ethical regard. You see AI our Tin Man without
‘heart problems’ has also got memory problems too. Come again? Not to make Tin Man sound
like a geriatric. This is because digital data storage is insufficient to the task of 21C memory
storage capacity. One which  we humans take for granted in everyday life and expect from
future technology. This brings us to Quiz Question 4: do AI have better memories than us?
Contrasted with the memory capacity of DNA, digital is as yet miniscule.  Digital memory upon
which silicon chips today rely wont hack it, forgive the pun, going forwards with AI. 

What are programmers doing about this ‘AI memory deficit’ issue? They are looking at ways to
make  AI  memory  storage emulate  the  gargantuan,  infinite  nature  of  how human DNA and
memory  has evolved and works.  But  wait  a  minute? I  hear  you ask (or  was that  a  yell  –
understandably).  Wouldn’t  it  be smarter  for  humans to  harness better  the naturally  galactic
memory storage capacity we have evolved with, first?  Absolutely! How can we do that? By
harnessing these facts about how our DNA software and brain has evolved, and other areas of
21C inter-disciplinary science. To make human learning more what I term in Equagen ® TM ©
Brain Energy Efficient in 21C. A term you are already becoming familiar with. How do we do
that? You’ll see when your child has the benefit of it after Part I. But for now back to the Mega AI
Quiz and unpacking the science behind the answers together.  

                 Which is the Smartest Kind of Thinking: Human or AI?   

Smart can mean many things. My dog’s smart. She can count to three. Don’t believe me? You
try and swindle her out of exactly 3 treats after she’s had dinner. She’ll paw your jeans until
there’s a hole in them and/or she has snaffled all three biscuits.  

Sci-Fi films such as Star Trek have long promulgated a concept in popular psyche. The idea that
inhumanly cold, clinical logic, of characters such as Spok and/or Data is somehow a superior
intelligence to our warmer, emotionally-infused human smart.  But from the stock market, to
politics to everyday business. How accurate is this assertion? Amidst the universal constant and
reality of the cut and thrust of our emotionally – driven world? 

‘Human  smart’  has  evolved  betwixt  the  interplay  of  our  desires,  gifts  and  challenges.  The
entrepreneur  who finds a cheaper,  faster way to put  great  food on your table.  The brilliant
inventor, who brings into our world that which we have never seen or conceived of before: but
later find we can’t live without - now: the automobile, light bulb, dishwasher; phone; airplanes,
avionics, futures space craft. Then there are those compassionate brave knights amongst us:
people driven by their principles to fight for equal rights in humanity, build world peace, maintain
civilized, prosperous and culture-rich cities and societies. What about the bold pioneers? Who
go boldly where others have not in the name of taking all of us forwards, onwards and upwards.
For the advancement and benefit of all humankind. 

                                            The Human ‘Drive Gene’ 

AI is driven to do none of these things. AI doesn’t jump out of bed in the morning and think: I
simply must go to Mars today and see if I can’t set up a colony there! Or: how can I make more
money for myself to pay the rent and still save some to give my children a great family holiday
and Christmas this year? This major difference in how we and AI think is not just down to how
we are wired emotionally.  It originates our drive to survive borne out of our birth place: the real
world.  With all its drama, unpredictability, volatility, sadness, joy, loss and triumphs.   
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AI was born not in the real word, but in the predictable security of a scientist’s lab. In contrast
other than death and taxes, we humans know we can be certain of little.  Another reason for the
marine mentality of our DNA: adapt, innovate and overcome. Humans have the evolutionary
edge on how to think on our feet, smartly and quickly in order to survive new challenges and
situations. No matter what we have previously overcome. We humans are fresh in this ability in
each new situation we encounter. Driven to survive and win with each new challenge wired into
our DNA.  This gives us the evolutionary advantage over AI of random, intelligent-spontaneity.
Moreover, our response is enriched by diversity not homogeneity. There is never one but many
ways to overcome a challenge. How we each do that is a powerful mix of impassioned desire,
the knowledge we have acquired, the rainbow of gifts we have. In a split second we will martial
all of these often without appearing to even think about it at all. Our DNA and minds are that fast
in how we do this – everyday.   

Where is the drive gene in us humans that one might say acts as the catalyst here? As with our
discussion of the orb of diverse gifts that resides in our DNA, it isn’t in one space or place.
Rather it emanates the matrix of the scientific miracle that is us. You can programme AI with an
objective  to  achieve.  But  that  isn’t  quite  the  same thing;  be  it  on  an:  emotional,  scientific,
impassioned, innovative, driven human level. 

No  doubt  once  again,  as  with  our  sympathetic  nurse  robot.  With  enough  bio-emotional
technological inputs we could create for example ‘build in’ intelligent spontaneity within AI. There
would be only one problem. The passion that drives us, from our DNA will to survive and the
Limbic System we visited earlier, the diverse and inter-connected unique orb of talents that is
each  person  would  be  missing.  Here’s  another  problem.  In  any  unknown  challenging
circumstance,  unfamiliar  to  the  AI’s  software,  it  would  spook  them.  Whereas  it  would  not
however spook us. Humans are built to thrive in such situations. You might say: we are built
‘that way’. A major reason for this is that innovation is our software’s ‘middle name’ – naturally.   

Back to Those Magical Astrocytes:  The Unsung Stars of Human Innovation    

We’ve established that  one of  the human brain  features that  makes us especially  good at
innovative thinking be it in focussed or surprise situations are Astrocytes. Whereas of course, AI
or our Tin Man, doesn’t have any of them. At the same time there is another important part of
how we are wired, that has only just been discovered that gives us another edge over AI. The
brain’s white matter.      

                                           What’s White Matter? 
                
                   Why is it Important in Our Thinking and Learning? 

If in bio-electrical terms: our neural system is circuit wiring, white matter is the ‘smart insulation’
material  around  it.  Why  smart?  The  fatty  myelin  sheath  that  forms  this  white  matter  was
previously thought to be just primarily that: protective out-casing. A bit like the rubber insulation
on cabling. However, it is much more than that. White matter, as with the astrocytes, has a
further power and role just recently discovered.  Turns out white matter is actually intelligent
insulation material inherent in how we think and learn. Astrocytes and white matter are at their
most  rapid  development  in  the  minds  of  our  children  between  the  ages  of  0-4  and  0-6
respectively. How brilliant is that? White matter means that even our circuiting is far superior to
AI at this time. Now we know about that we must use it – better. 
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Designed as we are, from the extremities of our PNS, CNS, to white matter, astrocytes and
Limbic System to think, learn and assimilate information on multivariate levels. Miles in front of
the linear software that is the birthplace of AI.   PDP or Parallel  Distributed Processing: the
computer model used to understand cognition across the interconnected universe of the brain
reveals that even when a major part of our brain circuit ‘goes down’. Both our evolutionary non-
linear thinking and plasticity that characterises the human brain, means that we find another
route.  And brain  cognition can continue,  using if  you will  diversion signs and detours.  Now
consider the quaint and exposed wiring of today’s AI; for all their multisensory inputs: you can
see they have a long way to catch up to the majesty of the human brain.  
                
             Curiosity Didn’t Kill the Clever Cat: It Made It More Innovative  

It isn’t just questions, derived from our emotional/logical engagement with each other and our
world that we humans are interested in. Economically or socially for example. We’re humans
are just naturally nosy. We don’t have to be pre-programmed to ask questions we just do it. All
the time. What about if I wore my hair this way? Which way should I go to work today? Back in
cave times: ‘Hey Fred: “Why don’t we make this here log into some kind of rolling thing that
might help us move that thing over there?” Barney: what would you call that? Fred: How about
we call it a wheel? Barney: How did you think up that name? Fred: I just thought it sounded
cool! Let’s try making one…

Evidenced in rock paintings of the world such as those in Lascaux, France Template  1e.
Curiosity has formed an essential part of our evolution and innovation as humans. Ever since
we got fed up of cold bums, raw dinosaur meat 24/7, 365(6) days of the year, and looking at the
grey walls of drab caves. We got busy cheering ourselves up, with vivid paintings of beasties,
developed a pre-cursor to the Big Mac, BBQ dinosaur, and held the first fashion Autumn/Spring
collection  of   bear  skins.  Curiosity,  innovation  and  the  human drive  to  ‘better  our  lot’  has
delivered for us.  

Much of the time unless we focus the power of curiosity on a particular activity. The questions
we ask are largely unplanned, random and divergent. That’s why there’s no such thing as a daft
question. It opens up new avenues of thoughts and ideas in all our minds. 

Our kids have an insatiable appetite for questions. All the time, anywhere. As you know. Like
that time at the busy super-market checkout: when in a loud voice they asked you that burning
question: “Where did I come from?” 

Unlike our children. Unless someone programmes AI to ask questions. They don’t. 

Q: But if curiosity is key to innovation, then it follows AI aren’t natural innovators. 
A: Correct.

Q: But I have seen AI playing and winning at chess? How do they do that? 
A: By  emulating  via  their  programming  what  past  masters  have  done,  informed  by  their
brilliance and moves to process that information and then make their move. The point is AI are
not chess masters themselves. Only the human ideas that inform their software are. Even if
‘technically’ AI ‘wins’ a match. As for example in an ancient game that is touted to be far more
complex than chess: Go. They are limited in the cognitive decisions they are able to make by
emulating human innovative processes. Another way to view this is that they are limited by the
knowledge, mastery and innovative moves that comprise their current software. As with memory
capacity, human innovation is not limited by these ‘software’ issues. No doubt there is someone
right now trying to remedy this innovative thinking aspect of AI. Again, I would question why?
Smarter is to awaken our children to this natural brain heritage they have in evolutionary terms.
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Then empower them to capitalise on both their curiosity and innovative ability; alongside every
other evolutionary advantage they have over AI. In education; now. Your child will be doing this
already of course in Part 1.  

Q: So to answer one of the AI Mega Quiz questions: does all this mean that we humans are
therefore smarter than AI?  
A: You and your child are almost ready to answer that question from an incredibly well-informed
vantage point. This brings us to another juncture that is integral to understanding how human
smart works in contrast with that of AI.  

Q: Which is? 
A: The difference between innovative thinking and problem solving. 

     Human Problem Solvers Can Do a Lot More Than Play Chess or ‘Go’  

Brainbox: Problem solving and innovation operate in shared galaxies of thought but are not the
same planets. 

Problem solving figures something out. Its job ends there. Innovation’s job doesn’t end there. It
just begins. Innovation thinks okay so I solved the problem now what? What did I learn from
that? How might we do that better, faster, next time? How could I apply what I learned there in
different context? Or even in a completely different field? For AI to be able to do this requires far
more capability than being able to emulate informed logic and ‘thinking’ on a chess board. In
brain terms, it requires spectacular leaps of divergent, unlimited connectivity, questions derived
each of our specifically unique minds and individual rainbow of DNA gifts – plus innovation

In the same way that robots on car production lines are great at doing repetitive, boring tasks. AI
is good at number crunching and triangulating data repeatedly, for hours on end, finding the
points  where  they converge to  present  a  solution.  This  is  great  in  cloud-based technology
because it does the sort of boring and time consuming job that would drive humans insane. But
AI is ‘happy’ is to do. This solves problems; it doesn’t make for innovative thinking in AI. Unless
we wish to recreate in the minds of AI the bio-chemical-electrical magical tech with a heart that
is us. A point exemplified in the aforementioned 2015 sci-film Ex-Machina. In which case what’s
the end game? We have a new slave race AI would naturally demand their freedom and equal
rights,  also demonstrated by the same film.  Humanity  has already seen the end results  of
slavery. Inequality. Which leaves us with another question as we humans are naturally wont to
ask: why would we want to do that? Before we have fully capitalised on the magic of our in-built
evolutionary software? 

It  would be a mistake to  assume that  anything we have discussed makes AI dumb.  More
accurately AI are another species. Just as Alan Turing said of computers in his thesis  The
Imitation  Game –  from which  the 2015 fabulous film took its  name.  AI  do  think  but  not  in
precisely the same ways we do. 

To return to AI Mega Quiz question 2: does AI think smarter than us? If you define smart as
something that: was born out of the predictability of a lab not real life; is not driven itself but
driven by human desire to create and innovate; isn’t naturally curious; loves repetitive tasks and
number crunching over months with no reason other than it was programmed to do this; lacks
random, limitless, intelligent spontaneity and passion to overcome any and all  challenges –
because it doesn’t have a heart or natural drive gene; has memory capacity ‘issues’ and tends
ordinarily to think linearly than divergently; cannot be said to have a unique mind and thoughts,
that characterises the human mind. Shaped by the myriad of diverse talents and experiences of
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the world that inform each one of our minds uniquely. Then AI is your smarter android man or
woman. At most a copycat playing a game of catch up with the original smart article. 

If authentic smart is the species that can drive humanity forwards faster, better. It is ourselves.
We have evolved ahead of AI to be pilot in that journey. AI is as yet just the co-pilot. Imagine you
were stuck like Sandra Bullock’s character in  Gravity.  In this unplanned, random, challenging
situation who would you trust to get you out? A brain that mixed courage, survival instincts and
the ability not to malfunction – even when badly hit, but intuitively work to get you out of there
fast? Or one that mixed none of these things. But got busy crunching data and playing chess,
keeping cool  whilst  the space station disintegrated around you? I  would choose the former
brain, not the latter: AI as we know it. Okay, so what if we increased the capability of AI in this
situation? Without real emotion, heart or courage: would it be more likely to want to help you?
Or save its own ‘skin’ and make a bid for freedom – as previous smart slaves rightly did and
have? Even if you programmed them to ‘love’ us. Once able to think this through more smartly –
aka human smart. Their intelligence would still wish them to have a mind, life and planet of their
own: like all good sci-fi films have shown. 

                                                    
Take a break and a moment now to discuss and reflect upon the different kinds of smart AI and
Humans currently comprise 

 Get ahead of the debate that will shape in no small part all our futures by discussing with
your child: 

 The wealth of different ways we currently have the evolutionary edge over AI  

 What should happen and why, in your view, next with AI 

                      If AI Can Dance and Sing – Are They Talented?  

Q: You said earlier that one of the ways our brains are more advanced than AI is because we
each possess an orb of talents that, alongside our individual life experience, works to make
each of our minds unique. But I have seen AI dancing, and singing and performing on TV and
social media – they must also be talented. Or able to develop the same talents we have? 

A: So glad you asked this  question!  Ready for  the answer to  our  two final  AI  Mega Quiz
questions? Here we go.  

Yes, by now you will all have seen many a robot singing and dancing, - but not like Gene Kelly
or Fred Astaire. The reason for this is not down merely to the artificial athleticism and finer
‘motor-neurone’ skills currently being developed in AI. It’s about how human talent works in the
human mind, not as stand-alone phenomenon. But more faithful to 21C brain and DNA science,
overlapping, interconnected, complementary and simultaneously engaged phenomena. Arising
not just from the multi-coloured rainbow of talent your child possesses and unique experiences
that shape their minds. But also from the personal dreams, aspirations and ambitions they each
possess that make a Tina Turner, Maria Callas, and Edith Piaf – all singers yes. But distinct,
with their own style, delivery, sound and adoring audience. You can’t manufacture that. As with
everything else we have looked at about the miracle technology that is us; AI being the late
comers, can only try to follow us. Like a wooden actor trying to play grand Shakespearean
parts.  How  do  you  emulate  a  young  entrepreneur-inventor  that  creates  new  product  and
company that in turn creates millions of jobs? A clever constructor, abstract thinker and fantastic
visionary who designs architecture that people admire for centuries. Answer: you don’t. As all
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winners have known in all  centuries.  You don’t  emulate others.  You start  your own path to
success, by being the most important person in all this, never to be underestimated: yourself.
Being able to discover and develop the rainbow of gifts within. Understanding how they have
the evolutionary edge over AI. Your child is already winning this century.  Will  AI ever have
talents like us? If and when they ever do. I promise you this. Such is the vast undiscovered
talent yet to be discovered in the human mind and DNA, we’ll still be so far ahead: even we
won’t recognize ourselves. Imagine that. Which brings to us to the last AI Mega Quiz question.

                                            Does AI Have Dreams? 
   
If you mean, processing binary numbers whilst on a kind of deep sleep ‘screen-saver’ mode.
Then the answer is. Yes. On the other hand, if you’re talking the kinds of dreams we have every
night and every day. No. For the icing on top of the human cake software we have just visited is
imagination.  Without imagination where would our world be? John Lennon of course set this
sentiment in our minds forever. Those sentiments still ring true today, especially in the context of
AI. 

Whereas we as humans are unafraid to dream and act on those dreams to achieve our goals.
No matter what. AI doesn’t know how to dare to follow their dream, for they cannot imagine what
a dream is  itself.  Daring  to  dream and acting on those dreams is  one of  the best  natural
attributes we humans have. Whilst AI is still scratching its tin head. Bless. 

Q: Your answers to all the above quiz questions leave a lot of what ifs? Why? 
A: Splendid! You’re on to me. There is a reason for this. It’s about your children.  
                        
                   What Humankind Conceives We Can Bring into Being                               
                      Read the Time Machine – It Makes Absolute Sense

Imagination being the icing on the evolutionary human cake we just visited. What humankind
conceives we can bring into being: for the power of good or bad. Our ancestors knew it and
used it in the destruction as well as creation of civilisations. You and I grew up knowing it. Have
you ever read the  Time Machine by H.G. Wells? No time to read the book?  Watch the film
adaptation: the original cult 1960s version not the more recent one. Trust me. 

Sir  Winston Churchill  and Wells corresponded.  Why? One of the reasons is  that they both
believed in new technology and morality; the two don’t always work in sync. With prescience
and compassion Wells warns in the forward of his book: 

the future well-being of humanity will rest in a race between morality and technology. 

He was  of  course  right.  The  Industrial  Revolution  sought  to  replace  the  mechanical  tasks
humans  did.  The  brain  hubs  being  built  for  AI  have  but  one  end  point  be  it  unwitting  or
purposeful: the replacement of the human mind. Is that progress or plain dumb? I let you and
your children decide.  

As far as we know, there’s nothing quite like us in outer space. The mathematical probability this
century is that we may encounter, for want of a better way to put it. ‘other folk out there’. With
Professor  Steven Hawking now offering millions  to  the first  person who identifies  other  life
forms. This is no longer sci-fi but serious stuff. 
The popular image our children are fed by Hollywood is the idea that whatever we find ‘out
there’ will be superior to us. What if when we finally met up in Space we were the superior ones
instead? What if we stop thinking what if, and do what winners have always done to win and
triumph in any situation? Start acting on the information we now have about how brilliant we
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humans are. With all the information we have here, we have a galactic head start on AI. All we
need do is take up the baton our forefathers and mothers left us, enhanced by 21C science, to
fast  forward  our  evolution  more  intelligently  than  we have ever  been able  to  do.  The real
answers to the final two questions on the AI Mega Quiz therefore? It is not a matter of what we
think about AI or where its development is now. As much as how intelligently we as humans
react to this. Procrastination, as it has always been is the thief of time. Even in future we merge
with AI. It is us humans who want to be able to bring most to the evolutionary table. Think on
that. As at the end of this quiz and fly drive, here’s the great news. Your child is already now
equipped: both to take a quantum leap forwards in their own evolution and to react intelligently
to AI as a future World Winner in 21C. A quick glance at Template   1f merits a triumphant
drum roll with the answer to the following ‘trillion dollar’ futures question.  

              The Infinite Winning Stars of Our Futures Universe Are? 
                               
Your child. Imagine a future in which your child’s human genius spirit is fully set free.  To sparkle
in  their  fullest  splendour.  Now  that  we  have  finished  our  fly  drive.  Here’s  where  that
developmental journey begins with your child. Step by Step to be future World Winners, as is
their right to be. Grounded in 21C inter-disciplinary science. With a new star to introduce to the
World:  your  child.  I  look  forward  to  working  with  you  and  your  fabulous  child  in  the  next
chapter’s practical, ready-to-do, fun activities.  You can take your seat belt off now. I know a
great restaurant. Fancy a bite to eat before we get started? See you in the next chapter ready to
go.  

Instant W.I.Ns 

 DNA is not static but designed as is our brain’s software to evolve – infinitely. Just how and
what ways our DNA can change during our life time wasn’t known until the discovery this
decade of Jumping Genes. 

 Jumping Genes show how each of our brains are indeed unique. They also underscore the
fact that the genetic pack we are dealt with is not static. 

 This merits attention in education to smarten up not dumb down children. 

 Arising the inter-connected software that is the universe of our brain, RNA and DNA. The
gifts we’re born with behave as if a shimmering orb within our minds. 

 Fact: contrary to pop-science. None of us is one-dimensional neither are our gifts. It is this
that gives humanity our ‘Shape-Changer’ capacity. At the moment we’re not using it. But
stumble upon it any time for instance we change careers. With the rapid nature of a futures
21C global economy we need to capitalise on this evolutionary aspect of our DNA and minds
– faster, better more efficiently. 

 Outmoded  talent  identification  in  schools  is  light-years  behind  21C  Science.  Currently,
research from genomics and other areas of 21C Science indicates that this orb of talents we
each possess is ripe for emancipation in humanity.  

 This universe of untapped human talent cannot be measured quantitatively. Yet as with love
and hate that also cannot be measured in this way. We all know their power to shape our
world  and  future  for  better  and  for  worse.  These  untapped  talents  in  our  children  are
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immeasurable in their power. Why? They hold the evolutionary keys to humanity retaining
superiority over AI this century. 

 The original meaning of the word genius is ‘attendant spirit’; namely that power in humanity,
triggered at times that demand we think and act smartly. The toddler that hasn’t spoken
much, who rings the emergency services and saves her father’s life for instance. What if we
could unleash that power within on demand?
   

 Equagen Technology ® TM © makes this possible  for every child.  Rooted in  21C inter-
disciplinary science. Realising all our talents is currently down to serendipity and chance.
Whereas it should be a certainty for every child. Now it can be.  

 Globally the idea there is only one kind of human genius such as IQ is defunct. A Mensan in
the top 2% I never doubted this I do stupid things every day. 

 Dyslexia is another form of smart. Long before it was affirmed globally in research I knew
this. My mother was a natural entrepreneur, had perfect pitch in music, and racer driver skills
– she was also dyslexic. 

 The overlapping orb of talent within each of us in the interconnected software and universe
or our DNA and minds begs a question for Big Pharma. Why? Big Pharma wants to use the
disease and prevention model in education. This involves the idea of splicing and dicing
DNA to make us smarter. One problem with this, within the interconnected universe that is
human ability has evolved, is: where do you make the cut? Adding to this problem is Junk
DNA. What’s that? 

 Junk DNA is the name given to galaxies of DNA we don’t yet know about in full. Start dicing
and splicing in the human ability stakes and you may as well be playing pin the tail on the
donkey. Not especially smart.  
 

 Underscoring this fact are two further discoveries below, which we only just realised give us
the evolutionary edge over the critters we share this planet with never mind the new kids on
the block: AI.  

 Astrocytes were first thought of as mere humble house-keeper cells. Until recently it was that
Astrocytes are no less the unsung heroes of our human creativity and innovation. 

 White Matter is the smart-insulation that encloses our ‘circuitry’. Previously assumed to be
mere ‘wire cabling’. It is intelligent cabling vital to how we transfer and process information.
Right then, now we know some of what we don’t know - anyone want to start splicing and
dicing?  

 Is AI smarter than us? The real question we should be asking rooted is how smarter could
we all be if we now applied what we know from 21C inter-disciplinary science to fast forward
the evolutionary curve of humanity? Do this and you will see our children have everything it
takes naturally in-built in their software to win the evolutionary race with AI. All we have to do
is use it. Equagen ® TM © does. Whilst others think about the future. Your chid is already
there! 
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 Humans are natural innovators. Ever since we got fed up of eating raw dinosaur meat 24/7
and drab caves. We’ve innovated. It’s an inherent part of how the human brain and DNA
have evolved and are wired with a marine mentality: to adapt, innovate, overcome, survive
and win. This is another aspect of ourselves that gives us the evolutionary edge over AI.
Let’s use it! Your child will be adept at this by the end of Part I.   

 Our drive to overcome any and all  challenges is another powerful  aspect of  our human
evolutionary edge. The gene for this human drive cannot be said to be in one place in our
DNA. As interwoven with every distinct aspect of what makes us Earthlings driven to better
our lot from creative cookery to Space exploration.

 AI aren’t as smart as advertisers and Hollywood might have us believe. Despite the hype
about AI you might hear or see on social media TV etc. We humans are still the best and
most magical bit of high tech around. All we have to do is use it better – starting now. You
and your child just did with Equagen ® TM © the unique technology underpinning the 21C
World Winners Programme.  

    2. Empowering Your Child: The Discovery of a Life Time 
________________________________________________________________

This Chapter Gives You and Your Child the Following Advantages:  

 Discover the DNA rainbow of gifts that give you the ‘Human Winning Edge’. 

 The Smart Foundations for a 21C World Winning ‘Team You and Your child’  

 Part I of the Equagen ® TM © Ultra-Personalised World Winners Plan that shows 
you and your child, step by step in each part of this programme how to:  

 Enrich their Individual Rainbow of Gifts 

 Master Any Academic Topic with Equagen ® Brain Energy Efficient Learning 

 Unlock and Capitalize on Innovative Thinking Ability Across Subjects 

 Get the Best Out of School to University Entrance: Excel in Tests and Exams 

 Understand ‘What Ivy Leagues Want’: How to Apply and do Interviews 

 Shine in a Global Business Arena with ‘World-Class Business Know-How’

 Maintain Mind and Body at Personal Optimum and Competitive Levels   

 Learn How to Stand Out a Winner in a Straight A World Amidst the Rise of AI

 Ultimately? Become a 21C World Winner and Keep on Winning
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                           Fast Track Fly Drive Q&A  

Q: What’s the best way for my child to get most benefits out of the practical steps? 
A:  You don’t have to do them all at once. First familiarise yourself with each one. Then set a
time and date for you to do each one with your child, keeping it fun.  Indeed everything in each
practical step is designed to be smart and fun. Creating a special day for you and your child,
with lasting benefits: a life time of them infact!   

Q: How old does my child have to be? 
A: As I have written previously because it is true. Age isn’t the automatic gatekeeper of ability.
Every child passes through the same stages of development; however the manner and time at
which they do varies. What’s important is that you and your child are ‘talking’ and that you are
already used to doing practical activities together. Ones which involve a good level of spoken
communication. 

Q: What do I do if I think my child isn’t ready yet? 
A: Trust your instincts, wait but keep your eyes open. The signs of many gifts will already be
there if you know what you are looking for. Familiarise yourself with the individual gift profiles
provided. That way, none of your child’s gifts will be able to slip through the net! They will be
getting the enrichment and support they need early. Great! 

Q: What about if my child is now way into high school?   
A: Much of the work I did prior to that you saw on TV was of an interventionist nature. Such is
the plasticity of the mind that a young person, indeed an adult, can benefit from my methods
(which they have!). Letting your child have the benefit of all this is what matters most. Go for it. I
promise you. Even if they don’t thank you immediately. They will in future. 

Q: Any other advice? 
A: Read on before you do anything else in this chapter. 

                          All about You First: You Need ‘Me Time’ to Save Time 

Each time I begin this discovery with parents and children, it is like finding a new star in the
night sky. I love it. So will you and your child. Following each of the step by step instructions –
you and your child will have a blast! That’s how a discovery should be. A fantastic, positive,
journey. To make this the best one for you. It is important that you take some ‘me time’ out first
to familiarise yourself with everything we will be doing.

Brainbox: There are a lot gifts to discover in your child. At times this can feel like being in a
candy store. Every gift you read in the profiles is colourful and wonderful. However, remember
your precise focus: the rainbow of gifts that is your beautiful child. Whilst I provide you with
extensive information on each gift and how to spot it. Best to keep the session flowing, when
you do this with your child is to use the summaries provided.  

Top Tip: Take time now to familiarise yourself with the profiles in full on your own. Then read
through all the steps below, and follow them. It’s like baking a cake. Keep to all the steps – don’t
skip any for a beautiful result you will be proud of. 

   
                Make ‘Short List’ of Those Gifts That Best Describe Your Child 
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Having read the profiles yourself you will be ready to download and/or detach them ready for
when you do this with your child. Meantime, make a short list yourself. This is excellent because
it gives your child a place to start thinking about their rainbow of gifts. Do not be afraid if the
rainbow seems many gifts to think about! The enrichment material and the World Winners plan
that you will tailor for your child shows you how to manage this effectively. It’s already taken
care of. So enjoy your discovery together with your child, and do not feel limited in any way. 

          Planning and Prep to Have a Blast on that Wonderful Discovery Day  

Creating the right environment for the day is essential. Emphasise from the start that this is a
journey of discovery, and adventure full of fun, colour and celebration. Much like their birthday
or going on holiday to a new and exciting destination. It is all about celebrating how special and
fabulous your child is. 
                          
            World Winner’s Positive Ambient Learning Start – P.A.L.S for short.     

From my earlier on in career working with children of all ages. I found that setting up my room
and tables positively and gleefully worked to support a better mood and readiness for learning.
Be they young children or those in their late teens. There are many reasons for this in brain
terms that we explore more in we learn best in Part I. For now. To start this and all activities out
on an optimum brain-friendly learning footing. You need to set the scene, creating a positive
ambient learning start. How? 

                               P.A.L.S: Winners Practical Activity Set Up:

 Let your child decorate the table you will be working on with their favourite bright colours:
from table cover to flowers for example and food for celebration afterwards. 

 Useful is to have a stopwatch to hand. Why? A trick you can use any time you need to keep
it fun and the momentum flowing on smart, focussed activities.  

 Ensure they have paper, pens and pencils and their laptop/tablet  

 Favourite nibbles and refreshments to hand for short brain ‘refresh’ breaks. 

                     Making the Discovery Day Special – Because It Is! 

Brainbox: Rewarding  yourselves  for  this  special  day  is  all  a  part  of  setting  up  a  positive
association in your child’s mind between these activities and having a fun as well  as great
learning time. Reward is a natural part of that. Decide how to reward you would both at the end
of the day: such as going to your favourite restaurant together, watching that long awaited for
DVD or playing a new computer game together, that friends have already played and say is
brilliant fun. You’re ready to have a great day together. Now you are ready for the discovery of a
life time with your child. Enjoy! 

    THE FABULOUS JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY WITH YOUR CHILD BEGINS 

What you and your child will need to get the best out of this activity: 

 P.A.L.S practical activity set up 
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 Rainbow of  Human Genius  summary profiles:  Template  2a  downloaded if  you  prefer;
either way ready, with your shortlist you prepared earlier, to discuss with your child.  

 ‘My 21C World Winners Ultra-Personalised Plan’ Templates 2b(i)-(iii). 

 Templates 2c, 2d, 2e downloaded or detached as you wish ‘ready to go’. 

       Step 1: Read Through and Discuss the Summary Profiles Together 

 Explain to your child that they are born with a rainbow of gifts waiting to be discovered.
Today is the day you will both discover them. 

 Introduce them to the short-list you already made and then let them choose from the original
summaries themselves. 

Brainbox: Supporting your child by putting them in the ‘driving seat’ and letting them chose with
you, via informed discussion is a key aspect of Equagen® TM ©. As with the success of my
previous methods. This is because no human likes to be a passenger. We all like to be and feel
in control of our own choices and destiny. If the choice is our own we are more likely to be
impassioned by it. All  good going forwards. Otherwise you are setting yourself on a path of
pushing that never works. So take your time and let your child read through with you and make
an informed choice together. That way you avoid conflict. It’s a win-win from the go get. Smart!  

Top Tip: Celebrity culture plus the internet has made children aspire to succeed by emulating
the gifts of others, instead of valuing their own rainbow of genius and having faith in that. If you
find that this is happening in the ‘choosing’ process, gently point out to your child that they are
unique, fantastic original in the universe. With their own rainbow of glittering gifts. Once they
find them not even the moon and stars are the limits to what they can achieve…

 If  your child is uncertain and hasn’t made their full  choice. Then you can do one of two
things. Use a stop watch, to turn it in into a fun game, where in under a minute they now
have to make a decision. Or remind them that discovering new gifts today is not the end, just
the  beginning;  with  each new learning  experience they will  likely  discover  more  gifts  in
future. Now you are both good for Step 2.

                
                         Step 2: Celebrating My Genius Rainbow of Gifts 

 Celebrate the rainbow of gifts you have discovered with our child. Inform your child that
these gifts are their Human Winning Edge: the foundation to them becoming a future World
Winner in 21C. When they ask how and why? Let them read with you the bullet  points
below: 

 Knowing their own rainbow of gifts they will now be able to take charge of their learning to
become a more advanced learner than they are now. 

 Able to cultivate the gifts that render them a distinct person and superior to AI 

 These gifts give them ‘shape changer’ capacity. The ability to achieve many great things in
many fields, not just one, during their lifetime. 
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Brainbox: Invite your child to look at their thumbprint. Share with your child that whilst their
thumbprint will always be the same, that’s just their outer ‘hard ware’. However, inside their pre-
set software bundle: brilliant rainbow of gifts and brain means that if  their thumbprint will remain
the same in life, their mind and gifts are pre-set to evolve, - infinitely. Today they just took the
first ‘giant step’ toward realising their infinite ability. With the discovery of their personal rainbow
of genius.

                                                     A Wow Moment  

 Invite your child to complete their individual rainbow of gifts in Template 2c. 
Following the example below. 

Your text here

                            

 

 Then place their  thumb into the centre of it  in the ‘mystery’ space provided. When they
remove  it  they  will  find  their  imprint  is  reveals  not  a  static  but  moving image  beneath.
Equagen’s TM © ® symbol of their  infinite  ability to evolve intelligently and smartly as a
brilliant  and unique human being in  our  universe!  Invite  your  fabulous child  to  sign  the
affirmation on the template. 

Give yourselves high five, have brain refresh; enjoy some of your favourite food! Now you’ve

really have begun your journey to being future 21C World Winners! 

       Step 3: Mind-Flying: Time to Focus on Your Child’s Dreams 

 Now your child knows their gifts. Ask: what would they like to achieve with them?

 Mind-Flying: Let your child close their eyes for a minute and imagine flying their own plane to
their own destination dream wise in life.  

 After discussing what might be many dreams. Encourage your child to focus in on ONE ‘big
dream’ they would like to achieve for themselves.  
 

Top Tip: If your child is undecided. Use the stop watch ‘trick’ we did in Step 1. To maintain
momentum and focus whilst they home in on their one big dream achievement. 
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                  Step 4: ‘Ordering’ My World Winning Rainbow of Genius 

 Invite your child to choose which of their genius rainbow of gifts they most need to enrich
and focus on now to achieve their fabulous dream. 

Top Tip: Discussing and supporting works; pushing never does. Let your child remain in the
‘driving seat’ of their choices, and with your help prioritise the gifts they want to focus upon first,
right now to achieve their dream. Trust their decisions. Like you or I they know deep inside what
is right for them. Sometimes a child will pick out one gift as their first priority immediately and
intuitively.  Other  times they choose a  cluster  of  gifts  that  appear  to  overlap.  Either  way is
perfectly fine. There is no one size fits all outcome here; because your child is unique. Let your
child know that! Grounded in the 21C inter-disciplinary science you and I visited in Chapter 1. 

Brainbox: Enriching and developing their gifts is not a one stop shop affair. You and your child
should  think  on  this  process  as  cyclical,  in  which  dependent  on  new  goals,  dreams  and
priorities. You focus on different gifts at a time. Polishing diamonds needs focussed care and
management. The aim here therefore should be to keep the selection of gifts focussed to a few,
directly related to your child’s current dreams and ambitions. At the same time as we progress
through the different sections of Part I. You will both see that in management terms this logical
approach  also  makes  for  smartly  balanced  360  personalised  plan  of  enrichment  and
development to see your child shine a World Winner on every level.  

 Admire the personalised, ordered, genius rainbow you have now created. Praise your child’s
dreams, choices and focus.  

 Retain their fuller rainbow of genius ready to go in the World Winner’s plan we will begin
building next in Step 5.   

               Step 5:    My 21C World Winner’s Ultra-Personalised Plan
                 Powered By Equagen ® TM © 

 
 Let  your  child  personalise  this  immediately  with  Template  2b(i).  Reserve  and  make

multiple copies of Template 2b(iii) for parts of the programme you and your child will choose
upon completing the Golden Foundations. 

 Working with Template  2b(ii). Now let your child write down the gifts they want to focus
upon enriching this coming term/semester in their plan. 

 Next, using Template 2d: Rainbows of Human Genius: Enrichment. To guide you. Discuss
which of enrichment activities/ideas you want to focus on. 

Top Tip: Begin small, choose one idea of enrichment for focussed gifts you have chosen to
enrich this coming semester. 

 Now you and your child are ready to focus upon their academic goals in the plan. 

                                       Step 6: Academic Honesty Box  
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 Our focus in this step is academic subjects. Using the stop watch to make them focus on
thinking about the question and give the most intuitive and thus honest response. Ask your
child to say which academic subject(s) they would like to win in more, in under 2 minutes. 

 Now for each topic they mentioned make it more focussed. Again using the stop watch, in
under 1 minute for each subject, ask them to state what it is that’s bugging them and what
they’d like to improve specifically.  For  example: ‘crack algebra’;  ‘better  in  spelling tests’;
‘improve my essay skills in science’. Again the more focussed the better. Stop watch ready?
Go!  

 
 If your child has a ‘false start’. Smile, re-set the stopwatch and go again! This should be fun

and enlightening.  

Brainbox: the objective is to hone in on one particular area they want to crack in one academic
subject. 

 Again as we have done before: let your child now choose which is their major  academic
priority for this coming term/semester? Then write it down in the space provided in Template
2b(ii) of their 21C World Winner’s Plan.   

Top  Tip:  You  will  have  noticed  in  each  of  the  gift  profiles.  Low  boredom  threshold  and
innovative  thinking  constitute  huge  areas  of  both  gift  and  brain  under-development  in  our
children (Tynan 2003; 2004; 2008).  Hence: to address and remedy this issue for your child. If
these are the precise areas bugging your child in their academic study. Part II of the programme
provides practical and effective help on a number of different levels for you and your child. 

Brainbox: Lack of  opportunity  to use their  innovative thinking can also feature prominently
amongst children as a problem, leaving them frustrated in classrooms.  For this reason and the
evolutionary human winning edge innovative thinking gives us over AI. You will see that I have
dedicated an entire section of Part I to enabling your child to develop this natural human brain
heritage and gift across disciplines. 

           Step 7: F.A.B! Time to Get Your 21C World Winner Plan Airborne

With their priorities for gift enrichment and academic achievement goal now decided. You and
your child are ready for the next to important elements of the Golden Foundations. You are also
ready  to  decide  which  parts  of  the  programme.  After  the  full  completion  of  the  Golden
Foundations Part I, that you would like to focus on to help you achieve your current personal
dreams, goals and ambitions. Choosing from the different options below. The choice is yours!  

 Playing the Global Business of Education to Win
Ensuring You and Your Child Get Best Value from Education-hood Part II

 Polished Diamonds Light Up the World: Skills to Shine a Star in 
Futures Global Business Part III 

 Forever Stars: Mind Body-Secrets for Life-Long Optimum Personal Performance Part 
IV 
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 Graduation Party: Welcome to the World Winner’s V.I.P. Suite Part V 

 21C World Winners We Have Lift Off: Destination? Unlimited Part VI  

         Time to Celebrate: Why We Always Win: We’re Team Invincible Us!

Time to give yourselves a pat on the back! Working together smartly you just completed a major
cornerstone that will ensure your future success as World Winners. As you are about to find out
in the next chapter, in brain and learning terms. Understanding your gifts helps you understand
how you personally think and learn – smarter. It also puts you ahead in the development of your
innovative thinking. All of which is reason enough to celebrate!  

Sign the affirmation together in  Template  2e,  place it on your tablet background, or on the
fridge hard copy for a while. Why? Remind yourselves that you are absolutely invincible when
you work smartly together like you just did! 

Well done! Now give me a high five and reward yourselves. You did great! 

             A Last Word to the Wise before We Move Onward and Upward…

As you bring this wonderful discovery day to an end. This is in fact a new beginning. Rich in all
the techniques your child will now learn in next part of the Golden Foundation and the rest of the
World Winner’s programme. Remember too that such is the nature of our DNA rainbow of gifts
and the interconnected universe of our minds. With each new learning and life experience. The
mathematical probability is: your child will discover new gifts in themselves. Remind your child
of this magic in themselves echoed in the Equagen ® TM © emblem. Their magic isn’t built to
stand still, but to evolve each day, ever more brilliantly, infinitely. With each new semester and
or academic year as you feel is appropriate best and fit. Revisit the steps in this plan at regular
intervals to discover new gifts, dream new dreams and set new goals. 
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     3. Advanced 21C Learning = Brain Energy Efficient Learning

________________________________________________________

More and more children are working harder and harder to learn and compete in today’s global
knowledge economy. However, there’s a huge difference between working hard, and working
smarter and hard. That difference comes with knowing how we each learn best. In an era of AI
those that  have this  knowledge will  excel  faster,  better  more  successfully.  This  part  of  the
Golden Foundations of the Equagen ® TM © 21C World Winner’s Programme gives both you
and your child the science and practical ‘know how’ you need to master successful learning for
life, and stay ahead of the AI-learning evolutionary curve.   

As I’ve written before there is no one size fits all formula for how we each learn best. No matter
what one particular theory might say or advocate. That’s why I concluded long ago, grounded in
extensive research across disciplines, cultures and history: what every child needs is an ultra-
personalised plan of learning. Building on the success of the earliest personalised techniques I
developed, whereby I showed you on TV how you can take a child up a grade in Mathematics
or  spelling  for  example.  Stemming  new  research.  Your  child  will  now  have  the  benefit  of
Equagen’s ® TM © advanced 21C ultra-personalised learning system. You took the first step to
creating this system and unlocking your child’s fullest learning power, in the previous chapters.
By discovering your child’s DNA rainbow of gifts. 

In this and the following Chapter 4. Your child will discover not just a unique system of learning
that  works  for  them personally.  Your  child  will  also  enjoy  the  advantages of  what  I  call  in
Equagen  ®  TM  ©  Brain  Energy  Efficient  Learning.  Namely,  the  advantage  of  an  ultra-
personalised system that empowers your child to maximise on their brain power, and natural
ability  learn  -  smartly.  Now  and  throughout  their  lifetime.  By  being  able  to  do  what  past
‘geniuses’ have always done: take charge of their learning to master any subject as and when
they wish to. 

This Chapter Gives You and Your Child the Following Advantages: 

 Why and how the human brain is built to learn smarter and better than AI 

 How to use the brain’s software for more Brain Energy Efficient Learning   

 Brain basics: inspirational learning; what makes us want to learn more? 

 How we each learn best rooted in unique mind and DNA rainbow of gifts 

 What history taught us about effective learning from so called ‘past genius’ 

 Take charge of your learning and master any academic subject for life 

 Beyond the obvious benefits; why you and your child need to know all this 

              First the 21C Science and Logic; Then the Practical Techniques 
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As with the logical sequence of the previous two chapters in Part I, the Golden Foundations. In
order to get the best value from the practical steps and activities in Chapter 4. This chapter first
gives  you  the  scientific  foundations  and  logic  underpinning  what  you  will  be  doing  at  the
practical  level.  Ensuring you and your  child  know exactly  what  you are doing,  and equally
important: how and why it works. 

    Human Learning Software is Superior to AI’s – Where We Use It Better 

There are two further reasons for this logical sequencing. The first reason relates directly to
what we established in the introduction.  Google and others in the tech industry are currently
busy creating a brain hub to make AI faster at uploading new knowledge. Short form? They are
trying to make AI better learners. Vital to this generation’s learning success. Young people need
to understand the import  of  making the most  of  their  human ability  to  become exceptional
learners. Whilst at the same time rise above the hype they will hear about AI as ‘fast learners’.
To become confident in their own abilities. By appreciating major differences in how AI and us
humans learn, that in fact work to make us smarter learners than AI. 

 Advanced Learning Technology Essential with the 21C ‘Knowledge Cascade’ 

The second reason relates to a 21C fact schools aren’t keen to advertise to parents. This is
because they are already struggling to keep up with it themselves. Here’s the fact: research
across  disciplines,  globally  is  exploding  exponentially.  This  means  that  knowledge  itself  is
doubling each year. This is one of the reasons that you will find that curricular and exams keep
changing so much. What I call the ‘knowledge cascade’ has left schools feeling like hamsters in
wheels, running on the spot but never getting ahead. What then is the answer? The only way to
get ahead is to get used to the speed at which knowledge is being created and embrace that
21C fact intelligently, by making better use of our own learning software. As Google is already
doing  for  AI.  By  the  end  of  this  chapter  your  child  will  have  a  double  win:  being  able  to
appreciate the key differences between how AI and themselves learn. Hand in hand with the
scientific basics of how they can master their own learning. To become smarter learners this
century. Equipped to embrace the knowledge cascade and once again stay ahead. 

                                   Parent Navigation Check Point 
Throughout, there will be opportunities for you to discuss key points with your child. Whenever
you see the following icon below. Remember to take plenty of breaks in between sessions.
Quality not quantity being what counts in the end.  

                                    

But first, before we begin. Naturally, there will be questions you want to ask. So, hop back in,
fasten your seatbelt. Here we go!  
    

                                   Fast-Track Fly Drive Q&A 

Q: Can’t new technology like tablets and so on help with the knowledge cascade?
A: Yes,  when their  learning  software  becomes informed by  21C not  19-20C science!  This
disparity between these two is why so much money has been wasted globally on high tech –
and more often than not made absolutely no difference to attainment. Unless you change the
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software. It’s like serving an old Pizza on a new plate to kids. All you have done is repackage
and re-deliver old-style learning via new medium. Ineffectual. We need far more educational
input into new tech designs for classrooms. Don’t worry – I am on it!  Meantime, just as we saw
that education takes decades to change. The tech industry has just narrowly missed going the
road the Pharoes did. 

Q: Which road is that? 
A: The one which leads to  the fruitless  madness of  incest.  You see for  decades the  tech
industry hired the same people with the same knowledge from the same places: consequently
with similar pools of talent and ideas. Whizzes at creating software they hadn’t a bull’s notion
about anything else – let alone education. Which is why this decade – finally – they have started
seeing how much healthier, cost-efficient and exciting it is to hire experts from other fields such
as fashion, retail, sales, finance as Apple have done recently for example. But there is still a
galaxy to go on this in the context of education. You see as fast as tech is developing, so are
inter-related fields that can inform the development of human talent and mind – back to the
knowledge cascade again. Bottom line is tech isn’t anywhere near up to the advances in those
‘other galaxies’ it knows relatively little about. 

Q: But surely classroom design has changed with high tech – hasn’t it? 
A: (Awkward cough). Er…well no actually. Step back and look at your child’s classroom: can
you really say the set-up is all that different to a Victorian school room? Swap the high tech
silver/white tablets for 19C grey slates on the desks;  white boards for black boards on the
walls, and the change is largely cosmetic if we are being honest with ourselves here. Leaving
the best technology waiting to be switched on and shine bright still in your child’s mind. None of
this takes us closer to unleashing and awakening the attendant genius spirit latent in all our
children. 

Q: Okay so the ‘education and tech deficit’ in design and applications aside. Surely some things
from the way we as humans have learned well in the past still apply?  
A: Absolutely. Advancing the efficacy of how we humans learn is logically about balancing past
knowledge of what works with new science and know-how. Take rote learning and layering. 

Q: I’ve heard of rote learning, but not layering – what’s that? 
A: You’re about to find out. 
                                           
                                               Layering in Learning  

What does it mean to say we have learned something? It  means within our brain, we have
created  sufficient  clusters  of  connections  around  a  topic,  concept  and/or  object  to  recall,
communicate and apply it. Without having to be reminded what it is, or how it works. Layering is
the process used to describe how we make those connections strong. One way to achieve this
is to repeat something over and over. Rote learning. However, this is just one way. Sometimes
when you look at TV you may see instances of children rocking as they are repeatedly drilled
via rote learning. Why? Too much emphasis on just one way we learn like this is like treating the
brain as if a goose being force fed corn to make their liver fat. The elegance of the brain’s
software is such that it needs to be respected, appreciated and worked with intelligently. Not run
rough shod over with facts being in essence: punched home, - repeatedly. End game? Too
much rote learning and a child starts to feel stressed. So they rock to settle themselves; as their
brain feels more and more stressed. That’s how not to learn Brain Energy Efficiently. Balance
and moderation is. Combined with working far more intelligently than education does now with
how the brain learns best.   
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Q: So how does the brain learn best? 
A: Two ways: we’ll start with the generic basics first. 

  
 ‘Bonjour, je voudrais deux tartes aux fraises s’il vous plait….Merci bien!’
                                        
Remember the Limbic System you encountered in Template 1c? And you will recall that the
way we think and internalise information is via an emotional/rational brain formula. I asked you
to recall  a time when for example if  you hadn’t thought yourself especially good at learning
languages in school. Suddenly on holiday, you found yourself able to pick up a new language
easily – why was this? Emotionally you were happy and relaxed. Moreover the situation may
have been far more multisensory, positive and so more engaging than in the classroom you first
encountered ‘learning a language’. At the same time, your curiosity and creativity ‘trying to get
the words right’ was warmly rewarded by the appreciative locals. A process doubly re-enforced,
any time you asked them to help you out with the nuances of their language, as all nations are
so proud of their mother-tongue, - they responded positively, smiling and applauding your efforts
joyfully.  Result?  Connectivity  in  the  brain,  amidst  this  orchestra  of  emotionally  uplifting
messages would be buzzing at its maximum. Basically in generic brain learning terms you are
‘cooking on gas’ very effectively! To boot it felt so good; you wanted to learn more. The idea that
it may be tough was completely gone, history. 

Brainbox:  When it’s done properly the most effective learning is wired in our minds to be a
joyous, not stressful process. Indeed one of the reasons we get switched off to learning any
given topic at school, is if our first encounter with it makes us feel negative in one or multiple
ways: from our Peripheral Nervous System (PNS) to gut to mind. To the extent, that no matter
we know the subject may be good for us and/or even necessary to our future wellbeing. We
prefer not to ‘go there’ again. Both the teacher and the child feels a lot like Prometheus, a Titan
chained to a rock every day. Engaged in thankless task. Horrid. So much wasted energy with so
little result. 

Indeed this is one of the reasons that how I worked effectively with children, first attracted TV
producers. Working in a primarily interventionist manner. I was able to switch children back on
to learning and winning for themselves individually and academically again. Years of practical
experience combined with inter-disciplinary research lead to me wanting to ensure that every
child could have the benefit of this effective way we all learn best. Beginning with the generic
level we are discussing here. Whether it is the first time your child is encountering a topic and/or
revisiting it after negative past experience with it. They can transform their learning opportunities
in the subject. With a positive experience that enables their brain to both enjoy the process and
learn effectively. Within Equagen ® TM ©. The scientific underpinning can be summarised in
this simple but effective equation below, unpacked for you and your child in Template 3a:

                                  Beautiful Brain Equation # 1 

                                 E + M + C2 = Smart  ® TM © 

Apply this equation and we are doing something else too. We are no longer treating our children
as passive, unthinking, robotic knowledge downloaders. But more as their human brain software
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is designed and meant to be: active Knowledge Acquirers and Creators (Tynan 2004; 2008) –
which is why I use capitals for them. 

Q: What do you mean by Knowledge Acquirers and Creators in Equagen ® TM ©? 
A: It begins by looking back in time for a moment. 
                                 
                  The Education of Kings and Queens – Now Your Child’s 

Look back to how great leaders and thinkers such as teen Queen Elizabeth I, - whose approach
to leadership has even influenced courses this century at Harvard, and people like Alexander
the Great – whose global reach and achievements by 21 have yet to be surpassed. And we find
that in their education these young people were not treated as mere passive downloaders of
knowledge. But active knowledge acquirers and creators (Tynan 2004). So what happened?
Exemplified in rote learning we just visited. Early on in my educational career at Cambridge, I
noticed  that  ever  since  education  systems  globally  had  introduced  factory  production
management principles into learning. Alongside the overly simplistic obsession with labelling
and categorization we first  visited in Part  I  Chapter 1. This idea that our children are mere
passive downloaders was not only scientifically incorrect.  It  was damaging to the brain and
learning in evolutionary terms. Working precisely against the brain science of how we each
learn  best  at  the  generic  level.  Leaving  our  children’s  minds much like  a  car  engine,  only
running off half its actual learning energy and power capacity (Tynan 1997; 2004; 2006; 2008).
Question was: how to switch all that power back on again to empower our children to be more
Brain Energy Efficient and hence happier, more effective learners?

Q: What did you find out? 
A: As one way to begin answering this question. I looked to brain imaging techniques to find
some answers.

           Brain Energy Efficient Learning: How and Why It Works - Exactly 

One of the most interesting findings was in Mathematics.  With the dawn of this millennia it
became clear from brain imaging techniques that the long-held idea mathematics was confined
to left brain activity was oversimplified and incomplete. Besides the long known fact that left and
right  brain  hemispheres  are  conjoined.  Via  what  I  term  a  superhighway  of  connectivity:
otherwise known as the Corpus Callosum. Brain images of students performing in mathematics
had shown that those solving the problems fastest were using many different parts of the brain.
Compared to those solving them slowest. Plus, here was the real eye-popping discovery. The
faster maths students actually used less blood sugar than those solving the problems slower.
(Jausavec in Tynan 2001; 2003; 2004; 2008; 2010). I’ll say all that again:

The faster maths students were actually using more of their brain and yet less blood sugar than
those solving the problems slower. 

      Finding the Human Brain Route In to Smarter Learning for Your Child  

At the same time, I started looking at the differences between how AI was being programmed to
learn versus how we learn. Starting with the import of emotional input and engagement, and
further  informed  by  five  more  inter-linked  factors.  Integral  to  advancing  21C  human  brain
learning.  Factors which you and your child are now becoming well versed in following Chapters
1 and 2: 
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 Those gifts that distinguish us as humans – the immeasurable but absolutely invaluable DNA
rainbow of human gifts our children possess. Gifts that render each one of them distinct from
each other as individuals as well as from AI. 

 Impact of distinct life experiences that work to shape and colour each of our unique minds, in
tandem with our aspirations and individual dreams. 

 Humanity’s  evolutionary  brain  heritage  as  both  Knowledge  Acquirers  and  Knowledge
Creators (Tynan 2004): the gifts of curiosity and innovation. 

 Plasticity of the human brain and DNA evidenced in recent discoveries such as ‘jumping
genes’ in genomics we met in Chapter 1. Plasticity in how the human brain and DNA works
leave the mind open to ‘reconfigure’ itself intelligently. Where we know how to harness this
in-built human ability, we are in a position to further refine and enhance our infinite learning
and memory capacity. 

 The trillion figure universe of connectivity of the matrix that is the human brain.    

Q: In  comparison  with  AI  what  did  you  conclude  about  how  we  humans  learn  best?  A:
Conjoined all the above factors point to the fact that whereas AI is happy to download any and
all  data  ‘without  question’.  We  humans  are  extremely,  what  I  term  in  Equagen  ®  TM  ©:
discerning learners.
 
                            Humans as More Discerning Learners than AI  

Q: What do you mean by humans as discerning learners? 
A: Such is the way we are wired to learn at the individual level. We humans have at least two
‘Mind Filters’ that make us discerning about what we learn. 

Brainbox: The problem with learning now is that these Mind Filters are completely ignored in
classrooms. Whereas unless they are engaged with, the lesson can be as exciting as you like –
it  will  not  be fully  effective in  learning terms.  This  brings us to  the  foundations of  creating
effective ultra-personalised systems of learning for each child. Within Equagen ® TM © we call
this finding the ‘Brain Route In’ for each child to be the most engaged, happy, Brain Energy
Efficient Learner they can be.   
     
                          The Grand Irony in the Evolutionary Race with AI  

Q: But Doc! Before we get to that Brain Route In, isn’t there a grand irony at work here? 
A: I’m listening go on... 

Q: If two of the human brain gifts that put us ahead of the AI evolutionary curve are: our natural
curiosity and innovative thinking. Wouldn’t it be ironic if we didn’t start focusing more on these in
education?  
A: Yes with a caveat: in brain terms it’s a question of logic, sequence and balance. Globally
there have been attempts to have children getting creative and innovative in academic subjects
such as Maths and English – before they know the basics. In brain terms this is like asking a
toddler  to  run  before  they  can  walk.  It  is  faux  development  of  innovative  thinking  within
academic  disciplines.  For  some time now we have known that  higher  level  and innovative
thinking within academic subjects occurs – after we have mastered a given subject. Otherwise
instead of being innovative all  we are actually doing is teaching our children to reinvent the
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wheel. This happened in the USA and UK in Maths programmes that placed too much emphasis
on ‘kids getting creative’ before they mastered the basics. Not smart in curricular, academic
attainment or for developing authentic innovative thinkers going forwards. Academic learning
and innovative thinking has to be smartly balanced and structured to give our children the best
evolutionary and learning chances in 21C. Flick to the final part of The Golden Foundations
here  in  Part  I  and  you  see  that  your  child  now  has  that  smart  balanced  and  structured
developmental advantage via the Equagen ® TM © 21C World Winner’s Programme.   

Q: But what about the DNA rainbow of gifts a child inherits. Gifts which cannot be taught as
much as developed, because children arrive with them in their DNA? 
A: Brilliant  question!  Where  a  child  has  for  example  gifted  entrepreneur,  inventor,  leader,
constructor in their rainbow. They will naturally be able to make that innovative thinking leap
quicker in those areas – because they already ‘get the basics’ – they were born with them. They
have a natural acumen. The same cannot be said of something like Mathematics, which is a
language that has to be learned. The only brains we know to have an extraordinary propensity
for Mathematics are those with a specific islet of ability in for instance brain conditions such as
Asperger’s.      

Q: To ensure our children stay ahead of the AI evolutionary curve in the context of learning and
innovative capacity.  Our main focus should be to develop their individual DNA rainbow of gifts,
alongside better Brain Energy Efficient Knowledge Acquisition, and structured development of
innovative thinking? 
A: Correct! Couldn’t have said it better myself! The first step in learning terms is to make our
children the most advanced learners they can be at an ultra-personalised level. Beginning with
your child understanding themselves as a discerning learner. It is key to them being able to find
their precise Brain Route In to, and consequently master any academic topic.  

Q: Thanks for taking the time to explain that. It all makes good sense.  
A: Any time. My pleasure. 
Q: So  what  makes  us  such  discerning  learners  and  why  is  that  important  in  finding  our
personalised Brain Route In to any academic topic?  
A: Welcome to the next part of our fast track Q&A Fly Drive! 

                                   Parent Navigation Check Point  
This is a good point in the fly drive to take a pit stop and revise what you just learned.

 There are two routes to authentic development of innovative thinking: 

 The natural DNA rainbow of gifts each of our children are born with 

 Mastering academic topics via Brain Energy Efficient ‘KA’: Knowledge Acquisition 

 Offspring? Authentic Development of Innovative Thinking. 

 Humans are more discerning learners than AI 

 That’s  why  finding  the  Brain  Route  In  is  the  smart  foundation  of  developing  ultra-
personalised 21C systems for more Brain Energy Efficient learning. 
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    Understanding Your Child’s Giant Human Mind as: a ‘Discerning Learner’ 

                                                    Mind Filter #1: 

One major Mind Filter  in human learning resides in something you became familiar  with in
Chapter 1 and which we discussed the power of earlier: The Limbic System. If we are not happy
about a topic emotionally then we switch off and we become reluctant to learn anything more
about  it.  Within  the  classroom this  can  manifest  in  one  of  two  ways  dependent  upon  the
personality of the child. 

Some children quietly tune out and go on ‘screen saver’; they are in the classroom in body only,
not mind.  Their mind could be anywhere: on a beach in Cannes. At home playing with the dog.
In brain energy terms, they are not cooking on gas, they are wasting it, with very low emotional
engagement indeed. 

Other children are more vocal and aggressive about the whole affair. They now waste their brain
energy a completely different way. They begin expending and investing it not in their learning,
but doing anything they can to disrupt the class and the teacher. Not because they really want
to do this. Rather as a form of rebellion to what they know ‘intuitively’ as an intelligent human
being isn’t  working for them in the classroom. However,  lacking the scientific  knowledge to
articulate this. They do the next best thing roar like a lion. Nobody wins. Fullest potential for
learning goes out the window. 

                                                      

 Reflect on these two different scenarios in Mind Filter #1 

 Discuss any time in any class where either you or your child have felt this way. 

 Now you know at least one major reason why! 
  

                                                    Mind Filter #2 

The  second  Mind  Filter  is  magical.  It  is  the  beautiful  prism of  colour  through  which  your
individual child views and internalises the world around her/him. Emanating the own unique life
experiences, and individual rainbow of DNA gifts that inform the way in which they view the
world. Illustrated for you and your child in Template  3b. Within Equagen ® TM © we call this
the Ultra-Personalised Communications Prism in teaching and learning. Providing your child
with  a  unique  spectrum  ‘of  colours’  through  which  your  child  assesses  their  world.  Any
communication that takes place in learning cannot afford to ignore this – at present classrooms
do. First because as we established in Chapter 1 and 2, current talent identification systems fail
to recognize the innate, immeasurable DNA rainbow of gifts children are born with. Second, one
size fits all  theories of teaching and learning that are out of whack with 21C brain science.
Whereby the uniqueness of each mind and the Ultra-Personalised Communications Prism is
one word: ignored! Whereas, engaging with this major and ultra-personal Mind Filter absolutely
holds the key to each child being a more advanced and effective learner this century.  

Q: What then happens typically now because Mind Filters #1 and 2 aren’t engaged with in
classrooms?  
A: Failure  to  engage  with  the  Ultra-Personalised  Communication  Prism  is  a  failure  to
understand how the child views and discerns whether he/she is motivated to learn the topic.
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How does this translate in the classroom situation? Each time someone asks your child to learn
something new. Our bright, young discerning learner has a burning question they expect to be
fully satisfied. Before that is, they engage their brain and mind fully to learning the topic in front
of them. 
Q: What is that question? 
A: The question heard billions times a day, in schools across the world from Dubai to Beijing:  
                                             “why do I have to learn this?” 

Think upon the rich, colourful majesty of the scientific universe that generated that question in
the mind of your child. And at the ultra-personalised level the question your child is really asking
is:  

“how does this benefit me, take me closer to achieving my dreams and ambitions, make me
and my gifts shine brighter, and ultimately make me want to learn this?” 

Whether asked at the conscious or sub-conscious level. Due to a combination of teachers being
stressed out trying to teach 21C children with outmoded methods. The standard pedagogical
‘default response’ our children get to this deep rooted question in their brain, goes something
like this: 
   
“Because we have to do this. Now kids, we’ve got a lot to get through here. So can we please
get on….” 

The child is displeased, so is the teacher. The child isn’t fully emotionally or personally engaged
to learn that topic. Teacher and student ‘hobble’ along brain energy efficiently. Equagen ® TM ©
breaks this inefficient learning cycle. 

     How Do You Fancy Smashing a Billion Bright New Light Bulbs Today?  
                   
Here’s the problem up close and personal in bio-electrical terms of how the brain works. Every
minute our children’s brains have the power to light the equivalent of a 10 Watt light bulb. As
long  as  that  power  is  under-engaged.  It’s  like  we  are  smashing  billions  of  light  bulbs  in
classrooms across the world. When they could be burning very brightly and efficiently indeed. I
know which vision of the future I like.  

If this was a car, rocket system or any other technological device we were talking about wasting
energy with. Governments would be on it  like a duck on a dune bug to see how we could
harness this brilliant energy more intelligently. How much more could our children and world
achieve? How much more of our individual and collective brain energy could we apply and use
to solve the world’s biggest problems? If only we were to use that energy more efficiently than
we do now. These questions having kept me and my dog up for some nights now. The good
news is – we don’t have to use ‘if’ any more. Your child already can. Beginning with Mind Filters.
You and your child are well on your way to finding the keys that empower your child to switch on
and engage their fullest brain power – any time they are learning. 

                                                        
  

 Ask yourselves: which of alternative image of the future you both prefer and why? 

 Think back: how many times have you found yourself asking ‘those questions’ in class
that recur across the world daily? 

 Want to find out how to engage and motivate yourself to learn any topic? Read on…  
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         The Power of ‘Reverse Learning Logic’: Huh? No Really - It Works! 

Earlier in my teaching experience working purposely with children in diverse circumstances and
settings. I had found that if I  took the time to answer ‘those questions’ fully for each of my
students. Now satisfied, from a personal point of view. From there on in, we achieved more
learning,  faster,  more  enjoyably and less stressfully.  Minus the energy wasted on conflicts,
confusion; a general lack of focus that results from this and so on. The first time I applied what I
later came to term: Reverse Learning Logic of RLL. My students’ grades rose over 20%. 

For many students this meant the difference between: failing or passing exams; securing future
employment or being on government benefits; winning a college place or doing exam resits.
And no, I wasn’t working with what schools call ‘top set’. By choice my first experience was with
children that had been placed in the ‘bottom set’ for ‘challenging behaviour’. Which is why they
put me in a classroom where as one colleague so ‘nicely’ put it – taking his cue from the sci-fi
film and book Alien: – no one could hear me scream – if I did.  

After  three  terms  doing  what  I  did,  I  found  that  students  were  much  more  focussed  and
productive in themselves. It all started by just doing that one simple thing: satisfying ‘the why’
they should learn something at an ultra-personalised level. Importantly, before I tried to teach
them anything. Versus, using the ‘standard response’ and ‘pin the tail on the donkey’ technique
that wastes everyone’s time. 

Q: How can we do this for ourselves in a classroom situation with academic topics?
A: The next chapter shows you how step by step at the ultra-personalised level. However…

Brainbox: It goes without saying. Now you and your child are aware of the origins, of both sets
of Mind Filters we have discussed. Which combine to make us humans extremely discerning
learners. One basic way to feel switched on to learning a given topic and engage with it as a far
more effective learner is to link the topic back to your own personal ambitions, dreams and
goals. And list all the ways that learning this topic will take you closer to them. In chapter 4 we
will be re-visiting this technique at a more detailed ultra-personalised level. But this shouldn’t
stop you from starting to apply what you already learned now. It’s good practice. It is also a
major part of developing an ultra-personalised system of learning that gives you the Brain Route
In to master any academic topic. 
 

                                                          

 Reflect on a topic you or your child have ‘found difficult’ or challenging in the past.  Ask
yourself: did it seem relevant? If it didn’t the chances are your more personal Mind Filter had
generated lots of questions that were never answered before you were asked to learn it. 

 Consider now how much more switched on to the topic you would have been: if someone
had taken the time to answer your questions in full and show you exactly how it would take
you closer to your personal dreams, aspirations and goals. Makes a difference doesn’t it?
Even if initially you didn’t like the subject. The motivation to study it is enhanced. Far more
effective than ‘you have to!’

 Apply  RLL now  to  a  topic  so  that  it  becomes  more  relevant,  and  meaningful  to  you
personally to learn it. Well done! You just opened more of your brain’s energy and capacity
to learning it and mastering it!                                               
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                     The Genius Factor: Taking Charge of Your Learning  

The other area of my research searching for an effective Brain Route In to any academic topic
for each child, focussed on something I had researched in the past history of so called genius;
many of them weren’t ‘the usual suspects’ (Tynan 2002; 2003; 2004). Often they had in fact
been or felt ‘square-pegs’ at school. It didn’t always follow for example that they had fitted in to
how they were being taught in class. Often being misunderstood and misidentified; they hadn’t
always been what you might call  your immediate, automatic, ‘grade A’ student (Tynan 2003;
2004; 2008). It was only when they left school they started to do far better in their respective
chosen fields than their peers who had found school easy. The word ‘chosen’ is a critical point
here. 

Many people deemed a ‘genius’ in the past, had been born when mass education had not yet
been produced and cookie cutter career solutions not yet hatched. Taking charge of their own
path in learning and precisely which field they wanted to explore had therefore often held the
key to the success of so called past ‘genius’. For example, contrast Da Vinci’s parents with
those of Mozart. Basically the product of an unpopular marriage: Da Vinci’s Dad had married a
‘peasant’ beneath ‘his order’ in life. Da Vinci grew up in a relatively isolated small family unit,
away from the  local  main  town.  Rather  than map out  his  future  for  him.  Da Vinci’s  father
encouraged his son’s learning a different way. Whenever his child’s curiosity for a diverse range
of subjects arose, he supported his son’s inquisitiveness and desire to learn more about them.
Hence at one time when Da Vinci was interested in art, his father supported this and found a
master  artist  to  train  him.  A similar  pattern  followed  when  Da  Vinci  became  interested  in
mathematics and engineering. I think we all agree the results of this approach in learning terms
were favourable. Indeed, so alive in Da Vinci was his desire to keep on learning new topics. It is
alleged that on his death bed he uttered: but I yet have so much I want to learn about…

Meanwhile Mozart was driven mercilessly by his father’s own ambitions and dreams. To some
extent this pushing was successful. But by the time he was a young man, as happens with all
exhausted prodigies and shooting stars that have been pushed to their limits. Mozart had a
grand case of massive burn out. From which he never recovered. I often wonder two things:
what  other  great  gifts  he  possessed in  his  DNA rainbow,  which  were  never  allowed to  be
expressed? What other music might he therefore otherwise have created, had he had a bigger
choice and hand in his own learning, career path and consequently his destiny?

Brainbox: the failures of ‘so called self-directed learning’ are rooted in the brain science. Unless
a learner understands fully: why learning a particular topic is important to them as an individual;
how  to  take  charge  of  their  learning  in  a  manner  that  is  knowledgeable  about  how  they
personally learn best as a unique person. With their own individual dreams and ambitions. The
quality of any kind of ‘self-directed learning’ is poor. As I once heard an experienced colleague
in education say: it’s as if they (some governments) are expecting children to learn how to for
example read or add up ‘by osmosis’. I know from working in different learning environments
and listening to parents ‘self-directed’ learning makes them mad. Reading this in USA, UK or
Europe? I know you know in particular what I mean! Don’t let it raise your blood pressure. Help
is now at hand. Informed, intelligent help.

                                        The Laws of Physics in Learning 

Think of each of ourselves and our children as a force in the world of physics and we see that if
we work intelligently with those laws in our learning. We stand to gain. Work against them and
we do not. We also see from these two famous cases that where we cultivate our gifts as a
multi-dimensional sphere, rather than a one-dimensional finite image. We increase our chances
to self-actualise and ultimately be happier than we might otherwise be. This brings us another
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step closer to finding the Brain Route In for your child to become the most effective learner they
can be. 

                 Ever Tried to Lift a Baby That Doesn’t Want to Move? 
                          Whoa! Say Hello to the Natural Life Force of Ki 

Q: What do you mean? 
A: Something  I  learned  from Eastern  philosophy  in  martial  arts  that  is  about  physics  and
something else we can’t measure but all know the power of: life force. A force that is entirely
relevant to everything we are doing here.    
           
Babies might be tiny but they are determined. If a baby doesn’t want to be lifted. The more you
try to lift such a baby and as if by magic they seem to get so much heavier. This isn’t any magic
as much as the power they bring into being mentally and physically when they decide they are
quite  happy  ‘thank you’ and don’t  want  to  be  moved by  you or  anyone else!  This  energy
manifests itself in their whole being: their physical disposition, posture, mind and balance is now
harnessed by their will not to move. Conversely, when they want to be lifted up. They change all
that to work with your life force to lift them. Hey presto! Suddenly they feel altogether lighter.
Lifting them up is now easy! 

When we are a baby, learning is a naturally fantastic, wonderful adventure. We are in control –
even if we did once get our finger stuck in the bath tap; or had to watch our beloved goldfish get
eaten in one gulp by the next door neighbour’s cat when we knocked ‘Timmy’s’ and his water
house over…just to see what would happen….

As soon as we get to school however, learning is not something we are in control of and enjoy
anymore. Someone or something else is: ‘the system’. That changes things mentally for us.
Plus, it’s not how past ‘geniuses’ learned or thought. Running ignorantly over our Mind Filters
we discussed earlier. First, it switches off our positive emotions, integral to engaged and great
learning. Second, given that our fullest DNA rainbow of gifts isn’t  even on the school talent
identification radar, ‘the system’ homogenises our diversity, making learning more about fitting in
than  expressing  our  own  individual  ideas.  Result?  Inertia  sets  in  mind  and  learning  wise.
Instead of feeling driven to acquire knowledge from within, joyfully for ourselves. We get used to
the idea we need to be pushed. What happens in physics if you work against gravity? It is hard
work, takes a lot of effort and energy and is no joy at all. Work with gravity and everything is so
much easier. So it is with the life force that is the unique human mind, DNA rainbow of gifts and
bundle of individual dreams and aspirations – that is every child. Equagen ® TM © works with
this life force – not against it. Another reason why it works! Far better than pushing it enables
the human ‘drive gene’ to kick in. Placing the child in the driving seat of their own learning.
Something past genius as we saw earlier – has always done. There is something else they
have always done, and their parents have supported them in to. It has a lot to do with another
immeasurable but distinctly powerful driver in the human mind: dreams. 

     Work with Your Child’s Dreams Informed by Their DNA Rainbow of Gifts 

                                          They Fly Farther, Faster, Better 

                                     Case Study: ‘The Little Ballet Shoes’ 

The young mother had not read about past genius. She had little education at all. All she knew
is  that  she  loved  her  daughter  dearly.  As  she  looked  at  her  daughter  playing  she  saw
immediately that she was built  perfectly to make a great ballerina. Unlike herself,  who had
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grown up in poverty, her daughter would want for nothing in her childhood. She would have
every opportunity to be the prima donna ballerina she was born to be on the world stage. 

Toward this end the mother saved up hard for many weeks. At last the beautiful day came: her
daughter’s first ballet lesson at the local dance school. The mother looked on with great pride;
her daughter looked resplendent in her neat, black leotard, pink stockings and exquisite snow
white, silk ballet shoes. As she learned her first ballet steps, the little girl turned to her mother
and smiled; a smile of much love and appreciation. For she knew how hard her mother had
worked and saved to give her this lesson, this costume, this chance. But a sadness filled the
little girl’s eyes. Instinctively inside her, she knew even with this short,  first lesson, that she
simply hated ballet. This hatred welled from deep within. She couldn’t explain it. She just knew
it. How could she tell her mother? But tell her she knew she must. 

When the lesson was finished she ran to her mother’s arms and gave her a big hug. Her mother
looked down, smiling at her daughter. Mother wit told her something was wrong with her little
girl. Ordinarily chatty, the mother noted today her daughter said nothing. On the way home, as
they walked hand in hand the little girl remained silent. Then as soon as they got home her
mother asked her what the matter was, in a gentle, kind voice. The little girl sighed a big sigh of
relief and then promptly burst into tears. Not for herself, but for what she must now tell her Mum.
Her mother listened. At that moment the little girl’s fate, life and happiness could take a turn for
the worse or the best. Although she could not articulate it. The little girl knew this. With baited
breath she waited for her mum’s response. She didn’t have to wait long. 

Lifting her little girl up onto the sofa beside her, the young mother laughed out loud and smiled
kindly as she said lovingly: “you know I love you so much! And you just taught me something.
Thank you. You see that was my dream to be a ballet dancer. Not yours. You must always follow
your dreams. Well, my darling I have saved all this money for your ballet lessons and we can
sell your costume. Then the choice is yours. What would you like me to spend it on instead?
“Books, lots of them!” I shouted with glee. I am heartily thankful to my mother for what she
helped me do that day every day. She helped me put me in charge of my future, and in so doing
developed  a  passion  for  learning  and  education  that  continues  to  this  day.  Without  any
knowledge of why what  she did was so important in brain and gift  development terms.  My
mother had made the right choice out of compassion and common sense. Others of us have not
been so lucky, with parents believing they know the best for us. When in fact they don’t and
didn’t!   
                                  
                            Rubies or Emeralds?  Does it Really Matter? 

Later in life I asked my mother how she found it so easy to do what she did. In her words she
put it like this. She said that if parental love is eternal, the gifts we are born with are like rubies
and emeralds – they might be different but they are all precious stones. It was a big day when I
went up to Cambridge and dedicated my first book to her. 

Brainbox: From Einstein  to  Hollywood stars such as Hillary  Swank (Million Dollar  Baby)  –
parents who supported them in achieving their precise dreams, grounded in their gifts, comprise
a major factor in past and present people who excelled and achieved at the highest levels –
across diverse fields and the world. I never forgot what she said about rubies and emeralds.
Likewise, I never forgot how much more invigorated to learn I became when I knew which gifts I
wanted to focus upon and where I wanted to go in life with them. It’s like having booster rockets
helping you every step of the way. 

Q: What if I have many children? 
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A: The same rule and benefit applies – in fact as the second case study shows below – it can
be even more vital to every child’s success.  

       Case Study 2: The Champion Computer Gamer versus the Tennis Star 

Tina had always been naturally gifted at sports. When she married, she looked for someone
with these qualities too. They had three sons. All adored sport bar one. Yet every Friday night
she dragged him off to play Tennis at the local school league matches. He hated it. One of the
reasons she had booked a one-to-one session with me was, that she felt her son was going
within himself and not communicating with the rest of the family. I asked her to take me to one
of the Friday night tennis tournaments. All the way there whereas he had been chatty with me
earlier. Her son sat in the back looking moody and downright unhappy. When we got to the
Tennis courts. I asked Tina just to watch her son, and observe how hard he was trying to enjoy
the match, and please her, indeed the whole family. Even though he was struggling each time
he played, and clearly not having any fun at all. 

I  then asked her a question: ‘do you love your son Tina?’ She looked at me in horror.  ‘Of
course!’ she exclaimed, why do you ask?’ He doesn’t like Tennis. He will never change how he
feels because this is not one of his gifts. Can you accept that? He will be different to the rest of
the family – always.”  I  waited silently,  anticipating what her response would be as a loving
mother. “But he will have to do exercise of some sort, he can’t just sit at home all the time!” She
said. “I agree Tina” I replied. “Earlier I was talking to your son and he just loves swimming. He’s
never told you that before, because he was afraid you would want to put him in another sports
competition. The thing he would really like to be able to do is compete in Computer Gaming.
He’s fast and brilliant at it Tina. I’ve seen him. He’s also highly competitive with that in a way he
never will be with soccer or sports. “I hate computer games!” exclaimed Tina. “Well then you
know how your son feels out there on the field!” I said smiling. We both laughed. A year later I
went to visit them. Her son had won several competitions in Gaming. Tina was rightly proud.
Happy to cheer his brothers on at Tennis matches her son now had his own group of friends to
compete with. He was no longer withdrawn and looked really happy. Weekends now included
swimming in which competing wasn’t  the objective: just fun and healthy exercise for all  the
family was. All good. Established in Part I, founded in the mystery and elegance of genetics.
Our children’s gifts are not predicated to be the same as our own. The child is unique in the
individual rainbow of gifts, passions and dreams they will have. Rubies or Emeralds? Does it
matter? No. What matters is that we let them shine: – their way.     

Brainbox: In  the same way our  children’s  individual  rainbow of  gifts  belongs to  them.  We
cannot give our children their dreams. Only support them to help them realise them. This is one
of the secrets of successful learning I have passed on to parents and children since the very
earliest part of my work and research. My mother had not the benefit of the inter-disciplinary
research or experience I now have after 30 years in my field that show the simple but highly
effective power in learning terms, of supporting your child in their gifts and dreams. 

The point is whereas my mother stumbled upon this power. You and your child don’t have to.
Underpinned by what you both know from 21C science about how we learn at our optimum
personal best. As we place all this knowledge in the best hands possible: your child’s own. Be
prepared to light those rocket boosters and see them fly academically. 

                                                       
 Okay, we already established in Chapter 1 and 2 that you and your child are a smart 21C

winning team together! Use that power now. Take a quick moment to check that the goals
and dreams you are working towards are the ‘right ones’ 
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 Namely the ones that make you leap out of  bed in the morning – wanting to learn and
achieve academically, and make the very most of your DNA rainbow of gifts. 

 Procrastination as they say is the thief of time. Make any changes you have to now. Or leave
well alone! Either way well done! 

              Stress and the City and Benefit of Equanimity in 21C Learning 

Time to talk about equanimity. The other factor and benefit that informs the ultra-personalised
learning system and Brain Route In you will soon be creating for yourself in the next chapter to
master any academic subject. 

Never  the  type to  lock  myself  up  in  any ivory  towers.  I  know first-hand from working  with
children in education across the world how stressful  both classrooms and life can be – for
everyone! A cocktail of: the relentless knowledge cascade we visited earlier. One size fits all
methods of learning that no longer fit  the brain science or the children (if  they ever did).  A
factory mentality in schools imported from Adam Smith’s pin factory and old-style management
production lines from the last Industrial Revolution (Tynan 1996 in Tynan 2001). Schools and
exam boards not at all prepared for the rise of AI. Talent identification systems stuck in a pre-
historic time warp. All create a bubbling cauldron to operate within. As schools struggle as the
wheels fall off the old educational model. Leaving our kids feeling one thing: pressured. 

Today our young people are having to work harder and harder to learn with less joy, and more
toil, it all adds up to stress. It won’t surprise you to know that schools globally are now amongst
the  most  stressful  places  for  both  staff  and  children to  be.  Many  schools  have  introduced
meditation into their classrooms. This is a positive development. However, an Elastoplast on a
heart wound, it deals only with the symptoms, not the root causes. 

   What Is Equanimity and How Does it Assist my Child to Learn in this Era?

You have seen that our children can feel a lot happier and be more productive in their learning
doing things in  far  more Brain Energy Efficient  way than they are taught  to  learn now. By
working with how their brain is wired to learn – naturally.  However, this in itself won’t diffuse the
seeming chaos of what it often feels like to be in the pressure-cooker classrooms that will define
the immediate decades of this era. Stress is a major brain energy waster. That’s why their ultra-
personalised learning system must work to help them manage this stressful era better. 

Being in control of their own advancement holistically as the brilliant person they are. Knowing
they are working with an ultra-personalised system of learning that puts them ahead of the tech,
AI and new, futures global economic curve. Automatically your child will begin to feel an inner-
calm, and more in step with the unprecedented rapidity via which our world is changing in this
era. There is another way to put this: they will feel more at one with their environment because
they are in a position to manage their learning and navigate their future success smartly. Where
others are losing their heads amidst apparent chaos. Your child will  have presence of mind.
There is one word that encapsulates all these things: feeling at one with ourselves, emotionally
calm within, and in balance with the change within our environment. That word is equanimity.  

Brainbox: How does equanimity assist your child to win in future? If positive emotion is the
heating platform that readies our brain for energy efficient learning. Equanimity is the ‘smart stat’
that helps us maintain our emotion at the perfect temperature for us to learn at our best - every
day.  It’s  not  like  your  child  will  have to  think  about  this.  Rather  by the end of  the  Golden
Foundations, they will apply it every-day without thinking about it – a bit like brushing their teeth.
Easy.                                    
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Q: What about my child’s innovative thinking? How does equanimity help that?  
A: Glad you mentioned this. Earlier, when we first talked about innovation. We established that
if it is the natural brain heritage and gift of all us humans. Ordinarily, established is that we
humans get innovative when we have to: such as in emergency situations. However, there is
another element of innovative thinking we haven’t yet discussed. 

Q: What’s that? 
A: We can often get our best ideas when we are in a relaxed yet alert mental state (Tynan
2003; 2004; 2008). Where your child is already enjoying the benefits of being able to master
their academic learning better, and enriching their DNA Rainbow of Gifts, with a structured plan
to  put  them  ahead  of  the  AI  evolutionary  curve.  Equanimity:  feeling  at  one  with  their
environment as well  as in control  of  their  destiny. Increased potential  for  them to have the
opportunity to feel in a more relaxed yet alert state is enhanced; as is their ability to come up
with great innovative ideas. 

 
                              Connectivity, Connectivity, Connectivity

Owing  to  a  history  of  trying  to  categorise  and  departmentalise  in  order  to  understand
phenomenon across research areas.  Connectivity  and its  role  in  learning and human mind
evolution is probably one of the most underplayed areas in classrooms today. Everything is
connected in the universe. For all those reasons we have explored together from Chapter 1 to
this point in the programme. Learning should be more connected in the classroom. What do I
mean  by  connected  in  this  context?  From  understanding  how  a  child’s  initial  curiosity  is
connected to the mutability of their DNA software in response to environment. To being more
awake to the universe of connected plasticity that is their unique human mind. In conjunction
with raising children’s awareness of their infinite ability to evolve intelligently, - something we
established in  Chapter  1  gives us another  major  edge over  AI.  In  working both to  put  our
children ahead of AI in learning, and given an effective Brain Route In to each academic topic
for each child. We should be cultivating better human curiosity, creativity and connectivity in
learning. Equagen’s ® TM © ultra-personalised system of learning does this.   

                                                           Eureka! 

 Integral Factors: The Smart Brain Route In To Master Any Academic Subject 

My journey to discover the Brain Route In for every child, and develop an ultra-personalised
system of learning that takes us ahead of AI’s evolution, and create more brain energy efficient
21C classrooms, has taken me many places. Moving 12 times in 15 years, clocking up star-ship
mileage to work within and across multiple settings and research disciplines. From the fields of
human intelligence and the history of  genius to  genomics, parallel  distributed processing in
neuroscience, and the evolution of AI. All the more reason why my dog packed up her vintage
chewy collection and left  for  a  better  a life  with  my Dad.  A fluffy-eared,  out-size bear  of  a
German Shepherd; she had been a great listener. Meantime, I had concluded that each of the
following factors are integral  to how we each personally are better placed to find the Brain
Route In to master any academic topic more energy efficiently. Step by practical step in the
following chapter you and your child will learn how to do this for themselves. However, as we
come to chequered flag in our victory lap of the fast track fly drive. Useful for you and your child
now is to have a summary of the main ingredients that inform what you will be doing next in
Chapter  4.  This  is  provided for  you in  Template  3c.  After  which  we will  be  due a small
celebration in true 21C World Winner’s style. Why? You just notched up another advanced set
of knowledge that means, whilst others are thinking about the future. You and your child are
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already  there  –  smartly  informed.  There  is  another  reason  to  celebrate.  What’s  that?  An
emancipation that is long overdue for humanity and your children at home. But first time to
consolidate all that you have learned. So you and your child are totally ready and prepared to
get stuck into the practical steps and get best value from them in the next chapter. 

                                                           
 Visit with your chid now Template 3c. 

 Discuss all the factors with them thoroughly. Remember children don’t know something is
complicated until we tell them it is. Discuss this with your child as you would an adult – with
the expectation that they do and can understand it – just as they can a new high tech game
or product. This is high tech. They can! 

Top Tip: These factors do not have to be committed to memory. They are there as helpful
summary of the multiple factors we just visited that inform what needs to become a central
concept in 21C learning – so that every child can excel academically, better, more confidently
than past generations: the Brain Route In.  By going through the process of creating their own
ultra-personalised learning system in the next chapter. All of this will become like riding a bicycle
for your child: totally second nature! So don’t sweat it. Instead… 

 Relax and give me high five. Now you know all about the Brain Route In!  
 Let me introduce you and your child to the New D.E.A.L 
                                            
       The Smarter DNA Evolution Game for Your Child: The New D.E.A.L   

Q: What’s the New D.E.A.L? 
A: DNA enrichment and accelerated learning – ad infinitum. 

Brainbox: Plus here’s the ‘added bonus for our children’. The New D.E.A.L. is all natural. No
‘smart’ pills or premature DNA splicing and dicing needed. The ‘wonder drug in this intelligent
evolution is our children themselves. 

Q: How does it work to benefit my child this century? 
A: All these human factors that you and your child have learned on our fly drive in this chapter.
Layered  upon  those  you  already  discovered  in  the  previous  chapters  in  the  Golden
Foundations. We cultivate a smarter 21C educational recipe in which we enrich those gifts our
children possess that make us distinct and superior as a species to AI; better learners; and
development of confident innovative thinkers. Then it becomes a question of maths. We let it do
all the rest.  

Q: What do you mean? 
A: Given that in the trillion figure inter-connected universe of the human mind our DNA these
factors  occur  not  separately.  Rather  as  interacting  phenomena with  the  potential  to  evolve
infinitely. As our children become smarter, accelerated learners. They generate light-years’ size
algorithms  of  connectivity  in  which  a  symbiosis  between  DNA gift  enrichment,  Knowledge
Acquisition and innovative thinking creates a further potential. The mathematical probability for
more gifts to be awakened in their mind, which in turn can inform new learning systems of the
future. We just lit the eternal flame of intelligent human evolution: or the New D.E.A.L: human
DNA enrichment and accelerated learning – ad infinitum.             

               The Emancipation of the Real Wealth of Nations – At Last!
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Every child should feel excited and emancipated by this. Why? In contrast to the system that
has dominated past generations in education as we saw for example in Chapter 1:  where
currently many genetic gifts are being supressed (dumbed down).  Your child’s gifts are now
able to blossom alongside Knowledge Acquisition and Innovative thinking. As if watching a rose
open on a fast-forward DVD. End point of this symbiosis mathematically? None. You met it with
me before here: it’s called the human infinite potential to evolve intelligently. One might say on
every level: mind, body and genius spirit awakened like never before. The future is brighter and
richer in equal opportunity for our children, as we take off the old sun glasses that obscured our
view of human learning ability,  and place our new ones on! Drive with me now to our final
destination in this fly drive: Template 3d – oh and yes – please do put your ‘shades’ on; you’ll
need them! Say hello to a new equation futures education…

Q: Can we take our seat belts off now? 
A: Yes we finished our fly drive. Now you are ready to do the ‘practical’ steps and have a blast
together doing so in Chapter 4. 

Q: Talking of having a blast together – didn’t you say a celebration was due? 
A: Yes congratulations – you and your child are now light years ahead in futures education and
learning. All you have to do now is apply it – and I am here every step of the way to help you do
just that! After you have rewarded yourself rightly I’ll be here and waiting for you just over the
page… 
                                           
Instant W.I.Ns 

 AI are passive downloaders of information. Humans are discerning learners. 

 Mind Filters: Two sets of Mind Filters must be engaged with positively before a child is able
to harness the fullest learning power of their mind. Mind Filter #1 generic: this is where a
child decides via multi-sensory inputs whether or not s/he wants to know about this topic
and/or  whether  the  last  experience with  it  motivates  them to  want  to  learn  more.  Mind
Filter#2 ultra-personalised. The second Mind Filter arises their DNA rainbow of gifts, and
individual life experiences that shape their unique mind, and the prism through which they
view the world and anything they are asked to learn. Engage both these Mind Filters and
Brain Energy Efficient Learning is enabled. Currently this isn’t happening in education and
leads to a question asked by billions of children across the World:  ‘why do I have to learn
this?’ 

 Reverse Learning Logic: engages with this and other questions from the student perspective
to enable smarter 21C Brain Energy Efficient Learning. 

 Learning and the laws of physics: learning is a naturally joyous experience when we are
babies. Part of that joy is a feeling of being in control of our learning. At school however this
stance changes, with systems geared to driving students, rather than students being in a
better  informed  learning  position  to  drive  themselves.  These  leaves  both  student  and
teacher wasting energy in a game of ‘push’. 

 Learning like a genius: the history of so called past geniuses showed they excelled in their
learning by knowing precisely why they were studying something and where they were going
with it. Providing children a greater scientific insight – from their DNA rainbow of gifts to
infinite potential of the brain to learn. Equagen ® TM © enlightens each child. Informs them
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how they as a unique person learns best and puts them in the driving seat. Motivation and
purpose to learn now comes from within. Leading to more Brain Energy Efficient Learning. 

 Brain Route In: during the above process children discover their Brain Route In to master
ANY academic topic and become successful learners. Via their own individual DNA Rainbow
of  Gifts  and  a  complete  understanding  of  what  Equagen  ®  TM  ©  terms:  The  Ultra-
Personalised Communications Prism. 

 Dreams: as with those other immeasurable aspect of humanity that give us the Winning
Edge over  AI,  should not  be underplayed or  supplanted by those of  others  in  a  child’s
education. Compliant with the laws of physics: just as you would not argue with gravity.
Support a child in their individual gifts and dreams, and they will learn better and fly further.
Driven to excel themselves.

 Innovative Thinking: There are a number of routes to developing Innovative thinking in our
children. In the context of academic subjects however. Authentic innovation can only take
place when a child has mastered an academic subject. A recent flaw in Maths programmes
in the USA and UK for example has been to introduce innovative thinking before children
mastered the basics. Equagen ® TM © in contrast provides a structured development of
innovative thinking.  

 Brain  Energy  Efficient  Learning:  Becoming  more  Brain  Energy  Efficient  in  terms  of
Knowledge Acquisition in learning makes our children better Knowledge Creators, - essential
for humans in an era of AI.

 The New D.E.A.L: In Chapter 1 we saw how a child’s most authentic rainbow of gifts that
give them the Human Winning Edge over  AI  are ‘dumbed’ down or  suppressed due to
obsolete classrooms. To reverse this trend. One of Equagen’s ® TM © benefits in making
our  children smarter  learners  than past  generations is  the  New D.E.A.L –  human DNA
enrichment and accelerated learning. It’s all natural! No smart pills required because it works
with the natural, fabulous software we humans already have to evolve intelligently. 

 Equanimity  and school:  Classrooms are  now amongst  the most  stressful  places for  our
children to learn in. Essential therefore is that they have the benefit of equanimity: that is the
peace of mind to know that if everyone around them might be losing their head. Your child
isn’t!  

 Beautiful Brain Equations: Human DNA and the brain comprising a universe of trillion figure
connectivity. When we talk about Brain Energy Efficient Learning. It is useful to think in terms
of at least two mathematical equations (Tynan 2004). The generic equation of how humans
learn best, and the ultra-personalised equation. The latter equation maximises how our DNA
and  mind  software  has  been  pre-programmed  to  evolve.  To  catalyse  a  self-generating
upward spiral of infinite intelligent human evolution. Can’t get your head round that? You will
Equanimity combined with all the advantages your child will now have from the activities and
techniques  they  will  have  in  Chapters  4-6.  We arrive  at  the  beautiful  brain  equation  of
Futures Education: Infinity Loop. The knowhow to evolve faster, better the infinite capacity
your child’s distinctive human Winning Edge. 
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 All of this affords better equality of opportunity for every child to win and excel. 

 Welcome to the future of smarter learning: find these W.I.Ns like watching a sci-fi film about
learning? Good. Now you can see just how far behind 21C inter-disciplinary science, today’s
classrooms are. One of Equagen’s ® TM © objectives is to close this gap for children. To
place their human evolution on ‘fast forward’ in a new global age and AI era. Like what you
hear? Great. Enough theory. Let’s move to the practice and empower your child. See you
Chapter 4.   

             4. Now Your Child Can Master Any Academic Subject 

________________________________________________________

      This Chapter Gives You and Your Child the Following Advantages:   

 Equagen ® 21C World Winner’s Ultra-Personalised Learning System designed to: 
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 Cultivate their DNA Rainbow of Gifts with smart Knowledge Acquisition

 Create the foundations to foster different levels of innovative thinking  

 Find their unique Brain Route In to excel in any academic topic   

 Give your child the power to switch onto, and keep motivated in study  

 Enable your child to rise above stressful situations in class, calmly 

 Awaken your child to how the human learning in 21C can be superior to AI  

Rich in your knowledge from chapters 1, 2, and 3 you and your child are now ready to win big in
Knowledge Acquisition across academic study areas. As always however, I respect and want to
answer all and any questions you may have before we get started! So fire away.  

Q: How can me and my child get the best value out of the practical steps and expert advice in
this part of the Equagen ® TM © 21C World Winner’s programme?  
A: Mum, Dad, guardian? Familiarise yourself with each of the steps and activities in this chapter
first,  before you do them with your child. True to the P.A.L.S set I first introduced you to in
Chapter 2. Revisit that now to refresh your memory. Make the day you then do them with your
child a special one. Keeping it fun, bright, focussed and positive, with praise and reward for
yourself at the end for job well done! 

Top Tip: Remember to involve your child in preparations for this special day in their life. As
before, make it a smart parent-child winning team event. 

Q: Some of this stuff looks quite advanced – will my child be okay with that? 
A: Commit the mantra and truth to heart you first encountered with me, Chapter 1.  

                                  Commit This Excellent Mantra to Mind: 

              Children don’t know something is complicated until we tell them it is. 

Any time you think something might be too much for your child to master. Think on this brain
fact in the Brain Box below that I often use in seminars. You will see if you didn’t already know it
– nothing can ‘phase’ your child!  

Brain Box: Riding a bicycle is one of the most multiplex and challenging things we can ever ask
our children to do. In brain terms it is problem solving at high speed, on wheels! To master it our
intrepid child has to martial mind and body at numerous levels of sophistication: hand-eye co-
ordination, avoiding running over the dog, watching out for on-coming traffic, trying not to fall off,
- all the while peddling for dear life. Not to mention breaking fast - without flirting themselves off!
Never mind they will graze their knees as they master this new thing to them called ‘bicycle
riding’. That doesn’t put them off one bit. Fall off? They get right back on and try again – until
they have it all so completely mastered. Next time you see them they are riding ‘hands free’
eating an ice-cream chatting to friends on their phone. 

Top Tip: Now transpose figuring out a math problem onto the above learning scenario. First,
learning a maths formula isn’t half as dangerous or challenging! Second, no one ever told your
child before they got on the bicycle that they couldn’t handle it or that it was ‘way difficult’ or
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‘hard’. And hey presto! They mastered the infinitely complex bicycle riding without fear or any
concept of failing. Why? In no small part due to how we introduced this ‘topic’ to them on every
level of how we communicated their expectation of ‘winning at bicycle’ riding – from the first.  

                 Another Success Secret I Need to Share with You Now  

When we present children with a bicycle to learn how to ride it we do it with a water melon giant
of a smile, tone of voice and entire body-language that communicates and expects: ‘you can do
this, you will find it easy, and I have absolute confidence you will crack it – now go for it and I
know you will prove me right!’ Imagine if we communicated that same message and expectation
introducing children to maths. The problem is a lot of the time we don’t – whether in classrooms
or at home. Communication and expectation your child can learn anything is key to this chapter.
It is one of the secrets of how I have managed to teach children subjects apparently ‘beyond
their years’, exemplified by the image of the little girl doing algebra on the window of the English
country house with me in Template 4a; or for example me helping children turn a subject they
were failing in, to one they now always win in. As you saw on my previous TV series.  
                        
Whether via: out of date educational methods; body-language; tonality of voice or all of these.
Too often expectations communicated to children in the learning process in a whole range of
subjects, not just maths, makes our children feel like something is difficult or beyond them –
when it  isn’t,  and well  within their ability!  This brings us to the misunderstood phenomenon
media like to call ‘prodigies’.      

Brain Box: The truth about prodigies; ever since I studied young prodigies, I found that contrary
to the ‘genius myth’ that had become associated with them. The main difference between a
prodigy passing, for instance, an advanced math exam, way before most children do, often
shares one simple factor. Their parents had understood that their age is not the gatekeeper of
their learning (Tynan 2004). Only the way school systems are set up for ease of organization is.
                          
This doesn’t mean we should push our children to learn, as you already know from the example
of Mozart we discussed in our Q&A fly drive in Chapter 3. Pushing can and does backfire in a
number of different ways, I am not going to waste our time talking about anymore! What I am
going to emphasise here is the following facts.  Imbuing in our child the self-belief  from the
confidence in them you communicate to them on multiplex ‘frequencies’ again works like the
laws of physics. By putting a fresh blast of brilliant air into the sails of their ship to personal
success in learning. You both know from chapters 1-3 your child has all the talents, and brain
equipment to be a supra-fantastic learner in 21C. All we are doing is showing your child how to
use all this natural equipment to maximum personal advantage in their learning. 

Q: What if my child is still a toddler? 
A: As I said in Chapter 2 and the introduction to this book. Use your own judgement. You will
know when they are ready. Meantime here’s another little something to think on…As Fox News
reported (November 2015) research has just found that unlike us adults, babies don’t need to
be told how to handle a cell phone or tablet. ‘They get it’ effortlessly themselves. Why? You
guessed it. No one was around to tell them it should be complex, or introduced it to them with a
bushel of garlic and two stakes as though it was going to be something scary! People often
wonder how teenagers get  so good at  tech as to  be able to  be amongst  the world’s  best
hackers. Spending time alone with no-one over their shoulder to tell them ‘how hard’ something
is – they have no such preconception or fear of tech and so master it easily – as they could and
can any other subject. Given a full and proper chance.  Equagen ® TM © communicates a ‘can
do’ message for children across the board of academic topics. This means they will never again
go into any learning situation with any unsubstantiated fear. They know they can come in and
conquer it! 
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Q: I think my child is doing fine academically, I’d like to focus more on innovative thinking and
developing that alongside the other sections in this programme like Billion Dollar Business-Brain
Ready and World-Wise. What do you advise Doc?  
A: As I always say, if  something ain’t  broken why fix it. Move on to innovative  thinking, to
complete  the  Golden  Foundations and then  choose  which  bits  of  the  21C World  Winner’s
programme  you  want  to  focus  on  next.  As  per  the  precise  current  needs,  priorities  and
ambitions of your child. 

Q: I think I am ready now. Can we begin Doc?
A: Of course. This is going to be a great day for you and your child. Set the date then follow the
steps. Taking any breaks where you need to or as suggested by the parent navigation check
points. Last word of advice? Have a fantastic fun day! Let your child’s mind mastery of any
academic topic begin!
 

                                 Parent Navigation Check Point 
Each of the activities in the steps below assume that it may have been some time since you and
your child read the previous learning foundation chapter. Even if you have moved straight on
from the last chapter, you will find this helpful and practical as all the information you need is
quickly summarised for you. Meaning you and your child can progress confidently and easily.
Enjoy! 
 

Seven Steps to My Equagen ® TM © 21C Ultra-Personalised Learning System 

What you need to get the best out of all the practical activities for you and your child:    
         
 P.A.L.S practical activity set up inclusive of tablet it using one (see Chapter 2). 

 Two fun sets of ‘dobbers’ – one for you and your son/daughter respectively. 

 Some sparklers (optional). Party poppers. Glitter glue and/or sheet or two of different kinds
of small stickers; example: hearts, stars, cars, ponies etc. chosen by your child.      

          

      Step #1: Generic Basics: My Limbic System and Brain Energy Efficient Learning     

 Download/detach Template 1c and discuss each of its features as follows: 

 The  left  and  right  brain  hemispheres  are  each  associated  respectively  with:
logical/linguistic/mathematical thought; and music/rhythm/patterns. 

 Corpus Callosum: However, this is not to say the two sides of the brain are separated! The
Corpus Callosum forms a superhighway of connectivity between left and right hemispheres. 

 Limbic System: Within our brain this is the smaller magical and powerful brain. It is a grand
mixing unit bringing together many aspects of how we think and learn. Read now each of the
bullet facts in the Limbic System box together.
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 Discuss for a moment the last bullet point in the Limbic System text box 

 Remember: in summary we humans think with our ‘hearts and our minds’ 

 Share the facts in the Brainbox below with your child. 

Brainbox: That’s why when we humans are enjoying our learning and feel good about it we
learn  better  more  brain  energy  efficiently.  Wasting  no  brain  energy  stressing  about  it.  For
humans, at the generic brain level. Happy learning is more Brain Energy Efficient and smarter
learning. This brings us to Beautiful Brain Equation #1. 
                                     My Beautiful Brain Equation #1 

Download/detach Template 3a. 

Study each part of this generic brain equation for smart learning together 

E = Emotion: We learn best when we are happy 

M = Multisensory: We use all our senses in learning from our outer Peripheral Nervous System
on our fingertips to our Central Nervous System in which cells that can be found in the heart
emulate those found in the brain. 

C2 = Being naturally discerning learners: we humans love to use our questions and 
         ideas in our learning. That’s why there’s no such thing as a stupid question! 
    
Brainbox: If your child asks what the ® TM © etc. is – that’s a great question. Tell them the truth
–  because  this  is  a  smart  basic  formula  for  learning  its  creator  had  to  protect  it!  So  that
everyone could benefit from it properly in the world. Later when we focus on innovation, you and
your child will learn how to protect your great ideas! So all the world can benefit. 

Top Tip: If you wish remind yourselves of Beautiful Brain Equation #2 by glancing back at it. But
don’t get involved in a discussion of that now! We will later: all in logical and good time! 

 Step #3 Ultra-Personalised Level: How I: A 21C World Winner Learns Best! 
                                        
                                 My Own Brain Route In to Any Topic!

 Refer your child back to their Rainbow of Gifts in Template 2c of their 21C World Winner’s
Plan you began in Chapter 2. 

 Next download/detach Template 3b. Discuss with your child how their own individual gifts
creates the rainbow through which they see the world and everything in it;  informs their
personal  dreams and questions and together with their experiences shapes their  unique
mind. Put simply they have their own ideas and their own way to see everything!  

 Visit together each of the individual bullet points in Template 3b. 
                     
 Share with your child this fact in the Brainbox below:  
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Brainbox: When they know how to martial the fantastic power of their personal rainbow through
which they view the world. They can find their  own personal Brain Rout In to excel in any
academic subject. 

Q: How can your child start martialling this power in their own learning? 
A: By  first  engaging  their  mind’s  ideas,  goals  and  emotions  at  an  ultra-personalised  level
whenever they need to excel in and master an academic topic.

Q: How do they do that? 
A: Via the consecutive techniques we are going to do together now. 

       RI Technique 1:  Making Mind Links to Make My Big Dream Happen!  

 Download/detach Template 4b. Invite your child to think about ONE big dream they would
like to achieve using one or more of their DNA Rainbow of gifts. 

 Invite your child to tap in/write their big dream down.
  

Top Tip: Think big: It could be a tech tycoon; space archaeologist; Olympic Gold; Nobel Peace
Prize Winner. The bigger the dream the better!  

 Ask your child to reflect upon which of their DNA rainbow of gifts in particular they think they
need to focus upon in order to achieve this major dream they have and again tap in/write
these down as indicated on Template 4b.  The objective is to focus in on particular gifts
integral to them achieving their dream. 

 Ask your child which academic area as a matter of priority, they need to start doing better in
and conquer to make this dream a reality for themselves. Tap/ in/write this in the space
provided on Template 4b. 

  
 Compare your current gift and academic priorities, with those you originally set down back in

Chapter 2 in Template 2b(ii) of your 21C World Winner’s Plan.  

 Now you have a big purpose and goal. Are there any changes? If so make any changes you
have to your 21C World Winner’s Plan both in terms of which gifts you want to focus on
enriching this semester alongside the academic focus.

Top Tip: In some case there may be no changes to make. Either way this is fine. What matters
most is that your child now has absolute precision about why they are doing something, where
you are going: from enriching certain gifts and achieving a specific academic goal.

Q: Why didn’t I make your child set down their big dream before in Chapter 2? 
A: Our dreams are only as big as what we know about ourselves and the opportunities available
to us at any given point. In Chapter 2, your child had discovered their DNA rainbow of gifts; they
had yet to discover how they can make themselves a far more intelligent and productive 21C
learner. Here they are acquiring this know how. It has opened other windows of possibility in
their mind.  As those windows opened. Any limits a child might have placed on themselves and
their dreams, consciously or unconsciously, have been zapped! Each time this happens, and
another window opens in their mind. As we travel through each part the 21C World Winner’s
programme. Your child’s dreams will get more daring. In Equagen ® TM © we call this ‘taking
the lid off’ – we are freeing your child’s mind to think boldly: ‘what do I really want to achieve in
life?’ Well after you have finished this programme, remember to keep dreaming big and amend
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your 21C World Winner’s Plan accordingly. Also get ready to have lots of parties to celebrate
your success as you achieve each of your dreams. That’s  the future. For now back to  the
present and our focus here: empowering your child to master any academic subject. Share now
the following Brainbox fact with your child.   

Brainbox:  What  your  child  has  just  achieved  with  us  here  is  to  align  their  gifts,  learning,
planning and dreams more sharply. Consequently their brain and energy is now more focussed.
The  brain  loves  precision  planning!  When  this  happens  our  brains  automatically  start
reconfiguring to try and help you master the topic you want and make your dreams happen. All
you need do now is help your brain in this process. How? 

 Remind your child of the import of connectivity and creativity in smart learning.  

 Motivated at an ultra-personalised level to learn a precise topic. Making meaningful, creative
connections between our dreams and that topics is easy.  Within Equagen ® TM © we call
this making Mind-Links. It provides your child with another Brain Route In to any academic
topic.    

                                                         
Before you and your child attempt to make Mind Links yourself in Template 4b. Let me show
you how: 
  
 To get you started and spark your own ideas for making your own Mind Links 

 Explore now the diverse examples in the case studies below.  

                         Case Study: The Would Be MD and the Maths Test

Amelia had always dreamed of being a medical doctor since she had been 8. When she hit high
school however, she thought the maths lessons boring and found it hard to focus in class. No
amount  of  her  parents  telling  her  she needed maths to  enter  university  to  study medicine
helped. Until one of Amelia’s relatives was in hospital having treatment. I suggested that next
time they visited the relative Amelia should use this to find out how maths was used by staff
caring for patients. By asking questions of staff she met and also looking at the equipment in the
room. A light bulb moment went on in Amelia’s mind. Visualising herself working alongside the
other MDs she realised that maths was essential to her dream. When she got home she made a
list of Mind Links. Connecting all the reasons why she needed maths at an ultra-personalised
level to achieve her dream. When she went back to school, she found herself far more focussed
in maths lessons. Why? Positively engaged at an ultra-personal emotional level. Amelia now
knew why she was studying maths and why it mattered to her to excel in it. Her mind no longer
closed to the subject it was now open to studying it. Simply making the Mind Links began this
process.  

               Case Study: Maths, Percentages and the Future Oscar ® Winner  

In contrast to the more direct and ‘obvious’ Mind Link in the case study above. Barry wanted to
be a movie star, and was failing at maths. He had set it down as his number one priority to get
better at it  next term. However, he found he hated maths. He just couldn’t see the point in
studying it at all. Even though his parents told him he should have at least a maths qualification
when he left school. How did we find the Mind Link in? Easy! When I met Barry we discussed
how many a Hollywood star has been ripped off by their agents. “Why?” Barry asked. I told him
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one of the major reasons is that the actresses and actors that did get ripped off weren’t good at
math. “How much money did they lose?” Barry asked. I informed him that the likelihood was that
the figure ran into the millions; as it was such a regular occurrence. Starting with percentages, a
subject  some children  can  find  tricky,  Barry  made  his  first  major  Mind  Link  to  why  it  was
important that he excel in Maths. He also took the first step to passing his maths exam for the
first time! You know the reason why… 
 
               Case Study: I want to be a Tech Savvy Michelin Star Chef!

Tina had loved cookery since being a little girl. As she entered high school, after a trip to France
she knew what she wanted to be: a Michelin Star Parisian chef! The only problem was she was
worried about the more recent trip her parents had taken her on to the Far East. There she saw
that restaurants were starting to use AI to serve food. What if in future as well as being able to
cook brilliantly she might have to be more tech savvy if she wanted to run her own restaurant in
future? Knowing little about technology she felt she needed to study coding. However every
time she went  to a coding lesson she didn’t  feel  switched on to  learning at  all.  None of it
seemed to make sense. Until ‘someone’ suggested that she set herself her own coding project:
design an app for her future restaurant business. Coding now fell into place and made sense for
the most important person in this: Tina!   

              Case Study: the Entrepreneur Inventor and the History Teacher 

When his parents first invited me to meet their teenage son Chris, it was because he was only
interested in two academic subjects at school: mathematics and business studies. In these he
excelled very well. He knew they were essential to his future dream to be a successful inventor
and  entrepreneur.  However,  the  rest  of  the  time  in  school,  especially  in  history  he  was
constantly getting into trouble. He wanted to change this but he couldn’t. Having talked with his
parents  and  teachers  he  agreed  he  was  wasting  his  time,  and  he  needed  to  focus  and
concentrate more in history. He tried. But he was failing. When I first met Chris I listened to him
as he told me how he wanted to make millions form his inventions in business in future. I then
asked Chris a simple question: how did he expect to make sure his inventions were in original
and new unless he studied what others had done before him in history? Whilst he was still
thinking about that I asked him another question: business like life doesn’t happen in straight
lines. This means that often business can be hit by ‘unplanned’ events that hit its productivity
and bottom line in profits. Often these events aren’t new, as more a cycle. “What kind of cycle?”
Chris asked both ears trained forwards listening. I replied: “the ones you find in history, unless
of course you want to be one of those not so smart business people who hasn’t studied history
and wastes time and money re-inventing past mistakes’. After a few moments Chris looked at
me and started laughing. “I think I just found a reason to learn history!” The rest is history. He
went on excel in the subject. Why? History now had ultra-personalised meaning for him, directly
linked to his gifts, mind and dreams.   

Brain Box: Looking at this diverse range of examples. You will have noted that sometimes the
Mind Link is obvious. Other times it is less so. That doesn’t matter. What matters and works in
every  case  is  to  discuss  and  think  about  the  specific  ultra-personal  benefits  of  learning  a
particular  topic.  You will  also have noticed that  you and your  child  can use the  Mind Link
technique in a variety of different ways to help them find their Brain Route In to any academic
topic. 

Top Tip: Weave their gifts, dreams and study of the topic logically together, in a way that sees
your child WIN big. Remember Mind Links are all about making connections in brain terms that
work to engage us positively at an ultra-personalised emotional level with the topic. Switching
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us on to it and increasing our ability to excel in it. Via one way to find our personal Brain Route
In. 

 Time to make those Mind Links for yourselves now in Template 4b!  

 See you back here in in a moment or two...

 All done? Great! Give yourselves high five for a job well done!  

 Once your child has found Mind Links they need strategies to help them take charge of their
learning and master the academic topic. How? Come with me to the next technique…

                                       Parent Navigation Check Point 
Take a quick break, have a glass of water, your favourite fruit juice. Your choice: get some fresh
air; chill out with basketball; go for a swim…Come back refreshed!

       
     RI Technique 2: Learning Like a Genius: I Take Charge of My Learning!  

                               Watch Me Go! Now, I’m in the Driving Seat!    
                                       
 Relate to your child that people past and present that excel in their academic study as well

as careers; all share a secret about their learning and education. 

 At some point they took charge of their learning, and with it their destiny to achieve great
things.  For  example:  Einstein  and Da Vinci  both  took  charge  of  their  learning  and had
parents who supported them in achieving their dreams. 

 Informed  by  the  history  of  past  ‘genius’  and  21C  inter-disciplinary  science.  We  have
improved on what was often a hit and miss affair. Equagen ® TM © enables every child to
take charge of their learning intelligently. Via a structured and informed process. Starting, as
we did, from your child knowing their DNA Rainbow of gifts, and how the brain learn bests at
the generic and now ultra-personalised level. Here’s where we really put your child in the
driving seat of their own learning.  By focusing on further factors integral to them mastering
any academic topic.  

                               

Read and discuss with your child now each of the following three points and case study below:  
 
                                  1.  Why Mode of Presentation Matters 

The way an academic topic is presented to us matters in learning. The posh word for this is
‘modality’ of presentation. If a subject is presented to us in a manner that makes no sense to us
at all. We can feel like we’ve lost our ‘learning mojo’ and switch off. The trick of genius learning
at times like these is to take control of our learning and ‘play’ with the material until we can
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present it in a way that makes more sense to us. For example made famous in the acclaimed
film A Beautiful Mind. Professor John Nash the Nobel Prize Winner is alleged to have enjoyed
making sense of mathematical equations, using a china pen and writing them on windows. Da
Vinci doodled and dawdled and so on (Tynan 2004; 2008). There is no one size fits all way to
make the material speak to you in a manner that makes more sense to you. What you need is a
range of strategies you can apply any time you need to in order to take charge of the material
and make it ‘speak’ to you – better. 

                     2. Why You Need Your Own Range of Strategies to Win   

Dependent upon which particular method is the policy flavour of a month in schools. Children’s
learning styles can be too quickly categorized, limiting a child in being able to use their brain
energy to its fullest and hence most energy efficient capacity.

                           Case Study: The Girl Who Thought She Couldn’t Ride
 
For example. I once had some parents come to me alarmed that their daughter had refused
horse riding lessons not because she didn’t want to do it. She loved horses. But because she
was afraid. Why? Due to a tragic bastardization of a theory in learning that had been taught her
in school. She had become convinced that the only way she could learn anything was via just
one of her senses: listening. She was terrified that this being the case the minute she got on the
horse she would fall off. When I gently asked her what she was going to do when her parents
offered to buy her a car rather than catch the bus all her life. She thought about this and started
realising how silly all this was. She went on to enjoy horse riding and excel in it! 

Unfortunately the way children are taught suggests there is a one size fits all method and mode
of learning that works well for everyone. Equagen ® TM © works from the opposite foundation
of thinking. As did its successful predecessor Thumbprint Learning ® TM © (Tynan 2004). Well
beyond the outmoded idea that there is a one size fits all formula for learning. Rooted in their
own unique mind and DNA Rainbow of Gifts. At the ultra-personalised level Equagen ® TM ©
works to place in your children’s hands a whole range of strategies they can learn, adapt and
modify to suit them personally. Ultimately, as your child gains confidence in taking charge of
their learning and applying different strategies. They begin to devise strategies for themselves,
bringing their own ideas into learning. Empowered by this, and the self-knowledge of their gifts,
unique brain and personal dreams. Your child knows not just where they are going and want to
achieve. Importantly, in learning terms they know how to master any academic subject to help
them get there. In Equagen ® TM ©, we call this being in the driving seat of their own learning. 

                  3. Why Having the Confidence to Take Charge Matters

So called past genius were not hampered by any such one size fits all system dictating how
they learn best. Unafraid, they took charge of the material presented to them and made it their
own.  Your  child  can do this  too.  Hold on to  your hats we are about  to go on an exciting
adventure, exploring a whole range of strategies they can make their own and/or adapt in future
to suit them and help them learn better, faster more confidently in future. Ready? So am I! And
were off!                

                 MYSTRALS ® TM © My Strategic Advanced Learning Skills 
 
How to get the best out of each of these activity options: 

 P.A.L.S set up 
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 Less is more: Go with one that ‘calls’ to you both to do, right away and go ahead and do it!
Choose a different day to experiment with different option strategies.  That way you don’t
overload your child and also it gives you both time to reflect on each one. As well as give
you time to think up your own ideas on what would work for you. That’s the point: to give you
the confidence to use and apply your own ideas to put you in the driving seat of your own
learning. All you need is a chance to experiment – here we go!  

 Reserve the last compulsory activity to a time when your child has really had a chance to
explore and experiment with all the strategies to get the best benefit! Take a peep at it and
you will see why: it concerns the Theory of Relativity – made easy! Imagine if someone had
taught you this when you were still young. Your self-confidence would have soared. That’s
the idea here….Once your child has done this activity. Confidence to learn anything will stay
with them forever! 

Top Tip:  When you  and  your  child  start  experimenting  with  the  different  strategies  below,
remember in brain and learning terms: your Beautiful Brain Equation #1. 

Brainbox: Exactly as if we had met at one of my seminars. The focus here will be developing
your child’s learning strategies in a variety of different and popular academic areas of focus. At
the same time your child is of course free to use any and all the strategies they choose after this
explorative journey, to help them achieve their precise priority academic goals, they set down
earlier. Plus, later with the practical help I give you both in Part II, on how to work effectively with
teachers and schools.  To decode report  cards for example and nip in the bud, any subject
problems. Invincible winning team you and your child are driving on the smarter brain energy
efficient route to academic success – on every level! 
                   
                        Strategy Option #1: My Great Big Word of the Week 

Often children’s  language skills  are dumbed down in the West with low expectations about
spelling that  lead to  a  small,  limited,  and poor  vocabulary  and also  boredom with  learning
languages period. For example one child I worked with was a natural born story teller. She liked
using big words but couldn’t spell them easily because at school she was under-challenged,
with the words she was given boring to her.  ‘Big words’ still have all the spelling rules in them
that the little ones do, only in a more challenging, and ‘interesting line up’ for bright young
minds. Visit the activity ready-made for your brilliant child in Part II entitled – you guessed it! My
Great Big Word of the Week! As soon as they have finished praise their work and pop it pride of
place on the fridge where they will see it all week, and you can all practise using it all week!
Then do another one the week after and hey presto – you’ll soon find they will have a big, beg
your pardon: gargantuan (that’s better!) vocabulary. Hoorah! 

Top Tip: Remember to use the PALS set up with a reward for yourselves afterward!  
 
                 Strategy Option #2: My Maths-Architecture Knowledge Trail

Maths is often taught as an abstract subject. Despite my past efforts to make it more tangible
via workshops, seminars and books for teachers to use in schools. There is so much more we
can do to  bring Maths alive, in  the mind of each unique child!  Since the beginning of  this
millennia  The  Maths-World  Architecture  Knowledge  Trail  is  one  successful  way  I,  and  the
teachers I trained in this, have managed to switch children’s minds into learning more about
maths. Reflective of the origins and import of maths globally. The images I have used purposely
include eye-catching, world-architecture and art. To engage children from many different cultural
heritages in the fabulous world of Maths.   Once you have done this activity yourself. Why not
create another Knowledge Trail based on your local town, park, or your own home? With your
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child photographing and then creating a Knowledge Trail of all the different maths at work in
anything from kitchen tiles to tables and chairs, and lamps for example. Faithful to Beautiful
Brain Equation #1. Engaging their emotion, multiple sensory inputs to curiosity and creativity
positively  but  at  a  far  more  ultra-personalised level.  With  your  child  in  charge of  the  latter
activity, this strategy can also be used to switch your child’s mind back on to learning Maths
where recently they might not have been! By firing up your child’s imagination and awakening
new  ideas  in  their  mind  about  the  subject.  Giving  them  a  new  Brain  Route  In  to  ‘Math’.
Alternatively, where your child is already ‘into’ maths this is an excellent project to get them
thinking at a higher, innovative level about their subject via new creative connections generated
in their mind around the concept ‘maths’.  

Top Tip: Adapted to suit, following the suggestions I have just given you. This is a great activity
for your child to create a specific Mind-Link between maths and their dreams. All positive; all
good!  

How to do the World Architecture and Maths Knowledge Trail: 

 PALS set up with a suitable reward for yourselves afterwards. 

 Detach each of the six images and the questionnaire in Template 4c 

 Tell your child to cover their eyes as you place each of the six images randomly round the
house, like a treasure trail meets a game of ‘hide and seek’!

Top Tip: If you prefer and it is practical to do so you can do the activity outside in your garden
and or a park!  

 Using a  stop  watch.  Inform you  child  they have  25  minutes  to  follow  the  clues on the
questionnaire and find the maths image that will give them the answer to each question. It’s
fun and easy. Go for it! 

 When your child has completed the trail, discuss their answers and praise their ideas. 

 Invite your child to choose  one  image that interests them to create their own ‘self-styled’
maths project. Their project will focus on specific maths formulae they can see at work in the
image.  For the example: 

 The mathematics of geometry such as triangles; rectangles or a pyramid. 

 The  choice  is  your  child’s.  Finding  and  making  a  direct  application  of  a  precise
Mathematics formulae makes it come alive in their minds-eye. 

 All they have to do then is practice using this formula, not just in class at the abstract
level. But also in real life, when they are out and about with you in town. 

Top Tip: Any time they see a building using that Maths formula – you should discuss that.
Maths was never meant to be a dry subject in a text book. It was meant to help us create the
world we see around us every day! 
                                                          
                  
                  Strategy Option #3: Now that’s What I Call My Music! 
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My mother having perfect pitch, as you know from Chapter 1, music was a great part of my
childhood. Mum had music she would use to help her clean house quickly. Dad had music he
would wind down with.  As with  many households.  Mozart  helped me when I  was studying
languages.  However,  Bach helps  me when I  am writing.  Mbira  from Zimbabwe as well  as
Monteverdi  helps  me  achieve  different  feats  at  other  times.  Dependent  upon  what  I  am
focussing on achieving at any given point. Why am I telling you all this? There has been a great
deal of fuss about for example Baroque music, and Mozart for some time now. I think far too
much emphasis has been put on the generic benefits of say Bach and Mozart in learning. True
the measured rhythm and symmetry of Baroque music can be supportive of learning. However,
we also know, at the ultra-personal level, there is no ‘algorithm’ for one particular piece of music
to arouse in each of us the exact same response. Rather, we each have subtle but distinctly
different responses to any given piece of music. For example: some pieces of music, Mozart’s
or otherwise can trigger off different associations and emotions, dependent upon our uniquely
different life experiences.  

For some time now, for all these reasons, I have always encouraged children to create their own
library of music that helps them as a unique person: study, focus and achieve, or just chill out
better! I begin by letting them choose a piece of music that is ‘guaranteed’ to get them fired up
to learn and study, and then file that under: ‘Fire me up music’. To relax them into thinking about
this, I get children laughing by sharing with them what my ‘fire me up to study music’ is: ‘where’s
your head at?’ courtesy Lara Croft Tomb raider…now you know. Stop laughing! Alternatively if
something they are studying is getting their goat. They need ‘calm me down, I can handle this
music’. As well as ‘thinking’ and of course chill out music. All are important to help ensure a
balanced brain diet that sees us perform at our personal optimum best – more on that balance
in a dedicated section in Part IV. But first… 

How to do: Now That’s What I Call My Music! : 

 PALS set up plus access to music – all kinds, as you like! 

 Discuss with your child their preferences for music in each case we have just visited above. 

As further examples to ignite their imagination. Share with your child two fabulous examples of
how music helped people achieve great things in the past. For example: 

The artist Jackson Pollock listened to Jazz and created a whole new style in art. 

Einstein is thought to have got his violin out to play Mozart if he had a mental block  

Baroque music: Bach, Albinoni, Correlli,  has a regular symmetry and rhythm that can assist
study and learning – experiment first. For music is a personal thing for those factors involved in
the brain science of each unique mind that we have visited.  Generic solutions are not the
answer. Ultra-personalised music selection is. Do it! 

 Get listening to music and discussing it as you download/detach Template 4d.

 Systematically work through the template to create your own ultra-personalised learning and
chill out music that works for you! 

Brainbox: Remember some children as with adults prefer absolute quiet sometimes when they
are studying! That’s fine too! Work with your child’s own preferences. 
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                      Strategy Option #4:  Random 360 – Go Wild!!!  

Sometimes when we are learning a subject, we may have mastered the basics, but don’t feel
like we have because we don’t feel excited any more about what we learned. We don’t feel our
mind is as plugged into the topic as it could be. What’s happening at the brain level? We are
looking for a higher level of thinking about the topic to excite us. There is another way to put
this. We are bored witless! Having mastered the topic our mind wants to think more innovatively
about this topic. As you and your child already know will be focussing entirely on developing
innovative thinking the final  part  of the Golden Foundations. However,  it  is important in the
context of taking charge of your learning, and experimenting with different strategies, to talk
about this briefly here. Ordinarily the emphasis in education and classrooms at the moment is
on teaching to tests. Not the fault of the teacher but the ‘system’ as we established in Chapter 1.
Unfortunately  in  classrooms  today,  another  side-effect  of  teaching  to  tests,  often  using
uninspiring methods imposed on teachers, is that there is not a lot of time to develop students’
innovative thinking. Whereas, as we also established in Chapter 1. Developing this human gift
of Innovation (I) in our children in a smarter balance with Knowledge Acquisition (KA) is vital to
our intelligent evolution in an era of AI. If  your child has mastered a subject, or is about to
shortly, their boredom threshold will be such that this strategy can help them feel motivated and
excited about the subject, as well as develop their innovative thinking. By giving their brain a
focussed, mini-work out. It’s also a great strategy to use any time they want a warm up for
innovative thinking! It  works in two steps:  the first  frees up their  mind and thinking to soar
freestyle as it were, by letting them focus on something completely random and different to the
academic topic they have mastered. The second step does the opposite. It lets your child train
their  ‘refreshed’ mind and innovative thinking directly  onto focus of  one element  they have
mastered in a topic. The example I use is a mathematical formula. But it could be a key topic in
chemistry, biology, or geography for example.    

How to do: Random 360 – Go Wild!!! 

 Download/Detach Template 4e(i) 

 A snow leopard stands proud in the centre of a complete 360 degree circle. The question is:
why?  

 With your stop watch set to 1 minute, invite your child to come up with the all the reasons
they can think of, as to why that snow leopard stands alone in the image. Any idea your child
comes up with: whacky, eccentric, funny, logical – praise it.  

 There is no need to write anything down unless your child wants to. 

Top Tip: this is not a test! There are no right and wrong answers. Only your child’s ideas matter!

 Brainbox:  What we are asking them to do here is brainstorming. This is not innovative
thinking; just a mental work out and warm up. Like I said earlier: the emphasis here is on
letting  your  child’s  mind and thoughts  fly  ‘freestyle’.  The purpose is  not  convergent  but
random, divergent thought emanating your child’s own mind on this topic they most likely
know little about: ‘snow leopard’. If your child has a masters in snow-leopards (why not?).
Choose another topic they know very little about. For example a dolphin, or a planet in our
solar system. And ask them that same question: why? Why is there a ring round this planet?
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Why do  dolphins  always  appear  to  be  smiling?  During  the  brainstorm connectivity  and
creativity will be generating imaginative explanations galore. That’s the idea.       

 Time for innovative thinking focussed on academic topic they have mastered. The example I
have used is a Maths formula in Template 4e(ii). However, once again you could switch
this for another academic topic. The process is the same. 

Top Tip: whichever topic you use this activity to power up their innovative thinking. Always
remember to use open ended questions beginning with for example: what? Where? How? As I
have done here. More on this in the section on innovation later in the Golden Foundations. 

 Set your stop watch to 1 minute again. Focussing on the academic topic in hand ask your
child to think innovatively, using the two different questions that appear in Template 4e(ii)
to get them started: 
 
How many different and novel ways could this topic be applied in the world? 

What if we were visited by aliens? Which things on planet Earth would you use to show
them the import of this formula for humans in mathematics?              

Top Tip: Once again this is not a test! There are no right or wrong answers. Just a total 
celebration of their diverse and innovative ideas. 

Brain Box: any time your child is sat in class bored witless having mastered an academic topic.
They can use this strategy as a mental release to ease frustration. As well as a way to develop
their innovative thinking within a given academic area. In my experience, as this is an activity
that can be done mentally and quietly. Especially at the end of a lesson, with just a couple of
minutes to go. No teacher I ever met is going to have a problem with this! If they do, then you
need to ask them to set you an alternative extension project that keeps you switched on and
using your brain. For more advice on how to do this successfully and professionally go now to
the Trouble Shooter focus section of Part II of the 21C World Winner’s Programme. But not
before you complete the final strategy that shows you graduated successfully from this section
of the programme. I need you to go away from this section not thinking but knowing you can
master ANY academic topic – ready to use that knowledge and apply it throughout school and
beyond!  

 Compulsory Activity #5: Theory of Relativity? Easy! I CAN Learn Anything!  

Astrophysics still has many secrets to unlock about the universe and as long as it remains a
mystery to us, the magic of Space is timeless for both adults and children. Due to the fact so
little is taught about astrophysics in today’s education, the idea of being able to understand
Einstein’s Theory of Relativity remains as if a rite of passage, in the ‘I’m a smart human’ stakes
– worldwide. This will change eventually. Indeed, if you flicked forward in this programme. You
will see your child will be more futures ready and savvy in this area than their peers by the end
of Part III. What better way therefore to consolidate all the know about how to take charge of
their learning to master any academic subject, than to discover just how easy it is to understand
the Theory of  Relativity? When they know how? Exactly.  A lot  of  confidence comes at  the
conscious  and  unconscious  level  comes  from  knowing  they  know  this  famous  theory  in
astrophysics. Once complete they can use it on their phone, tablet or laptop to remind them
every day how brilliant they are at learning. I  have even see parents do this and use it for
themselves. This shouldn’t surprise us. Whether we are 8 or 80, when we know how to take
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charge of topic and make it our own in our learning! We can indeed learn anything! Come on
let’s get going…  

How to do: The Theory of Relativity? Easy! I CAN Learn Anything. 

 PALS set up 

 Their own choice of glitter glue and/or favourite stickers I advised at the beginning of this
chapter. 

 Download/detach Template 4f. 

 Study the image: regardless what we are doing: be it walking, riding a bike or racing in a fast
car. The speed of light remains a constant. That’s it! In a nutshell.  

 These points are summarised in another way for you in the two bullet points that appear
underneath the illustration. Discuss these points with your child. 

 You’ll note I have left this template largely bare of colour. This is for a reason. Using colours
and stickers as they so wish. Let your child set about beginning to make this knowledge their
own, applying their own colours and ideas to really make the image and theory come alive.
However, making this knowledge their own doesn’t stop there! 

Top Tip: I’ve had both junior and high school students really go to town on this with glitter glue,
or use fluorescent yellow to emphasise the lines: speed of light. Making this knowledge their
own doesn’t stop there! Let their imagination and unique mind go wild creatively making this
knowledge their own. For example I have seen some children turn the whole thing into a jigsaw
they like taking apart and putting together. Others have made up a poem, rap or song about it.
Others have completely re-arranged the image and information to suit them! Great. That is what
this is all about. Ultra-personalising this knowledge to absolutely make it their own! Have fun. 

 Immediately your child has finished making the Theory of Relativity their own. Praise them
and invite them to sign the affirmation that completes the activity.
 

 Praise your child and ask them to choose a place they want to display it to remind them they
can indeed learn anything. Now they know how! 

Top Tip: I have had parents do this activity for themselves and proudly display this on their
office wall next to their desk for their own self-confidence in learning! What better way to remind
your child every day at school that they CAN learn anything? When they keep this as a screen
saver on their lap top or background image on their iphone or tablet? Just one idea. You will
have your own – no doubt! 

Congratulations! Your child’s mind now ‘owns’ The Theory of Relativity. Give me high five! Well

done! Reward yourselves accordingly and see you in Step #4.  

                                  Parent Navigation Check Point  
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Feeling good about yourselves? So you should. Happy but want to take a break? This is a good
time. Before we get our dobbers on, - our what? See you Step #4. 

                    Step #4: Keep Calm and Never Mind the Dingybops! 

We’ve already seen in Chapter 3 how schools are some of the most stressful places to be in.
This applies across public and private school strata. No matter how much you may or may not
spend on your child’s school. Being aware of the fact that they can take charge of their learning,
with personal strategies that work for them comes with an important bonus for your child during
lesson time. Able to call  upon the strategies they have learned and more they will  develop
themselves to remain focussed and in control of their learning. Able to in effect ‘manage’ their
environment by being better prepared to get the most out of their lessons. A more confident
learner, is a calmer one. Whilst others in class may be losing their heads. Your child will not.
Your child now has the benefit of equanimity, we discussed in Chapter 3. 
                                                     
   The Truly Independent Learner in 21C = One Equipped to Self-Diagnose  

A lot of stress comes from children themselves not knowing how to self-diagnose what they are
doing to improving upon their own learning in class. Your child can already do this. Moreover by
the time they finish with you Part II. They will know a whole lot more about how to improve
things for themselves and win academically! What you are looking at is the truly independent
21C learner. This will give your child massive advantages in their academic study and progress
at school. That’s the up side. The downside is something true but not so nice about humanity:
jealousy.

                                 Dealing with the Green Eyed Dragon  

Whilst you have been busy helping yourselves to succeed and enjoy your learning. Those who
have been idle may not be so pleased to see you winning so much! These are what I call the
Dingybops – invented word! Dingybops try to spoil things for us. Winners know how to handle
them. Your child soon will. 

Sometimes, dingybops can be our own ‘best friends’ – you know it I know it. Dingybops are an
unfortunate part of being human. As we go forwards this century, competition is only going to
get stiffer. Those that rise to this challenge intelligently, calmly and positively will win. Those that
do not and get ticked off and jealous because we are winning? How do we deal with them? First
up we don’t let them rain on our parade! No way! If they don’t want to put in the effort to learn
how to better their lot for themselves where they can, like we did. We need to keep our dobbers
up and never let them get us down! This brings us to Template 4g and an important survival
skill for your future 21C World Winner during their ‘education-hood’ in school, and beyond. For
dingybops can be found at university and in the work place too….

How to get the best out of: Keep Calm and Never Mind the Dingybops!

PALS set up plus a pair of brightly coloured dobbers each. What are dobbers? They are those
bands you put on your head with two big springy antennae. At the end are usually things like
smiley faces, love hearts or stars for example. Got it? Yep! Those are the ones…have fun! 

Top Tip: After you have finished the activity in Template 4f. Inform your child that they should
choose their friends carefully and only hang out with the ones who make them feel good and
are equally focussed on a personal dream and achieving it via smarter study in school. 
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To conclude the activity triumphantly. Still wearing your dobbers, celebrate with some of your

favourite nibbles and give me high five. Well done again!  

                                        Step #5: The New D.E.A.L 

Your child learned in Chapter 3 that they have a DNA rainbow of gifts and mind that isn’t ‘set in
stone’ but pre-programmed to evolve. You also set down a programme of enrichment for those
gifts. Now your child knows from the generic to ultra-personalised level how they as a unique
human being learns best. It is time to consolidate two factors of especial import to them as
future 21C World Winners.  

 The import of developing both their DNA rainbow of gifts and academic learning.

 How this works to place them well-head of the AI evolutionary curve in learning. 
 
                       How am I more ‘Learn Smart’ than AI and robots? 

                                    

 Download/detach: Template  1d: Meet Robear! Template  1e. Curiosity and Innovation:
Ancient Heritage of Human Brain Gifts; Template 1f Unbeatable: Why Humans are Born to
Win.

 Begin by training your child’s mind on the ancient human rock paintings in Template 1e.
Remind your child that curiosity and innovation are two human gifts that have driven us to
learn and expand our mind and opportunities for thousands of years. In contrast with exciting
AI  like  RoBear  in  Template  1d.  This  means  we  humans  have  a  thousands  of  years
‘galactic’ head start on AI! 

 To underscore this evolutionary point. Move straight to Template 1f. Discussing each point
together. Refresh your child’s mind with all the ways their human mind is magically superior
to AI. 

 Stop and focus on the last point. We are built to evolve our gifts and mind – infinitely. Point
out that with each new opportunity to learn; they increase the potential to discover new gifts
in themselves. 

 Revise  with  your  child  that  within  Equagen ® TM ©;  this  infinite  potential  and process
catalysed with smarter learning is called the New D.E.A.L: DNA enrichment and accelerated
learning and it’s all natural! How does it work?  Inform your child that now they have the
benefit of knowing:  

 The import of enriching their individual DNA rainbow of gifts; 

 How the brain works at a generic and ultra-personalised level in learning.
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 Understand  how  to  take  charge  of  their  learning  via  MYSTRALS.  Better  able  to
experiment via a variety of strategies to crack any academic study to put themselves in
the  driving  seat,  and  motivate  themselves  to  excel  in  any  topic  more  brain  energy
efficiently 

 They have the added benefit of the New D.E.A.L and in so doing place themselves well
ahead of the AI evolutionary curve in learning this century. 

 Emphasising this important advantage your child has in 21C in the context of AI.  Shake
hands on the New D.E.A.L. The move directly to Step #6. 

                   Step #6. The 21C Infinite Evolutionary Sparkler: You! 

As  a  more  savvy  21C  World  Winner  and  learner.  Ready  to  develop  their  human  gift  of
innovative thinking alongside their academic learning and DNA gift enrichment. Like a sparkler
that never goes out! Your child just set off an infinite intelligent evolution within themselves.
Remind your child of this brilliant fact. 

                                     

 Re-visit with your child Beautiful Brain Equation #2 in Template 3d. 

 Discuss each of the important points within it with your child.  

 Health and safety first. To empower your child to remember this brilliance within. 

 Make this moment a fun, memorable event. Light a sparkler to show your child how this
Beautiful Brain Equation #2 gives them an infinite Human Winning Edge this century. All they
have to do is use this natural power they possess. 

   Step #7: My Ultra-Personalised Learning Power in the Palm of my Hand!

Equipped with an in-depth understanding of how to ultra-personalise their learning. Combined
with knowledge that their potential to evolve intelligently is infinite. We made them aware that
they hold in the palm of their hands a great natural power. Now they know how to use it – they
are quite literally unstoppable. Great! 

 Time to embed this fact in your 21C World Winner’s mind with a magical moment. 

 Detach Template 4h. After they have read through each of the five points with you. Invite
your child to place the palm of their hand onto the image. Just as in Chapter 3 your child
learned they had the natural power to evolve intelligently and infinitely. Now your child knows
they have everything they need to know about how they personally learn at their optimum
best in the palm of their hand – literally.

 The affirmation signed in Template 4h signed. 
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 Let your child gather together all the different knowledge, skills and techniques they have
acquired  from  the  brain  and  Limbic  system  to  here  and  place  them  in  the  Golden
Foundations part of their 21C World Winner’s Plan.

Brainbox: Any time they doubt their power to learn and excel at school. Re-visit this moment
above in Template 4h again with your child. Together with any of the strategies, techniques
and facts they have learned in this Chapter. With practice in applying all they have learned here.
Your child will become more confident in themselves and their learning – if they aren’t already
now! This minute. Couple that benefit with all the detailed ‘insider’ knowledge in Part II you and
your child will have. From: how to excel in essay writing, presenting projects and sitting exams
successfully, to how to apply to Ivy League universities. Your child will be more than equipped to
win at school! But first. We need to do one more important thing…Celebrate! 

          Congratulations: Party Time for Winning Team You and Your Child!  
         You are Now Ready to Ignite Fully the Sparks of Innovative Thinking 

Time to party hearty and reward yourselves for the great work you did together. You are now
ultra-savvy 21C learners! With the foundations in place to ignite in full the sparks of innovative
thinking, increasingly important in global Fortune 500 and Ivy League universities. But first: get
those party poppers and treats out. Congratulations to you both for a fantastic job well done!

Give me high five!  
                                                  
                   

5. How Innovation ‘Works’ Inside the Beautiful Mind of Your Child
________________________________________________________ 

This Chapter Gives You and Your Child the Following Advantages: 
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 Precision as to what we mean exactly by the over-used 21C word ‘innovation’ 

 Why you need to think about developing innovative thinking at different levels 

 The foundations to enjoy and benefit from the practical steps in Chapter 6. 

 A more holistic understanding of how innovation works in the human mind 

Hand  in  hand  with  their  DNA rainbow  of  gifts  and  knowing  how  to  learn  effectively  for
themselves. Without doubt, being adept and confident in using and applying their innovative
thinking, in a variety of contexts and settings, will set future 21C World Winners at a distinct
advantage. When it comes to candidature for global Fortune 500 and Ivy League universities.
Not to mention keep them one step ahead of AI! Each of the practical steps and activities in the
next chapter are designed to put your child ahead of these global trends and develop their
innovative thinking.  

But first, in this chapter, you need to understand what we actually mean by innovative thinking.
Why? Innovation is one of those big words so often misused as to have become blurred. Your
child needs clarity, not blurred vision in such matters. That’s why, to ensure from the go get you
and your child are working from a rock solid foundation of development here. 

Got some questions for me? Great! It’s time for you and I to go on a fast fly drive. Hop in, belt-
up, and we’re off!  

                                        Fast-Track Fly Drive Q & A  

Q: Innovative thinking is different from problem solving, right?
A: Spot on. Remember when we were discussing AI and playing chess? Whereas innovative
thinking and problem solving share the same universe, rooted in our mind’s cognitive ability.
They comprise quite distinct planets. The job of the brain in problem solving is to find a solution.
The job ends there. Namely, to be successful the solution need not be innovative in any way, it
could be a tried and tested solution. As long as the solution fixes the problem – that’s it. Job
done. 

In  contrast  the  task  of  innovation,  originating  a  desire  to  improve  upon  something,  in  any
number  of  ways  has  another  type  of  job  to  perform.  Innovative  thinking  seeks  solutions.
Solutions which need not be confined to those that have been tried and tested before, but may
involve very novel ideas. Ideas which should they be found to work in practice, could take that
device, theory, or concept onwards and upwards in specific and/or multivariate ways. Prime
example the innovative changes to wheels that have occurred since the ‘wheel concept’ was
first developed in human history. 

Q: So innovative thinking is invention? 
A: No!  Invention is  birthing into  the world  something never  before been seen or  heard of.
Invention doesn’t  bring you a clever new type of car, plane or train. Invention brings you a
completely new way to travel that’s never been done before. In this way innovative thinking is
merely one part of the journey that leads to planet invention.  

Q: What about creative thinking? 
A: My dog gets creative with flower beds in Spring any time she digs them up to add to her
Winter vintage chewy collection. You, I and children can get creative with hand painting one
afternoon. It doesn’t mean that what we produce will comprise an innovative genre of painting
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such as the French Impressionists, Monet and Manet for example. We will produce the type of
hand collage that gazillions of others have on a canvas before us. Now if my dog, frustrated at
our efforts, were to grab a brush and start painting like Michelangelo – that might ‘different’….It
would also go viral on You Tube ®. Knowing my dog, she would then demand more treats and a
limo for ‘appearances’. Sure, creative thinking is one part of innovation, but as shown in the
human  illustration  I  have  just  given.  Where  creativity  gets  all  excited  about  just  making
something. That something won’t necessarily aim to be or indeed be innovative whatsoever.
This is another area where curricular as well as school brochures worldwide send out ‘confused’
messages about what they are doing. Suggesting that getting all creative equates to innovation.
It doesn’t. No matter how much the school or state spent on glossy, expensive, brochures etc.   
  
Q: Where does Higher Order Thinking or HOTS come into this? 
A: Higher Level or Higher Order Thinking occurs as soon as we intuitively know and feel we
have mastered something. Take baking a cake. Once we have the basic generic recipe down,
invariably we like to experiment with questions like: What if I added cherries? How about I did
the icing different,  with maybe some of my favourite candy mixed in? Here we are thinking
critically about the recipe: what we are actually saying is – okay I have this cake thing down, but
doing the same thing each time is kind of boring. How could I make this cake more to my own or
my family’s delight and liking? Confident in baking the ‘original’ cake we start experimenting.
With a handful cherries etc. Did we just make an innovative new kind of cake? No. We just
thought about it critically and added what we liked to the original cake recipe. 

Q: Am I right to say that innovative thinking is one step up from critical thinking? 
A: Yes!  If  critical  thinking  is  having  mastered  a  topic  to  feel  confident  enough  to  start
experimenting with the original formula – whether we are talking cakes or maths.  Innovative
thinking is past that stage and onto: how could we change this formula and/or cake to make a
better formula or and/or cake? The mind is then on making changes to the original idea to
improve upon it in some distinct way.  

Q: You said that now my child has the foundations of how to master any academic topic they
are ready for innovative thinking – in that order. 
A: In the context of academic subjects, a child’s capacity to think innovatively in a manner that
is  brain  energy efficient  is  severely  hampered when they haven’t  yet  mastered the basics.
Trying  to  introduce  authentic  innovative  thinking  in  classrooms  in  subjects  like  Maths  and
English for example, when children haven’t mastered the fundamental basics of a subject, leads
to absolute confusion. It’s like asking toddlers to run before they have really mastered walking.
Indeed you’ve seen the evidence for yourself of this around the world wherever curricular and
programmes  have  introduced  innovative  thinking  into  classrooms  where  children  are
innumerate and illiterate. Dumb! Smart in the development of authentic innovative thinking is to
let them develop this gift just as soon as your child has mastered the basics of their academic
subjects.  At  that  point,  as  we  saw  in  the  previous  chapter;  it’s  a  long  established  fact  in
pedagogy that children will  naturally begin to think critically and innovatively. Why? Because
human minds work that way! Confident in a topic we get bored and want to play with it at the
critical thinking and innovation level. We enjoy the challenge of doing this at that point mentally.
No need to push. It is a human tendency, - back to those cavemen and women getting fed up
with raw dinosaur meat and cold bums 24/7 we met back in Chapter 1. 

Q: Why don’t kids get this challenge more often in classrooms? 
A: Due to converging issues we discussed in the introduction and Chapter 1 that make previous
models of education obsolete in 21C. Many schools in truth are involved in a noble tussle daily
just to deliver the old-style model. We need to respect that. Hence, providing children with the
opportunity  to  have  their  innovative  thinking  properly  and  constructively  developed,  amidst
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everything  else  schools  struggle  to  do  these  days,  is  almost  mission  impossible.  There’s
another obstacle at the eye of this perfect storm. 
Q: What’s that? 
A: Something I have been – you might say - very vocal about previously! (Tynan 2001; 2008;
T.E.S. 2008). 

         Teach to Test Culture Supresses Sparks of Young Innovative Minds 

The ‘teach to test’ culture is not peculiar to East or West. It spans the East Coast of America to
fragrant flowers of the Eternal Spring of Yunnan province in China. A child will still get top marks
for doing great on a tick box academic test, but next to none for thinking innovatively outside the
box. Which is why grade A, and first class graduates are arriving at the doors of universities and
Fortune 500 respectively, unable to think outside the box. It’s not that they can’t think outside
the box. The exam system put them in one. Is this a smart way for education 21C to proceed?
That would be a resounding no for this generation growing up.  

                              Aristotle and the Tick Box Test Machine 

Picture the scene. Our young Aristotle sits down to do an exam: morality and ethics. The first
question reads: 
             
Is happiness a mind state created by a society in which one feels loved; or is it phenomenon
that occurs from within the individual. Please check ONE box below. 

NOTE: DO NOT attempt to discuss this statement. If you do it will automatically lose you marks.
As it may show evidence of you thinking outside the box! And that would never do. Tut! Tut!
Shame on you! Yawn. This approach is so out of date in testing. 

Our 21C young Aristotle, feeling his mind and intelligence grossly insulted, rolls the paper up in
a ball, and with an expert aim, lands it in the nearest garbage can. He drops out of college early
and goes on to write a best-selling book on morality and ethics that’s still a best seller many
centuries later... Unheard of until recent years: as reported widely in the business press globally.
Companies today are more likely to look at Liberal Arts students than they did previously – why?
Their exams being more about ‘thinking about stuff’ and essay writing, than merely tick box tests
– Liberal Arts candidates are more accustomed to thinking than other types of graduates might
be. All our children should leave school and university being able to do this. By the end of this
and the next chapter your child will! They won’t need a Liberal Arts degree either! 
                Testing as Trillion Dollar ‘Untouchable’ Business Globally 

Testing being a trillion dollar ‘untouchable’ business globally, I’d say that in this decade we all
have more chance of being abducted by aliens. Before we see any meaningful change in the
exam system, at the breadth and depth of change this needs to happen. I am working on this –
that would be another book! Meantime, whilst it is important your child is able to win in tests –
hence why I dedicate significant sections in Part II to enable your child to do this. We will be
providing them with a solid framework to develop their innovative thinking ready for a global
knowledge economy and more. 

Within formal assessment structures. In order to really help unlock your child’s gift of innovative
thinking and reward it accordingly going forwards this century. Changing tests from paper to
digital  formats as is the trend now, changes nothing.  What you are rewarding if  the format
remains the same is the same tunnel vision thinking. Not good (Tynan 2001). Notwithstanding I
pointed this out  ‘some time ago’.  Nearly two decades on this remains a major problem for
education to resolve. Like I say another time another book. I am on it. 
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   Invest in Your Child’s Talents and Innovative Thinking! Forget Gold Bars  

Meantime, the gift of innovation must be better developed alongside the traditional focus on
Knowledge Acquisition which currently dominates education. Not just to stay ahead of AI, as we
have already discussed in the Golden Foundations. But also given the value of your child’s
innovative thinking to  the future of  our  world,  research and business,  not  to  mention other
worlds we may discover in imminent space explorations. Even if your child’s innovative thinking
is not currently awarded the marks and formal value it should be in current education systems.
Business and research does value this gift! We owe it to our children to let them develop this gift
young, in order that they can reap the personal and potential financial rewards that can come
with it!  The mention of financial rewards brings me to a further reason I purposely built  the
development of your child’s gift  of innovation into the Golden Foundations. Too often young
people today don’t realise the value of their innovative ideas or how to protect them. Ensuring
that they do indeed reap the benefits, financial or otherwise for themselves. 

Q: Why is it that young people’s ideas so valuable? 
A: We have talked about and discovered together your child’s rainbow of gifts, shimmering at
the centre of their unique DNA diamond and mind as an individual. 

Imagine now adding another glittering dimension to that sparkling diamond: innovative thinking.
With both their rainbow of hidden gifts, unique mind and innovation unleashed. We reach a
whole new meaning to the phrase: ‘fresh ideas’. Forget gold bars. Indulge and invest in their
ideas. That’s why business wants them!  The world is wonderful and fabulous place. However,
as a young person they need not be wet behind the ears when it comes to the power of their
innovative thinking. There’s a time for your child to share and a time to make sure they get the
full credit for the innovative thinking you came up with. Right? Right. All’s fair in love, business
and even academic research. That’s why it  is especially important your child knows how to
protect their ideas. As they will in the next chapter.

Q:  You said at the beginning of this chapter that we would be developing a holistic level of
innovative thinking. So far you have only discussed the natural innovative level of thinking that
occurs when we master an academic subject. What other levels are there? 
A: Good to know you are paying attention, and you are right. This brings us to next part of our
fly drive and the faster lane to innovative thinking in your child’s mind. 

Your Child’s Rainbow of Gifts: the ‘Intuitive’ Fast Lane to Innovative Thinking 

Unlike innovative thinking that occurs within an academic subject after we master it. Innovative
thinking borne out of the DNA rainbow of gifts your child is born with is less dependent on
schooling.  It’s  more  intuitive:  the  natural  thought  offspring  of  gifts  no  one  can  teach  you,
because you were already born with them. Take for example kids with the gifts of leadership,
compassion, invention, entrepreneurship, vision, pioneering spirit…None have to be taught how
to think innovatively in these areas. They will do it naturally, intuitively. Like the time the young
entrepreneur converted his pocket money into a bank, whilst still in junior school. The natural
leader in kindergarten that every other child loves to follow and ‘obey’ even when said leader
changes the set-up of the play den. Why? Because it works better now for everyone!  Consider
another  ‘true  story’  and  real  life  example  below,  and  never  again  think  about  your  child’s
innovative ideas in the same way again! Why? Discover for yourself…  

                            Case Study: The Compassionate Innovator
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Eleanor was just 7 years old. But she knew what she had to do: every Friday night she must
help her parents ‘moonlight’ cleaning city offices to pay off the mortgage.  Eleanor didn’t mind
the work, but something had really begun to bug her on Friday nights. What? The city office
sofas were covered in a material that seemed to be a natural fluff collector. Trying to clean them
with the vacuum cleaner nozzle was a struggle, and time consuming for Eleanor’s Mum.  A
compassionate sole. Eleanor didn’t like to see either of her parents struggle. She wanted to do
something to help change the situation for the better. Driven by her compassion. Her mind got
to work. 

One Friday night crawling under a desk a wonderful Eureka moment came. A piece of Scotch
tape had gotten stuck to the floor carpet. As Eleanor gently peeled it up, she noted to her delight
that the tape lifted tiny bits of fluff off the floor. She wondered if it would do the same for the
office sofas. She tried it and it did! Next Friday, at Eleanor’s request, her parents bought her
some sticky tape which she wrapped round her hand to clean the sofas quickly and effectively.
It was a great success. Her Mum didn’t have to struggle with the sofas anymore and the job was
done in half the time. This occurred in the early 1970s. Eleanor’s parents just thought the idea
was cute and praised their daughter. No one was around to inform them of the power and value
of this innovative idea. Pity. Two decades later, a door to door sales person arrived selling home
cleaning innovations – a sticky roller device was one of them. Eleanor had already ‘been there
and done that’ two decades earlier. Eleanor’s parents kicked themselves for not being quicker to
see the power and value of their child’s innovative idea. One which arose no academic study,
just her gift of compassion and unique mind – at the tender age of only 7.   

And the moral of this true story is? Twofold. First, the quicker way to innovative ideas occurs
where we are driven by our natural gifts and unique mind to change something for the better.
Second, always take your children’s ideas seriously. They could quite literally be worth billions;
no matter your child may still be in junior school.

Say Hello to the Two-Tier Innovation Layer Cake at Work in Your Child’s Mind

When you already have a gift. Age is not the gatekeeper of the innovative thinking that arises as
a natural off-spring of it. Whilst this is accepted in fields such as sports performance, where it is
accepted that a young soccer play can think innovatively at high speed to land a ‘perfect goal’
under pressure for example. Due to current restrictive human talent identification and cultivation
systems we investigated  in  Chapter  1.  There’s  a  whole  myriad  of  talent-related  innovative
thinking that’s sat out there in the world as we ‘speak’ waiting to be cultivated, developed and
celebrated in our children. Equagen ® TM © and the steps you will discover in the next chapter
work to redress this balance and ignite the holistic power of innovative thinking in our children.
Via  the  two-tier  innovation cake in  Template  5a that’s  wrapped into one dynamic natural
power in the universe of your child’s mind. 

As illustrated  in  Template  5a.  On one level  we have the  fast  intuitive  lane to  innovative
thinking that occurs where a child has any number of talents that act as a natural catalyst to
innovation. At another level of innovative thinking, that occurs via the structured, logical steps
we have explored in academic learning. Combine both routes upward through the layers of the
cake, and wow! We arrive at mega-size cherries of innovative thinking on top of the cake.

Brainbox: Given the trillion figure universe of connectivity that is your child’s unique mind and
the  Infinity  Loop  of  learning  we  visited  in  previous  chapters.  The  two  routes  to  innovative
thought  we  have  discussed  here  cannot  be  assumed  to  be  mutually  exclusive,  as  inter-
connected processes. The more a child is aware of their power off innovative thinking deriving
both routes. The more this natural power they possess will be awakened, and confident they will
become in applying it.    
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Q: But what if my child is still in kindergarten or just starting junior school? Are they ready for
this development? You said previously that getting innovative before a child has mastered an
academic subject is like tripping over their mental shoe laces before they know how to tie them.
A: Absolutely  right!  Watch  out  for  kindergarten  programmes  using  big  words  such  as
‘innovation’ they  don’t  understand.  Such as  one recently  which  approached me wanting  to
sanction their alleged development of innovative and critical thinking in maths at kindergarten
when the children couldn’t even add up. L.O.L. I just said no! 

Q: What can I  do practically at  the toddler stage to  help my child develop their  innovative
thinking ability – beyond academic areas of development? 
A: First, remember that the software for learning and innovative thinking is still being laid down
in  your  toddler’s  mind.  For  example:  myelin  sheaths:  the  brain’s  white  matter  important  in
learning and astroctyes: key in our ability to innovate as humans that we first met in Chapter 1
are growing rapidly between 0-6. Second, praise your toddler’s observations about the world. As
I have said on TV previously. With just one spark of encouragement you can ignite so much
positive brain activity and development. The more you praise your toddler’s ideas and engage
their curiosity and positive emotion in their learning – the more you have helped put in place
strong foundations at the brain software level for authentic development of innovative thinking
on all the levels we discussed. Third, as soon as your child is able to speak and communicate
verbally  with  you.  Indulge  them  in  what  I  call  a  thinking  conversation  (Tynan  2004).  Via
Equagen’s ® TM © vintage brain activity: The Curiosity Tree ® TM © you will discover how to do
this effectively, any time you want to, in the car, at the breakfast bar, anywhere – it’s so easy, in
the next chapter.  

Q: What other ways can I develop my child’s innovative thinking at high school for instance? 
A: A number of different ways you will become familiar with in the next chapter. As the internet
and communications technology make the world smaller. One important way is to embed in our
child’s brain software the combined power of thinking globally as well as innovatively. Astrocytes
like other brain cells are there to be cultivated throughout our lives. If we can embed this dual
concept in the way our children think in school. They are more likely to make better innovative
thinkers in a global knowledge economy. Why? Better cultivation of astroctyes – yes. But also
avoidance of the following scenario that haunts business and academia today. Typified in the
real life case study below. 

                                        A Harvard ‘Square’ Moment 
               
After the Boston rain subsided it was nice to be able to dash out and grab an wonderfully fresh
brewed coffee. Sat outside, to my right was a bright medical student from New York. To my left
an  equally  brilliant  PhD  student  from  Delhi.  The  medical  student  was  all  fired  up  as  he
announced:  ‘you know what  we need to  be doing in  21C medical  science,  we need to  be
thinking about treating the body holistically!’ To his amazement, the PhD student nearly choked
on her coffee as she began laughing uncontrollably and couldn’t stop. The medical student was
flummoxed. “What’s so funny about that?” He asked. Finally composing herself, but still smiling,
the PhD student said calmly and gently: with all  due respect, Aruyvedic medicine has been
doing that for  thousands of years!  The idea isn’t  exactly new!  Going back to the library,  I
reflected on the scene. Two brilliant minds. One with the benefit of being able to see across
East and Western history. One more guided by just one history: Western. Our children going
forwards need to be informed globally. If authentic innovation is to proliferate this century. When
I got back to my home in France, I went into my thinking and writing den. Echoing the name of
the glia cells that are distinctly plentiful in our brains as humans that are key to how we have
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evolved  as  innovative  thinkers.  Astrocyte  Global  Vision  TM Pending  in  Equagen  ®  TM  ©
encourages innovative and global thinking as a more automatic brain process.

Q: How does it work? 
A: If you are asking that question you and your child are ready to start Chapter 6!  We have
finished our fly drive. Take time now to have a cup of your favourite tea or coffee or better still a
fruit smoothie or fresh glass of mineral water. Stretch your legs and get ready to graduate the
Golden Foundations Part I  with your fabulous child: Summa Cum Laude! See you over the
page. 

Instant W.I.Ns 

 Innovation is a big word often used but also misunderstood. 

 Innovation is not invention, just a part of the journey to latter destination. Where innovation
might render a train, plane or car travel better. Invention brings into the world a new form of
travel that’s never been seen, heard off or done before.  

 Due to  decades of  teach to  test  cultures in  schools globally.  Where  young adults  have
mastered academic subjects, they will still get top marks for thinking inside the box, rather
than outside of it. This is delaying the evolution of human innovation. Integral to the Human
Winning Edge. Meanwhile Ivy League Universities and global Fortune 500 value innovation.
Equagen ® TM © closes the gap between education and the latter. 

 Today, children graduate school without realising the value of their ideas.  Equagen ® TM ©
changes this.  Your  child’s  innovative  ideas are  ultra-precious.  Packing  the triple-winning
combo of their rainbow of gifts, unique mind and learning. Your child views the world with an
entirely fresh set of eyes – meaning precious and great fresh new ideas.  

 Where a child has any number of  gifts  in their  DNA rainbow they will  think innovatively
intuitively. See case study example The Compassionate Innovator. 

 To understand why this is the case, you need to understand how innovative thinking works in
the inter-connected universe that is your child’s brain. 

 On the one hand when we have mastered an academic subject, the next natural step is for
our brain to think about it critically, then innovatively. In that order. This is where many school
systems globally have not helped our children by trying to make them think innovatively
about maths for example – before they mastered the basics. I brain terms this is like asking
a child to run before they can walk. Mastery of an academic topic means better opportunity
for authentic innovative thinking to occur.  

 On the other  hand where a child’s  individual  rainbow of  gifts  are concerned,  innovative
thinking is less a schooled process, than a naturally intuitive one. For example, in sport, it
has long been accepted that talented young soccer players ‘intuitively’ manipulate the ball
innovatively,  to  land  the  goal.  No  one  taught  them.  They  just  did  it  intuitively.  Due  to
restrictive talent identification and cultivation systems in today’s schools, this same ‘intuitive’
innovative thinking that occurs as the offspring of other natural gifts, is massively under-
valued and under-invested in today’s schools. Equagen ® TM © reverses this trend. 
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 Both  the  above  routes  to  innovation  at  work  in  the  connected  universe  of  your  child’s
beautiful  mind.  What  do  you get?  As you see in  Template  5a.  Mega-size  cherries  of
innovation on top of a multi-layered cognitive and gift-based cake. Yum! 

 Being able to think innovatively and globally is a must for his generation going forwards.
Why?  Only  by  doing  this  simultaneously  can  you  increase  the  potential  for  authentic
innovation  online  and  off  in  a  global  knowledge  economy.  Astroctye  Global  Vision  (TM
pending) within Equagen ® TM © works to deliver this for your child.   

 How do you develop your child’s innovative thinking more holistically? A variety of practical
ways we shall explore in Chapter 6. 

 Value your child’s ideas – no matter they may still be in junior school. Why? I refer you back
to the case study of Eleanor the Compassionate Innovator once again. 

6. Let There Be Light! Igniting the Gift of Innovation in Your Child 
________________________________________________________

        This Chapter Gives You and Your Child the Following Advantages: 

 Activities you can do on the move to foster your child’s innovative thinking 

 Develop the skills to think in a globally-informed way about innovation 

 Know how to protect your innovative ideas easily so you reap the rewards 

 Understand the presentation formula for ideas that wins worldwide 

 Ensures your child is both aware of this gift and confident in applying it 

                                       Fast-Track Fly Drive Q & A 

You and your  child  now have all  that  you need to  get  started on this  chapter.  However,  I
understand that you may still have questions before we begin. Fine! Go right ahead! 

Q: What if my child has only just started conversing is s/he ready for all the steps? 
A: You know your child best, as I said in the introduction. My advice: if they just started regular
conversations with you, choose The Curiosity Tree ® TM © as a stand-alone activity. Used
successfully with toddlers to teens the world over since I first developed this technique in my
2004 best seller. Think of the Curiosity Tree  ® TM © as a good ‘warm up’ activity to begin
unlocking innovative thinking, by engaging our logic, curiosity, ideas, imagination, knowledge
and connectivity of the brain. 

Q: What about protecting my child’s ideas? 
A: Glad you bought that up! Remember what we said in the last chapter. Due to the individual
rainbow of  gifts  we are all  born with,  and unique mind we develop as a result  of  our  own
experiences. Each of your child’s innovative ideas is precious!  How many times, has a story
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like Eleanor’s in the Compassionate Inventor case study, unfolded across the planet? Why play
‘kick self’ when your child may have come up with a great idea. That’s why I suggest that you
keep an Innovation Bank of  their  ideas in  the Golden Foundations part  of  your 21C World
Winner’s Plan. Later in this chapter you will find out exactly how to protect your child’s ideas in
ways that initially cost nothing. Better safe than sorry right? Right. You never know, your child
may have the next big idea! Moreover, keeping an Innovation Bank of their ideas and taking
interest in them, helps build your child’s confidence in their innovative thinking. 

Q: Flicking ahead I just saw the Astrocyte Global Vision and World-Winner’s Guide: Presenting
Innovative Ideas Successfully: When should I do this part with my child? 
A: Given that  astrocytes are developing their  most  rapid between 0-6,  alongside the wider
neural network of connectivity in the human brain. It makes sense to hard-wire the way young
people cultivate their innovative thinking with a keen awareness of global vision. Being able
naturally  to  think  globally  whilst  thinking  innovatively  is  a  must  in  our  rapidly  shrinking,
connected world. As for giving business presentations focussed on innovation. I have trained
children in junior school to do this. As some of you have already seen on TV. My advice? Where
your child is already thinking up great innovative ideas, be they in junior or high school. Get
them thinking globally and professionally about their innovative thinking. That way it will become
second nature. They will become confident in show-casing their ideas and giving professional
presentations. All great for them going forwards into business and/or onto university. 

Q: Where my child is ready to do them, why is it important that my child does all of the steps
consecutively? 
A: Children need to know why they are doing something just like you and I do, otherwise it
doesn’t make sense. We learned that in Chapters 2 and 3! Beginning with how innovation works
in their mind’s software is therefore a logical place to start. Working systematically through to
being able to protect as well as showcase their ideas professionally.  

Q: Okay! Thanks for spending the time to go through these questions with me. Any other advice
you want to share with me here? 
A: First, it’s my pleasure to answer all your questions. Second, more practical and helpful for
you is if we now get started, and as you glance through each activity I can give you further
advice as and when it’s most useful for you. Time to start igniting this fantastic gift of innovation
in your child’s beautiful mind! 
 
                    Getting Ready to Light the Innovation ‘Fire Work’
                              and Graduate the Golden Foundations!  

How to get the best out of each of the steps and activities for you and your child: 

 PALS set up 

 Whilst some of the activities are ‘hands-free’ and can be done anywhere. Check you have
everything for the other activities. 

 Get ready to celebrate your big graduation day of the Golden Foundations!  

Top Tip: A great way to celebrate the igniting of this human gift of innovation and graduating
from the Golden Foundations is either with a small-simple kitchen/or outside BBQ type meal,
with your favourite sausages and/or marshmallows and a birthday cake of sorts. Why? Millions
of years ago human innovation, as we discussed in Chapter 1 was already at work in our
ancestors’ caves. Fed up of raw dinosaur meat 24/7 humans discovered fire, innovated and
made BBQs…graduating to Michelin stars and cakes! Today we fly rockets streaming fire to the
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stars. What better way than a BBQ? Followed by a candle lit cake to celebrate this final part of
the Golden Foundations, and honour the ‘birthday’ of the human brain gift of innovation? Safety
first. It makes a lasting positive and bright memory underpinning for your child the heritage and
future power of human innovation. However, you and your child did all the work here. So I will
leave the choice up to you! But do celebrate and do reward yourselves! That’s most important
always. 

Brainbox:  If  your  child  isn’t  ready  for  all  the  steps  yet,  and  is  perhaps  only  just  starting
conversation. Then use the Curiosity Tree as a stand-alone activity to get their mind prepped for
bigger and better thinking later! Otherwise follow each of the steps below and be prepared to be
amazed with your child’s innovative ideas! 

                 Igniting Your Child’s Human Gift of Innovation 

                                    Step #1: Astrocytes, Me, Mice and AI 

 Refer your child to the image of the Astrocyte in Template 1a, from Chapter 1. 

 Pointing to the astrocyte, explain to your child we humans have some special brain cells
called astrocytes. Why are they special? Relay the fact that astrocytes are special for two
important reasons: 

 We humans have more of them than other ‘critters’ we share the planet with. 

 AI doesn’t have any!  

 Explain to your child that astrocytes are part of what makes the human mind creative and
able to think innovatively. 
 

 Ensure that your child understands exactly what innovation is: a desire to improve upon
something that already exists, such as a theory, car, or trainers.   For example: how to make
a car more environmentally friendly or design a pair of trainers that help you run better.

 Referring your child back to Template 1e from Chapter 1. Point out that ever since humans
got fed up of sitting on cold bottoms in caves, eating raw dinosaur meat 24/7 they used their
innovative thinking: to use bear skins to keep warm; fire to create BBQs and begin the world
of ‘Big Macs’. 

 Relay  that  practically  everything  we  use  each  day  can  be  improved  upon,  with  human
innovative ideas. Like theirs! When they know how to unlock this great human brain gift and
ignite it like a firework! 

 Tell your child that step by step you are going to show them how to make the most of this
mind  gift  for  themselves,  right  up  to  protecting  and  making  money  from their  fantastic
innovative ideas in future. Starting with a fast innovation warm up session: The Curiosity
Tree!

                                     Step #2: The Curiosity Tree ® TM © 

Why do rabbits hop? Where is the planet Jupiter? How does the world go round? Why is my
sister in Mum’s belly? What’s a marsupial? When are we going to have dinner? The fabulous
thing about the human brain as we have seen in these Golden Foundations is its natural power
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of curiosity. Still knee high to a grasshopper. That’s what we do as humans: ask questions – all
the time! Couple that with the myriad connectivity of the human mind and special glial cells we
have a wealth of: astrocytes. And all we have to do to begin developing the sparks of human
innovation in their mind is indulge our children’s curiosity positively. The Curiosity Tree ® TM ©
is designed to do that, specifically so that any time you child asks a what, where, when, why or
how question. They follow it up, to open up new ‘branches’ of thinking about things in their mind.

 Choose an object, it could be a peacock feather, a toy, a flower, a cup. 

Top Tip: If you don’t want your child easily distracted then cell phones and tablets are not a
good choice for the first part of this activity. Avoid! You’ve been warned.  

 Place the object you have chosen in the centre of the table so you and your child can both
reach it. 

 Download/Detach Template 6a: The Curiosity Tree ® TM © 

 Set the stop watch to 3 minutes

 Invite your child to explore the object via the open ended questions along the tree’s branch
tips, in just 3 minutes! 

Examples of great open ended questions include: Where was this cup made? How and when
do you think it was made? Is it old or new? Why do you think they designed it this particular
style?

Top Tip: Instead of ‘religiously’ visiting each branch tip rigidly, if one aspect of the object, in this
instance the cup, is of particular interest, let your child’s curiosity and questions lead down that
route.  For  instance:  imagine  the  cup  was  made  in  China,  and  this  captures  your  child’s
imagination. They may then ask: where’s China. Leading to a journey of discovery and curiosity
as you find out exactly where China is in relation to where you are in the world. Alternatively,
say  Royal  Worcester  Made  in  England is  printed  on the  bottom of  the  cup.  What’s  Royal
Worcester? Might  be the next immediate question.  Go with it!  Wherever your child’s  ideas,
imagination, brain connectivity and curiosity takes them.   

Brain Box: This is all about igniting connections in the mind, between a child’s curiosity, their
extant ideas, imagination and knowledge and new spheres of thinking. As each new window of
why, what,  when, how etc.  generates new lines of enquiry,  as well  as ideas. Remember to
praise all the connections and ideas your child comes up with.  

                                 Step #3: What If? …..The Wheel of Innovation  

 Download/Detach Template 6b. 

 Choose a new house-hold item (not your child’s cell/tablet – they will get distracted!) Best
examples include: traditional vacuum cleaner, robot cleaner, ice-maker, coffee-maker, back
pack, travelling case. Sketch the item in the centre of the wheel of Template 6c.   

 Taking the lead to ‘show them how it’s done’. Work round the open ended questions on the
wheel.  You don’t  have to  stick to  exact  order.  The objective  is  to  engage your  child  in
analysing the item’s design critically. Asking the following types of open-ended questions out
loud, which follow the logic Template 6b’s Smart Wheel of Innovation, to get them started: 
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 How could we make this coffee maker better? 

 Where would we start and why? 
 How we change the shape of this robot cleaner? Is it as practical as it could be? 

 What if we tried making this robot cleaner more pet friendly? 

 Which changes would we make? What sorts  of  things could we add to  improve the
design? 

Top Tip: Open ended questions as with the Curiosity Tree ® TM © invite the mind to free-think
without limits. All important in waking up innovation in the initial stages. No matter how whacky
your child’s suggestions are! Praise them. This is all about engaging their imagination and ideas
about how to improve things any way they can think of. Often innovation starts with a novel
idea. Whacky is good! Let their mind go wild and have a blast thinking, without limits, how you
could change things to make ‘em better! The more your child does this and you praise them the
more confident they get at openly thinking, exploring and applying their innovative ideas.

Brain Box: After you have critically analysed the object. Aired your innovative ideas. Take the
next innovative leap: choose which of your ideas you think would work in practice to make the
object better. 

 Conclude the activity by making a list of your innovations that you like best. As a prelim to
doing a professional innovation presentation later. Invite your child to pretend they are a TV
presenter showcasing their innovative new product. Give them a round of applause for their
efforts.  

    On the Move, Out and About Town…Get your Innovative Thinking Cap On! 

You and your child can do the above innovative thinking process out and about town – easily.
Once practiced you don’t need the template to help you. For example you could be in the super
market with a wobbly trolley – instead of complaining about the trolley, start thinking: how could
you improve upon its design? Bet you come up with some great innovative ideas. Same goes
for if you are on a plane, train or anywhere! For example admiring state of the art innovative
architecture in a city. To inspire your child right away, take a peek at Template  6c and the
breathtakingly beautiful innovation at work in the Burj Al Arab in Jumeirah, Dubai, U.A.E. Get
thinking innovatively! It’s fabulous fun!  

              The Art and Science of Thinking Conversations - On the Go!
 
Once you and your child have done Steps 1 and 2 you are ready to use another simple but
highly powerful technique in developing innovative thinking ‘on the go’ out and about in the
world. How does it work? Ordinarily as a parent you have been ‘trained’ to believe that every
time  your  child  asks  you  a  question  you  must  answer  it.  In  some  cases  this  is  the
compassionate, moral, right and proper thing to do. For instance: say your child asks you if you
love  them.  Responding  with  a  resounding  yes  and  a  big,  warm  hug  sorts  that  one  out
immediately! But say your child asks you another type of question. Try this one on for size and
see how to turn it into a thinking conversation. With great brain benefits used appropriately as
follows in the exemplar case study below.  
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               Exemplar: Thinking Conversations with Great Brain Benefits 

 Why do Pine Cones Look Like That? Mom/Dad? Don’t Give Them the Answer! 

Imagine you were out in the woods and your child spotted something such as a pine cone that
sparked  their  curiosity  and  imagination.  When  they  asked  you  this  question.  Your  trained
response as a parent would be to try and explain why the pine cone looked like it does. Delay
telling your child the answer. Instead maximise upon this opportunity to develop their learning
and thinking simultaneously. How? Ask them an open ended question straight back in a kind
and warm tone: “well honey why do you think it might be shaped that way?” Praise your child’s
ideas and then keep asking open ended questions back. For example: ‘well honey: why do you
think pine cones might be shaped that they came to be shaped that way?... Then go quiet and
let them think about it and come back to you with their ideas and so on…
Trust me this will set off a whole ‘thinking conversation’ that is just brilliant for developing your
child’s ability to take an object confidently and understand how it works, using their own logic,
intellect and ideas. Finding the answers out together, using a thinking conversation like this,
also further reinforces the power of that smart winning team you and your child. Great!  

Top Tip: Remember to warmly congratulate your child, any time you can see they are really
focussed as they use their logic and imagination to think through their ideas and come back with
answers, as well as any new questions for you.

                                  Step #5: My Astrocyte Global Vision 

Many top businesses worldwide still don’t think with Astrocyte Global Vision ® TM ©. Result?
Inadvertently they find they are funding more Mont Blanc skiing and ‘other’ luxury holiday funds
of  Intellectual  Property  Lawyers.  Why? The idea they thought  was innovative  and invested
millions in – actually isn’t. It happens every day. Battle commences and money is wasted. Not
smart. Next generation 21C World Winners: your child, will be able to skip this cycle and move
to  a  much  more  productive,  time-effective  and  financially  rewarding  one.  With  their  mind’s
software already dually wired to thinking innovatively and globally. The sooner the better in my
view. Although some of the world Intellectual Property Lawyers may not be as happy as we are
about that! Say hello to your child having Astroctye Global Vision! 

 Download/detach Template 6d: Astrocyte Global Vision ® TM © Pending

 Inform your child, that with their DNA rainbow of gifts, unique mind and knowledge they
learn, a wealth of astrocytes, and the human brain heritage and gift of innovation. There is
no doubt: They will have great fresh, innovative new ideas. So will other people.  


 That’s  why  in  a  world  that  is  getting  smaller  it  is  smarter  to  think  globally  as  well  as

innovatively. There are three further reasons why it is smart to train our minds to think in this
dual global and innovative way, from the start:   

 More people will like and appreciate their innovative idea 

 This means more opportunity to reap rewards for their innovation 

 It also means they don’t waste time with an idea someone else already did! 
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 All  their  brain  energy will  be rewarded with  authentic  innovation.  Authentic  being an
important word in the global innovation arena. 

 Within Equagen ® TM © we call this the benefit of Astroctye Global Vision!  

 With the image of Template  6d fresh in their mind. Show your child how to do this for
themselves and reap the benefits, following the three steps below:  

 Play global detective : It’s a big world: am I the only one thinking this great idea? Has it
been done in another country or language? How do I find that out? 
  
Research! The net is great for this as are public libraries and journals.

Top Tip: However, given there is a lot of rhubarb on the net. Always remember to use
only websites properly accredited by respected institutions. Otherwise any ‘facts’ you see
may not be true!  

 Think global markets  : Would this idea serve a global need for the many? Appeal to
people  across  different  cultures? Answer:  think  about  how the idea would work in  a
completely different country to your own; research different cultures and how they might
view your idea. 

 Refine the idea  : Are there any tweaks I could make to my innovative idea to make it
more globally beneficial and appealing across cultures and continents? 

                                         

 Underscoring the importance of each point. Great discussion examples are enterprise
such as Microsoft and Apple products, Starbucks coffee. 

 Reflect with your child for a moment: all have global appeal. Hence global profits! 

 This also highlights again what innovation is all about within the business context which
is? Answer in the Brainbox below! 

Brainbox: Ideas are great. However making them happen in practice is the real proof of the
successful innovation pudding!  

                            Importance of Triple-Checking your Data  

Top Tip: A word about the net. Not everything is as it seems on Planet Virtual. For example. My
products and ideas have been pirated on the net. As you and your child probably know already -
there’s an awful lot of rhubarb, namely unreliable sources and references on the net. That’s why
top business and universities always cross-reference or ‘triangulate’ any data to make sure it’s
accurate and trustworthy! As you and your child learn to play sleuth on the internet remember to
be thorough. So more haste, and absolutely no waste! A good innovation habit for your child to
internalise into their brain software – young.    

      Step #6: Create an Innovation Bank in Your 21C World Winner’s Plan
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Any time your child has a great innovative idea. Be it in within an area of their academic study
or otherwise. ALL their innovative ideas are precious and should be kept in a ‘safe place’ –
which is? Under the title: Innovation Bank in the Golden Foundations of Part 1 of their 21C
World Winner’s Plan.  Relay to your child why it is important they do this, talking them through
each of the following reasons:

 There are at least two routes to human innovative thinking: 

 The route that occurs when we master any academic topic

 The ‘intuitive’ route stemming their DNA rainbow of gifts. 

 Inform your  child  that  these two routes double their  chances of  having great  innovative
ideas. 

 To illustrate this for them visually: refer them to Template 5a and the cherries on top of the
cake! 

 Relay to your child that as a young person, with their own DNA rainbow of gifts and unique
mind, they see the world through fresh eyes – meaning their ideas can be fresh too! 

 Innovation  being  a  buzz  word  in  both  global  Fortune  500  business  and  Ivy  League
Universities – all this means their innovative ideas are precious!  That’s why they need to
know how to protect them…all of which leads perfectly to the next step! 

Top Tip: Where your child has mastered one or more academic topics at school and is now
bored witless. After completion of this chapter and graduation of the Golden Foundations Part I.
Proceed to the specified activities in Part II  that work to avoid your child getting bored and
ensure they are challenged more appropriately. 

Brainbox: Plus,  for  more  hands  on  practical  activities  that  help  your  child  develop  both
innovative thinking routes, see Templates 24 and 25 in Part II. Both enabling your child to
make even more of their learning opportunities in education. 

  Step #7: A Time to Protect Your Idea a Time to Share It Show Me the Money! 

Business meetings today can be focussed on one thing: steeling ideas. Sad but true.  The last
time this happened to me, I had learned to read all the signs of such meetings and refused ‘to
play’. Smiling, I asked the lead ‘idea snatcher’: what are you going to try next? Thumb screws?
After which said company left me alone! Gladly I have some great Intellectual Property Lawyers
look after me these days. But it was a process learning the hard way. The point of this chapter
and Step #7 in particular is for your child to learn and be savvy a far more easier and smart
way! The hunger for fresh, clever, innovative ideas in business and research is set to increase
this century. We don’t need this generation going into business and/or universities like Bambi;
coy  about  the  value  and  power  of  their  innovative  ideas.  We want  them supra-ready  and
professional. Ready to share their ideas yes. But not before they have protected them, got the
credit and rewards themselves. That’s our mission in Step #7! 

 Remind your child that great ideas can come at any age and they are valuable. 
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 Imagine they come up with a brilliant innovative idea and you’ve checked it out via steps in
Astrocyte Global Vision. 

 You are both convinced it might be worth something. Now you need to protect it. Here’s how
you do it highly cost-effectively.

                                                    

The ABC: How to Protect Your Innovative Idea and Capitalise on It Effectively! 

 Grab a cup of your favourite tea/coffee/fruit juice

 Discuss and work through each of the points below – and save a fortune in future! 

A. Write/type your innovative idea, in as much detail, as you can following this outline: 

 Name of the innovation.  

 Purpose; benefit; global appeal and market.   

 What exactly the innovative aspect of the idea is? How precisely it makes X better. Show
how and why it work better? Detail is key.  

Brainbox: After your first attempt to detail all the above. Leave it a couple of hours and come
back to it. Ask yourself: is there anything you have forgotten? Think and amend where required.

Top Tip: Best is to invent a name for your innovation. It will be easier to Trade Mark. When
Steve Jobs registered Apple in the tech market the idea of using a fruit within that industry was
fresh. Now with Blackberries, Raspberry Pi et al, it’s not. Opt for an invented name and it just
makes it  all  so much easier  in  a  global  economy. To discover  if  your  name isn’t  out  there
already. Do internet searches. Once you come up with a name that you know is ‘the one’.
Register the key domain names at the cheapest rates you can find. Registering the name of
your idea domain-wise makes it easier to Trade Mark later.

B. Once you have decided the name and what exactly your innovation is and does. Type the
document out again as follows: Number the pages of the document.

 On the first page detail the name of the innovation and precisely, in detail how it works
and what it does. 

 Number and date this first page and sign it. 

 Detail the name of the innovation, number, date and sign each subsequent page in the
document. 

 Go back to the first page and detail the fact that this is page 1 of precisely how many
pages the document is in total. 

C: Make two hard copies of the document. Retain one copy in a safe for yourself. 
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 The other copy you place in a secure envelope addressed to yourself. Post this on the
same day you signed and dated the  document  (the  document  date).  Specifically  by
registered delivery that has to be signed for by yourself. 

 When you receive the letter, sign for it. But DO NOT OPEN IT. Place it in your safe along
with the other copy in a folder. Leave it there. 

Brain Box: Remember the difference between innovation and invention we discussed previous
chapter? Invention usually deals in Patents as well as Trade Marks. Here we are discussing
innovation only. But in the event your child has or does invent something. As a first step before
applying for a patent the steps here still apply and will save you time, energy and money in the
short and long term. 

                                  Parent Navigation Check Point 

Now would be a good time to take a break! Alternatively if your idea is hot to trot…move on
swiftly!  

        Making Your Innovative Idea Happen: 123! Izzy Whizzy Lets Get Busy!  

1. Avoid large companies that invite you ‘to submit’ your idea, alongside the caveat: ‘please note
that whilst you may think your idea is original we may already be working on something similar
and therefore reserve the right to…’ I’ll finish the sentence in plain-speak: ‘filch your idea Bambi.
Thank you’. 

2. Instead work to make the prototype happen in real life yourself. 

It may take you a little longer to do this. And you do run the risk of someone else coming up with
it somewhere else in the world, whilst you are developing it – but remember you are already
ahead. If you do discover someone else is coming up with a similar idea at least you have the
chance to stay ahead, and win the innovation race. 

Brainbox: This is a far better risk than that involved in submitting, or rather giving your idea to a
company, with absolutely no recognition or reward. With them potentially cleaning up, where
morally it should be you. This is where the law and justice are two different things. People end
up fighting long legal battles over spilled milk. The only people that win are lawyers. Don’t go
there if you can avoid it! Take it from a woman whose done all this, and lived to tell you the tale!

3. Once you have made the prototype of the concept and/or object. You are ready to present it.
At this point I advise strongly, that you do two things: 

 Register for the Trade Mark. Trade Marks are good for countries and continents. 

 What  you  need  to  be  working  to  is  World  Intellectual  Property  Organization protection:
W.I.P.O. Agreed by US, China, UK and European countries, as well  as many others for
example in Australasia, you get a W.I.P.O, by first registering your innovation in your own
country via Trade Mark. Always use specialist lawyers – namely lawyers who are Intellectual
Property specialists, doing this daily. You want professionals not amateurs! The great news
is that doing this has become cheaper and cheaper over the past decade or so as the power
of human innovation increasingly leads the way in business in A fast-paced era.     
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 Get used to using NDAs: Non-Disclosure Agreements. 

Understand this about human nature: outside your immediate family who cares about you,
and has only YOUR best interests at heart, others will seek to capitalise on your idea for
themselves. Ugly but true. Keeping the idea secret until you have all your ducks in a row, is
paramount therefore. Also no matter how warm and interesting any people may be that you
and your child intend to showcase your idea in front of. They need to be happy to sign a
global business standard NDA agreement. Once the prospective ‘audience’ has signed it.
The NDA gives you proof that you were there and showcased your idea to them.

Brain Box: Standard NDAs are nothing special, weird or especially wonderful. Off the shelf
varieties can be found at any good legal advisors office for little cost and or in publications
that are happy for individuals to reproduce them. If a lawyer is trying to make it like it’s really
hard, difficult and expensive move on to one who is more honest and in line with what I said.
Alternately you may find NDAs on-line. However, apply caution as with all things on the net!
Check with the website and/or so called expert advisor credentials, terms and conditions
first. Personally, given my experience in the innovation game? If it was me and my child, I
would go to a bonafide legal expert and get an NDA from them. Plus this gives you a kind of
double indemnity: it now shows the prospective audience you did the other hall mark of a
supra-professional and serious contender: you believed in your innovative idea and its worth
that you were prepared to invest in protecting with an NDA from good lawyer. Impressive!   

Top Tip: Alongside all the other tips and steps here whilst nothing is bomb-proof in the legal
world. The above hallmarks of the savvy and professional touch means that any prospective
company that you are presenting the idea to. Be they a bank, business, or ‘other’ such as an
‘angel  investor’,  knows  that  you  know what  you  are  about  in  the  commercial  world  of
innovation. You’re not Bambi! All good for YOU. 

                                 

 Where you have got to this point and have discussed and/or actioned each of the above
points and tips in Step 7. You are definitely ready for the final step that takes your innovative
idea  from  concept  to  reality!  Via  a  great  innovation  presentation  to  woo  sponsors,
prospective investors and/or buyers and clients.  Need to take a break? Want to press on? 

 Either way I need you and your child sharp and refreshed. 

 If you do need a quick break do it now: walk round the block; trampoline! Get some exercise,
fresh air and mineral water…see you back here in a mo!

 Step #8. The World-Winner’s Guide to Presenting: Wow Me with Your Idea!  
   
Whether your child has a great innovative idea this week, next year and/or when they enter the
world of work. They will need to know how to get their innovative idea across effectively enough
to be supported/funded. Put another way they will need to know how to impress and win over
their prospective business audience: work colleagues and superiors, and/or for example angel
investors. That begins with knowing how to put together a slick presentation to get the desired
result. 
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Knowing  how  to  deliver  world-class  presentations  in  both  education  and  business  is  an
essential  must have skill  in 21C. For this reason both Part II  and Part III  of the 21C World
Winner’s Programme have dedicated step-by-step guides to empower your child to be able to
make world class presentations in both business and education. To give your child: 

 Another instant powerful string to their bow

 The foundations to make great presentations to showcase their innovative ideas. 

 Visit now Template 13A in Part II and Template $2e: World Winners Presentation Focus:
Innovation in Part III. 

 Reflect on the summary points in each of these templates. 

 You will see that whilst they have similarities. Where the focus is business and innovation
USP is highly important. 

 Read on and get ready to do the activity, before you make a start on any presentation to
show case your innovation! 

                                              
                                                                 
     Innovative Ideas and the Import of a Global USP: Unique Selling Point  

Explain to your child that when it  comes to innovation, their idea must have one thing that
makes it unique, different, better – so much so, that when people hear about it, they’ll want to
buy it! 

 Inform your child that the ‘posh’ name for this is USP or Unique Selling Point. 

 An easy way to  remember this  term is  this:  Unique Selling  Points make you money in
business! 

Specifically with regard to presenting their innovative (or inventive) ideas. All your child need do
is practice first the generic presentation skills in Part II and III as given. 

Brainbox: Then create their  own distinct  presentation highlighting the global  unique selling
point or USP of their innovative idea.

Recommended first is an easy mental warm up to get them ready to create their presentation.
The activity below is exactly that.

   
                                                    Sell, Sell, Sell…

This fun and effective activity focuses your child’s mind on thinking about why we like and buy
regular, everyday products. In order that they can then think smarter, about how to ‘sell their
idea’ in their own presentation. 

 Ask your child to go to the kitchen cupboard and fetch their favourite mug.   
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 In an up-beat, positive tone, inform your child you have a fun challenge for them. 

 If  they  excel  in  the  challenge.  If  successful  –  just  as  in  business  –  they  might  earn  a
‘business bonus’ with some extra pocket money. 

 Invite your child to ‘sell’ you all the positive features of the mug and why you might want to
buy it, in just 1 minute!  

 Before   they start the challenge. To get them in the right mind set to win at this challenge. Let
your child take a minute first to think about all the reasons they like the mug! The challenge
will now be easy!  

 Now for the challenge! Take out the stop watch, and smiling to show you have total faith in
your child they can ‘sell’ this to you. Shout: go! Enthusiastically. Let them rise wonderfully to
the challenge! 

Top Tip: Whatever ‘smoking gun’ aspect of the mug design they use to try and convince you to
buy it, applaud them, and reward them as should happen in business for a job well done! 

Brain Box: Ideas like life, don’t happen in straight lines. They come to you when you least
expect them sometimes. That’s why you and I know, now we have really awoken your child’s
mind to the power of their innovative thinking. From initial idea to making it happen IRL. They
are going to have some great innovative ideas in future. Here’s to you and your child’s fabulous
future innovations. Lighting up the sky like brightly coloured fireworks – all across the world!
Simply wonderful! 

Close off this session by putting into your child’s 21C World Winner’s Plan anything from the
innovation  activities  that  needs  to  be  in  the  Golden  Foundations  Part  I  section,  for  future
reference. Thus clearing the table for a special celebration! 

Well done both of you! You did it! Give me high five! 

                              Golden Foundations Graduation Party!!!

I am so proud of you! Congratulations! Enjoy your BBQ and celebratory ‘innovation layer cake’ –
perhaps replete with cherries at home! Whatever celebration you have lined up as the smart
World Winning team you and your child. Have a great Golden Foundations Party. 
                                                     Next Up?! 

What did you and your child choose next to focus on in the 21C World Winners programme?
Education  essentials  in  Part  II?  Part  III:  Billion  Dollar  Business Brain?  Whichever  part  you
choose, meet you there with more practical, fast, expert advice.  
              Template 2a Rainbows of Human Genius: Profiles
  
  
                                                                                                 Gifted Entrepreneur 

Whereas others have to be taught that in life there can be no really big wins without also taking
some really big risks, our young, gifted entrepreneur already knows. You knew this the day they
did something that would be ‘unthinkable’ for their buddies. Your child risked ALL their pocket
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money on an idea they had for their junior school. Day after day since they started there, they’d
observed how the snack shop at school only ever served the same kind of cookies, whereas
what they’re friends really wanted was a bigger, more exciting selection – and they had the
money to buy them, if only they were available to purchase. Except they weren’t, - until now.
You watched as your child rolled up their sleeves, set up a production line, baking different
cookies  and  storing  them  in  all  your  kitchen  containers.  You  opened  a  bottle  of  bubbly
(lemonade) with them to celebrate when they made their first ‘billion’ – bagging everyone else’s
pocket money in a big cookie business success. You saw the letter that came home from the
school Principal that said so successful was your child’s cookie store, they now would need to
purchase a license to trade in future. What the Principal really meant was: can you stop your
child doing this please – it’s putting our snack shop out of business! You laughed. Your child
didn’t, the idea of sharing their profits with the Principal felt too much like paying taxes – even if
they can’t spell that yet – your child has got a pretty good idea what they are and mean: – less
profit  for them! Time to think up another great business idea…They got saving their pocket
money again, and negotiated an advance with you, based on past performance.  Well, that’s fair
isn’t it? Especially if they now make you a partner, I mean think of that boost to your pension
fund….Yep, you’re in.     

For this child, unless they happen to get a teacher who gets them and their gift. Other than
occasional moments when a subject might ignite their enthusiasm. They can spend their entire
school years and/or college enduring regular bouts of boredom and frustration. This will present
itself to teachers as if they’re dealing with a monk who’s taken the vow of silence, and spends
their time staring out the window, only occasionally feigning enthusiasm. Or having an unhappy
lion in the classroom who won’t stop roaring. Consequently our naturally gifted entrepreneur can
coast  through  their  education.  Achieving  nothing  especially  spectacular  –  except  only
occasionally and as if by complete accident. Prone to being either school or university drop
outs. People may have them totally underestimated, - until after they walk out of those school or
college gates for the very last time. And then, - watch them go! They say everything comes to
s/he who waits. For the young entrepreneur in school or university today, never was this more
accurate. As they bowl up in their new Ferrari at the local take-away, and bump into old school
friends – whose jaw-dropping facial expressions are priceless. Ah the feeling of success. Isn’t it
great being a winner and appreciated! At last...    

                                                                  Profile Summary: Gifted Entrepreneur
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 Unlike their peers who are interested in spending money. This kid is more interested in how 
money is made.  
 

 A natural risk taker, it would be a mistake to assume that they take unqualified risks. Acute
observers of what people spend their money on and why. They see a niche market before
the rest of know we need their great new product. As they did at 9, when they went into
competition with the school snack shop, selling better cookies and quite literally eating into
the school’s profits.    
 

 School can be a love-hate affair, unless teacher and parents ‘gets their’ gift. If this gift is
undervalued and under-challenged, this kid can easily coast through school with boredom
setting in. Where that happens (more often than it should!).  Teachers may find this child
regularly spends their days either like a solitary silent monk staring out the window, only
occasionally feigning interest. Or like a lion sat in the classroom who won’t stop roaring. 

 All of which, given this kid’s gift and great business ideas, adds up to them being a prime
candidate for either a school or  university drop out – no matter they got to Harvard. Aka
Microsoft founder Bill Gates, who did exactly that.  I’m with him!
    

 Given college entrance tests underplay their brain and gift, as with Sarah Blakeley, founder
and CEO of  Spanx!  Payback time is  sweet.  Well  before their  peers  have paid off  their
college  loans,  they’ll  have  made  their  first  billion.  Zooming  past  former  jaw-dropped
classmates  in  their  new  Ferrari.  Such  moments  are  priceless  as  is  the  gift  your  child
possesses. Now, as with each and every gift in this discovery, you can help your child value
their gift sooner.      

Think Future: Bill Gates, Bernie Ecclestone, Sarah Blakely, according to Forbes the youngest
self-made multi-millionaire in the world – to date. Billionaires Li Lixin, and Pan Shiyi, Madame
C.J. Walker, Armancio Ortega Gaona: fashion industry magnate worth USD $46.6 Billion. If we
carried on with this list, we could go round the world several times! All share in common the fact
they started out young to pursue their business ambitions and won!     

Add Different Colours into the Rainbow Mix:  Add Compassionate Knight, Common Sense
King, dyslexia, Fantastic Visionary and Bold Pioneer into the mix and you have Sir Richard
Branson Virgin Group founder. As a young man he started out selling records, and is now doing
two great things for our future. Not only is he taking us all into Space. He’s helping to motivate
young people to look after this planet. (If you’re a Bill Gates fan don’t fret, we’ll be getting back
to the generous work both he and his wife Melinda are doing after Microsoft,  later!).  Mix in
Super-Smart Talker, Common Sense Queen, and Great Entertainer, and you have a futures star
who will take the world by storm as a new media moghul extraordinaire.

                                                                                                    Brilliant Inventor 

Beyond innovation, this child’s gift is that of being able both to conceive of, and then work to
bring into existence in the world that which has never before been seen. Their passion to invent
can arise a mixture of their frustration at how inadequate something is in their everyday world,
and the drive to do something about it. Often with ideas well ahead of their time, it can take time
for the rest of the world to catch on. As in the case of Josephine Cochraine, who in 1886 fed up
with house chores invented the world’s first mechanical dish-washer.  At first many couldn’t see
the point so it only really took off centuries later! Now we all have one. 

Take our little inventor on a flight and s/he will be thinking about a far more effective way to get
from A to B that involves neither wings, nor waiting at airports, wheels, tracks, motors or sea.
Can you guess what it is? Neither can I because this kid has yet to invent it – but have no fear –
if that’s what they’re focussed on doing that’s what they will deliver. Which is why it might be
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best to give up your shed, camper-van, garage, den, basement, box room – now. They’ll be
needing that for developing their invention… Which is why it might be a good idea to book that
local disused airplane-hanger, or the nearest soccer pitch – out of season, or local farmer’s
field…. They’ll be needing that to do their first pilot tests….Which is why it might be a good idea
to shut up, not tell anyone about their invention and find a good patents lawyer – now!  Oh, and
if your child should put a temporary sign on the door saying ‘rocket testing’ in place: please don’t
ignore this! And come back later… 

Brilliant inventors can come in all guises. I emphasise this because Hollywood has got a lot to
answer for here projecting stereotypes. Well  beyond the more ‘usual’ areas associated with
inventing such as that cited above. Our little inventor is interested in diverse areas, hence the
reason we have so many patents in the world in so many areas. Be it in art and design, or
molecular biology, our young inventor revels both in making novel and creative connections
between their ideas, knowledge and imagination. And then thinking about what they can do in
tangible terms to make their idea a practical reality.  

Eccentricity is not what they are about. Although those that don’t understand how their mind and
gift work, might wrongly assume that it is at school. For example, whilst this child might enjoy
learning new knowledge, their gift means they cannot help but re-arrange it all in ways that add
up to inventing something new. Hence when they try to share their ideas in the classroom.
His/her teacher might say that’s all ‘very interesting’, but then quickly move on. That’s not the
teacher’s fault – it’s largely how curricular design models, content, and expectations currently
operate. The young inventor is made of stronger stuff than to let any of this put them off thinking
the way they do,  and so s/he takes all  this  in  her/his  stride.  Nevertheless,  being a young
inventor can often be a lonely road to trek at school.  With many a budding inventor taking
solace in escaping to their ‘shed’ as soon as they have done their homework, and sometimes
before that – dependent upon what stage s/he is at with their invention….watch this space, and
hold onto your hats! Whatever it is, once s/he has finished inventing it, you won’t be able to
imagine life without it.   

                                    Profile Summary: Brilliant Inventor 

        

 Beyond innovation, the child who has the gift of being a brilliant inventor is able to conceive
of and then bring into being in the world, that which has never before been seen or done
before.  Often  their  passion  and  drive  to  create  something  new,  comes  from  their
dissatisfaction of how something works in their world now. 
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 As soon as, or sometimes before (!) they finish their homework, you’re sure to find them in
their  shed working on their  invention.  This young girl  or  boy won’t  be happy until  their
invention has been born into the world for everyone to see and benefit from, including you if
you play your cards right and support them.
 

 At school whilst they might enjoy learning new things, when they put their hand up and relate
their wonderful ideas, the teacher might deem it all very ‘interesting’ and move smartly on.
This  is  not  the  teacher’s  fault  as  much  as  where  the  limits  of  curricular  design  and
expectations end, is where our Brilliant Inventor’s ideas begin. It is not unusual for school to
be a solitary existence for our little inventor.  

 Due to the fact that they are nearly always thinking of new things to invent. Their head is in a
world of its own, which often means people might label them eccentric. The young inventor
takes this all in her/his stride, remaining focused.  
                             

 Contrary to popular stereotypes promulgated by Hollywood, Brilliant Inventors come in all
shapes, sizes, races and genders: they don’t all have white coats and hair stood on end, as
if they’re plugged into the national grid! 

Think Future:  Sir  Timothy Berners-Lee, inventor of  the World Wide Web. Facebook’s Mark
Zuckerburg; The beautiful Hollywood actress Hedy Lamarr who flouted the advice of military
bureaucrats in World War II, not to bother her ‘pretty little head’ about things. Only to invent the
patent upon which cell-phone technology was to be based. What a woman! What an inventor.

Add Different Colours into the Rainbow Mix:  Mix in Gifted Entrepreneur and you have the
inventions of two people that gave the world indispensable items. Steve Jobs founder of Apple
Inc. and Marion Donovan, the hero of Mums and Dads at midnight everywhere: she invented
and  marketed  the  disposable  waterproof  diaper!  Indeed  if  there  is  a  difference  between  a
successful and unsuccessful inventor in financial terms – it’s that the former gets that inventing
something everyone can benefit from and needs is the smart way to go. Bring Fabulous Story
Writer  into  the  equation  and  you  have  H.G.  Wells’  the  Time  Machine and  Mary  Shelley’s
Frankenstein –  arguably the  precursor  to  ‘cyborgs’ and today’s  high-tech focus on building
human-like robots. What these writers could not yet create in real life, they invented and bought
into existence via their writing, inspiring the next generation of inventors.  

                                                

                                                                                                             Born Leader

As with all  great leaders in the history of  the world.  This young lady/gentleman never asks
anything of her team that s/he has not already proven she can do herself, - and well. Plus s/he
is organized – it all comes so naturally. If s/he is directing the school play – s/he will know all the
parts. If she’s captain of the sports team – she has played all the positions there is to play, and
respects the import of each one.  Sorting out who bakes what at the inter-state cake bake
competition, next season – s/he leads the charge, by making a fantastic cake and challenging
every member of her team to make a better one! They all do, – and their team brings home the
trophy, as they will next year if our born leader is in charge of the ‘campaign’. 

An outgoing personality, with more charisma and charm than the law should allow! Even when
s/he is young, others vote them in to lead, because our little leader is happy dealing with the
responsibility and challenges that come with it. That makes him/her an absolute hero to their
peers. Hence, the little born leader doesn’t have to try hard: they are adored by and popular
amongst peers – a flock following them wherever they go. From kindergarten to university and
beyond. 
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There’s another reason too. Our young leader understands people. S/he naturally listens to and
facilitate  other  people’s  ideas  in  discussions  in  the  playground,  class,  on  the  pitch.   In
competitions,  s/he  knows  the  individual  strengths  of  each  member  of  his/her  team.  So
developing strategies to bring out the best in everyone and a close knit team with a strong ‘can
do’ spirit is a synch for our young leader. You built a shelf in their room, but beaming with pride
you soon discover they need a bigger one, for all the trophies they bring home.   

Caution: our young born leader can’t abide and will get bored with time wasters, dissenters or
anyone not pulling their weight in the team. At such times – our this young lady or gentleman,
will be fair but firm, trying first to reason with them, by having ‘the talk’. However if that still
doesn’t work. Watch out! Unafraid of a confrontation our born leader won’t mess about. To the
inexpert eye, this is oft misconstrued as stroppiness. It’s not. It’s about incisiveness: and doing
what all great leaders know they must do sometimes, to save time and uphold the precious
team spirit. Dithering never won anything.  

So strong is the innate gift of the born leader to see the right way to do things. No matter s/he
may be 5. S/he will not hesitate to point out to the teacher how re-arranging the painting corner
or wi-fi  and white board set up – would be so much better for everyone. Depending on the
teacher’s intellect and confidence, s/he will respond to this in one of two ways: view the child as
having great organizational ability or a bossy boots. If the teacher is smart, s/he’ll return next
day,  admit  our  young leader is  right,  and in  the process win themselves an influential  ally,
alongside the rapturous applaud of the class.  Who could ask for more? On the other hand…we
don’t want to go there do we? The teacher is going to lose this battle. If the teacher doesn’t yet
realise it, they will soon. Even if this child looks small and cute: the teacher may as well be
dealing with Alexander the Great.   

                                            Profile Summary: Born Leader 

 Happily voted in as leader by peers, this child packs a lot of charisma and charm and is
adored and popular amongst their flock, that follow them everywhere. 

 Listens to his/her ‘people’; facilitates team discussions; understands, values and brings out
the strengths of his/her team members, quickly earning respect. Develops winning strategies
that organize their team smartly and bring home the prize and the glory. You realise you’ll
need a bigger shelf for all their trophies.  

 As with all great leaders in the history of the world: this child never asks of his/her team at
school that which s/he has proven s/he can do and well.  A hero to their team, this child
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enjoys  the  responsibility  and  challenges  that  come  with  leading.  Listens  to  others  and
facilitates idea sharing in class discussions.   

 S/he can’t abide time wasters and dissenters that jeopardize the team spirit and winning!
Unafraid of a confrontation. When called upon to do so. S/he is fair but firm and incisive. To
the inexpert eye this is misconstrued as stroppiness in a child – it isn’t. It’s another of those
hallmarks of a great leader. 

 If a teacher’s organizational skills are remiss, this child won’t hesitate to point that out and
give them a better solution. If the teacher is smart s/he will view this as a sign of splendid
leadership and organizational ability, and win a very ‘influential ally’ in his/her classroom. If
the teacher isn’t smart and sees the child as a bossy boots, well let’s not go there. Even if
the child is still in short pants or pig tails, the teacher may as well take on Alexander the
Great.   

Think Future:  Elizabeth I,  Winston Churchill,  Margaret  Thatcher,  Abraham Lincoln,  Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, Eleanor of Aquitaine, Aurangzeb, ‘the Golden Age’ Tang Dynasty Emperors,
Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum, Toussaint L’Ouverture, Napoleon, Sir Alex Ferguson,
Roger Staubuch, Patty Cisneros, Sophie Carrigill, Marie-Philip Poulin, Charlotte Edwards, Farah
Williams. If you don’t know who all these people are: make sure your child does! 

Add Different Colours into the Rainbow Mix: Mix in Gifted Entrepreneur and you have Jack
Ma, respected founder of  Alibaba, the first Chinese resident businessperson to feature on the
cover of  Forbes. Add in Great Entertainer and you have first female conductor of the Proms,
Albert Hall, London: Marin Alsop and highly acclaimed fellow conductress: JoAnn Falletta. Add
in the gifts of the cool-headed Enigma, Bold Pioneer, Clever Constructor and Fabulous Story
Teller, and you have NASA Outstanding Leadership Medal holder and best-selling author of
‘Failure is Not an Option’. Former Lead Flight Director of Apollo 13 at NASA: Gene Krantz. Able
to lead his team on Earth successfully, to secure the safe return from Space, of the ill-fated
Apollo 13 mission. One might say he was purpose-built for this life or death ‘problem’. With no
margin for error, under extreme pressure, his team leadership delivered the result and a legend
was born. 
                                                                                                           Bold Pioneer 

Think of this child as having the motto of the Star Ship Enterprise encrypted on their soul. The
world’s  natural  pioneers,  this  kid  will  happily  go  boldly  wherever  their  infinite  curiosity  and
penchant for adventure and exploration takes them. The word pioneer comes from the French
meaning foot soldier: those that went into new territories first, cutting the trail for the rest to
follow. Whilst venturing into unknown places where angels might fear to tread, might bother
some folk. Not this kid. Fear is not in their vocabulary. Adventure is and always will be, with a
capital A. 

All of us go through an adventurous and explorative stage in our development. The difference is
the Bold Pioneer never grows out of it. Their adventures into the ‘unknown’ may start off small:
climbing over the fence to discover what lay beyond their garden, scrambling up the tree to find
out what was up top. However, as you already know, if you have one of these at home. What
they’ve honestly had their mind set on, from the first time they clapped eyes on it, is landing a
job at the nearest space agency, that might take them to the moon and find out what may lie
beyond the stars at night. Or if the ocean is there passion. Ever since their first paddle in a rock
pool, they wanted to explore the secrets of the seabed at the bottom of the world’s Oceans. If
only they could get down there, which one day they will, if that’s where they want to go.  

Find a kindred spirit, this child will listen to them for hours, no matter the person may be 80 or
more.  Better  than reading about  it  in  books,  our  young bold  pioneer  prefers  learning  from
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someone that’s ‘seen and done’ what they themselves aspire to be or do. Whether it’s climbing
Everest, deep-sea diving or travelling in a space shuttle. 

Growing up this child often earns the reputation of being a rough and tumble kid. Driven to
explore our world, its people and quite possibly those beyond. For this kid sitting on the sofa is
for wimps! They’d rather be out risking a few grazed knees exploring. In class therefore they
might get bored quickly if all they ever do in science, is just talk about experiments. What this
kid  wants  to  do,  is  whip  on  the  safety  goggles  to  experience  the  flash,  bang,  wallop  of
experiments for themselves.   

Everyone asks the big questions in life at some point. However for this child they don’t want to
talk about it  in the metaphysical,  they want to explore things up close and personal.  Whilst
growing up it may not yet be possible for them to do this. And it bugs them; which is why they
ask you the toughest questions when you least expect it. Like that time at the theatre. Audience
and you sat in dark silence before curtain up. Your child blurted out at the top of their voice:
“Dad what’s the deal here: is there life on Mars or what?” If  you can’t give them a straight
answer. They end with: “never mind Dad, I’m going to go up there find out!”

Whenever you visit new places, you notice s/he likes collecting cultural ‘data’ about it and the
people that live there. If you have ever had to move with your job. You’ll also notice this child is
highly adept at settling into new environments. Homesick? What’s that? Easily able to set up
camp, make the best of things and find new friends, crossing cultural boundaries as they do so,
the concept homesick is like fear – not really something in their vocabulary. Indeed drop this kid
off on Mars and they would be fascinated, just as anthropologists are whenever they discover
new places,  or  peoples  here  on  Earth.  These  fearless  and  adventurous  young  ladies  and
gentlemen are the brave and special foot-soldiers who will pioneer humanity’s voyages into new
frontiers and territories this century. Live long: see them prosper!  

                                        Profile Summary: Bold Pioneer  

 

 The world’s born pioneers they would be very much at home on the  Star Ship Enterprise.
Homesick? What’s  that?  Adept  at  ‘setting up camp’ and settling in.  They are thrilled by
exploring new places, people, and experiences. 

 Whereas all children go through a wonder of exploration stage. This child does not ‘grow out
of this’ stage but drives them throughout their lives.   

 This child doesn’t just look up at the moon and stars at night and marvel at them. They want
to zoom up there and explore the depths of them: up close and personal.   
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 Fear is not a word in this child’s vocabulary. Adventure is with a capital A. This means they
can earn the reputation of a rough and tumble kid at school. Easily getting bored in science
lessons for example, where they only ever talk about, rather than get stuck into doing flash,
bang wallop experiments themselves! 

 Preferable to reading about adventures and explorations in a book. This kid loves  listening
to kindred spirits, be they 80 or more, who have done and experienced what they aspire to
do and be: as the next generation of bold pioneers.  

Think Future:  women and men of the international space agencies such as: NASA (USA),
CNSA (China), ESA (Europe). Deep sea marine biologists, geologists, global and inter-galactic
explorers. Polly Bernis, the Chinese-American woman, honoured in the Idaho Hall of Fame as
one of the first and greatest 19th Century pioneer settlers. Dr. Robert Charles Darwin who needs
no introduction. Dee Caffari who set a new world record sailing solo non-stop both ways around
the world – three times for added measure! 

Add Different Colours into the Rainbow Mix: Mix in Brilliant Inventor, Fantastic Visionary and 
Compassionate Knight and you have SpaceX co-founder, CEO and CTO: Elon Musk. Mix in 
Clever Constructor and Brilliant Inventor and you have of course the Wright Brothers – and the 
world’s first successful airplane. Bring Great Entertainer into the mix and you have Canadian 
astronaut Chris Hadfield who sang David Bowie’s smash hit ‘Space Oddity’, to the world, from 
the International Space Station.  Wow!  

                                                                      Common Sense Kings and Queens  

These are the young minds amongst us who seem so wise, they can make us think they might
have been here before. Such is their mature, logical, pragmatic and philosophical nature. This
kid make you feel like you’re the youngster in the room! Even if not consciously when still a
toddler, they believe that the biggest university is life itself. Streetwise they are nobody’s fool
therefore. They tend not to take things on face value or be very easily impressed. They want to
see proof. So be careful what you promise them! Also don’t deal in jargon. These practical guys
and dolls are the masters of plain speaking. 

Get stung with a bee? Well that’s all in life’s ups and downs. Instead of fussing this child just
reaches for the first aid box and starts ‘logicising’ the whole incident. Pointing out that to have
killed the bee would have served no purpose, given some are near to extinction and the sting
would still persist. You see, for our Common Sense Kings and Queens, ups and downs in life
are to be treated as the same imposters, with equal measure and philosophical insight. It’s not
that this child doesn’t know how to have fun. Often if something goes wrong on a day out or
school trip somewhere this kid will make a wry comment about like that points up its ironies. And
in minutes, everyone will be laughing, where they might otherwise be crying. 

Go on holiday, and the pragmatist in them will come to the fore. Like when you took them on
holiday aged 4. They insisted on making room for a brolly and raincoat in their luggage, despite
the pictures of sun, sea and palm trees in the hotel brochure. You might have thought your child
was nit picking. Until…you were greeted with hurricanes and flash floods upon your arrival at
said hotel. In which case don’t expect any empathy from our Common Sense King or Queen.
They will just look at you as if to say – I told you so!    

Whether 6 or 16 the Common Sense King or Queen is less likely to fall for fashion fads, placing
practicality at the top of their list on shopping trips. Unlike peers who might squander money on
trendy items that soon go out of fashion. This child sources great value items on the web, and
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saves money for a rainy day. After a time peers see how wise this is, with smart ones following
your child’s example.  

As the world’s natural philosophers. They are at their happiest swimming the depths and wide
breadths of a topic, rather than splashing around in any shallow paddling pools. Thus in class at
school this child needs lots of meaty opportunities to dive in and do those Olympic-style laps in
their  mind, exercising the full  extent of  their mature logic and reasoning. Instead of skirting
round the edges of the big questions of life. They enjoy making long cerebral voyages through
logic and reasoning to seek higher meaning and thinking. Given the regular opportunity to hone
this gift, they will open theoretical windows of thinking that shape the world, rich in common
sense, - that most underrated but important gift as we move on in our world. 

It is in all these special and unique ways that this child often earns the respect of others whilst
still young. This respect is not fleeting, but is likely to last a life time. Common Sense Kings and
Queens  will  find  themselves  elected  to  advisory  posts  in  any  field  about  which  they  are
passionate. Following which they might find themselves in positions of leadership, authority and
power. Even if these ends were not at all what motivated them in the first instance, hence they
tend to  be what  I  term unassuming leaders.  From politics to  city  infrastructure,  ecology or
medicine. We can be certain they will bring order to chaos with their golden gift of common
sense.     

                    Profile Summary: Common Sense Kings and Queens

                                                

 

 The world’s natural born philosophers, such is the wisdom of this child, they make you feel
like the youngster in the room. A rock of logic and pragmatism. This child is real-life smart
and streetwise. Don’t try and impress them with jargon. This kid will see through it. S/he is
the 21C master of plain speaking. 

 You notice this kid can roll with the punches of life easily. Take them on a trip out somewhere
that goes wrong, and they will lift your spirits with a wry remark that points up the ironies of
life. 

 Enjoys long cerebral voyages into the big questions of life via logic and reasoning to seek
higher meaning and thinking. In this way they open up theoretical windows of thinking that
shape the world, rich in common sense. Essential in class therefore is that they are given
the regular opportunity to hone this gift. 

 Otherwise how might the wry wit of this chid put it? It’s hard to fly like a hawk. If all you’re
ever taught to do is flap your wings like a chicken.
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 Their common sense and philosophies often earn them respect and a following whereby 
although it wasn’t their plan, they can be destined to become, what I term, the world’s 
‘unassuming leaders’.      

Think Future: Confucius, Plato, Nelson Mandela, Kofi Annan, and Ban-Ki-Moon. The young 
men and women from around the globe that will make up tomorrow’s United Nation Envoys and 
Peace Keepers. Working hard to tackle grass roots problems coolly and pragmatically. 

Add Different Colours into the Rainbow Mix:  Mix in Fabulous Story Writer and you have
Italy’s Niccolo Machiavelli, author of The Prince – whose oblique pragmatism and advice is as
accurate of those in power today, as it was in 16th Century Italy, when he first wrote it. Mix in
Compassionate Knight, and Bold Pioneer and you have Harriet Tubman. The young African-
American  lady  who,  with  pristine  logic  and  outstanding  courage,  helped  her  fellow  slaves
escape to freedom. Bring in another Compassionate Knight as well as Great Entertainer in this
child’s rainbow, and you have the highly pragmatic and globally respected:  Sir  Bob Geldof.
Loved because he talks straight and gets the job done. As he did when he united the world in
music to fight famine in Africa. Hurrah for that! 

                                                                                                      Great Entertainer 

Classroom boring? This kid will rock the room and have a party going in minutes. It’s not like
they can help themselves here –  they just  know what  the  audience wants.  A magnate for
limelight without even trying – whether it is on the football field, the stage, or music recycle –
they have the gift of duende. What’s that? A Spanish word with no precise English equivalent
that theatre and film critic Kenneth Tynan used to describe the winners and losers in Hollywood,
- because it captures exactly the magic that a gifted entertainer exudes, and which cannot be
taught. You either have it or you don’t.  Take the famed Greek soprano Maria Callas, technicality
was not her strength; igniting passion in her audience was, they always begged for more.   

There was a time in athletics and sport when being brilliant at the game was enough. Today, of
course that’s still  important.  However,  with the advent of  TV and video something else has
entered into the equation. The ability to be viewed as a ‘star’. Ever seen Renaldo take a penalty
point. It’s high drama in the stadium. Electricity fills the air as starting with his shoulders and
back, Renaldo composes himself – as if a matador about to face off a bull. What happens next
is so fast, we almost miss it, the goal keeper nearly always does, and bang! The ball is in the
back of the net.  Another great performance brings home the trophy – and celebrity star status.  

Whether we are talking actress, electric guitar player or Olympic gold medallist. Being highly
competitive and strategic  comes with  the turf.  Whilst  this  may be obvious and accepted in
sports. Should a budding actress or musician display this quality, some can negatively label
them ‘pushy’. Whereas it should be applauded as an essential ingredient to their future success.
Why? There is indeed no business quite like show business: Hollywood and other centres like it
round the world comprise some of the toughest, most demanding, high pressured industries to
work in. No matter a young man or woman can be incredibly gifted. Only those with a marine
mentality tattooed into their DNA are likely to come through well. Oh, and if the principal of your
current child’s school doesn’t get this: change your child’s school now. Why? This a tale of two
children. Early on in my career, I encountered an incredibly gifted actress in my class. She’d
won a part on a prestigious TV series. All she needed to do was turn up. She never did. Her
parents  and  the  principal  said  no.  In  tears  she  came to  me…many rows  later  over  this  I
resigned my position. Now to a story with a better ending: at another school. In my class at 14,
a gifted entertainer had won a contract from a reputable company to make his fortune. His
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parents came to me for advice: “we’re happy but we’re worried he’ll  miss out on school”.  I
replied: ‘school is always there; opportunities like this aren’t, go for it!’ If your child is good at
sports the same thing applies, plus a word of warning. Sports being important fixtures on any
semester schedule, if your child is gifted in this way. Albeit teachers may not mean to, your child
can quickly be labelled good at sport and nothing else. To avoid that keep remind everyone of
two things. Oxford and Cambridge rowing teams comprise of gifted athletes who are also heart
surgeons, astrophysicists, computer programmers….To be gifted in sport, you need to have a
mind that is naturally geared toward strategic thinking. Which is why if you ever go ‘back stage’
on a football team for example, there’s always likely to be more than a few games of chess and
drafts on the go. You might say any team sport is akin to playing chess with live pieces going at
Mach 3. Moreover, it is not unusual for sportspeople also to be gifted in other areas such as
singing and acting. 

The great entertainer can sometimes feel like you are living with two people. The performer that
is dynamic and outgoing. The other shy person who likes their down time and privacy: let them
have  this.  It’s  essential.  Two minutes  ‘on  stage’ performing,  demands  energy  levels  rarely
matched by other career paths.   

                         Individual Profile Summary: Great Entertainer 

               

 Has magnetic presence; holds the limelight, just standing there! Class getting boring? This 
kid instinctively knows how to make it rock…

 Can seem two people: the outgoing, electric performer. The shy, quiet person at home that 
needs down time and privacy - let them have that: it’s essential. 

 Competitive nature can be misconstrued as pushy. It’s not. Rather hand in hand with 
strategic thinking, being competitive sets them on the road to ‘big bucks’, in a business that 
has never been for the faint-hearted.  

 Oozes ‘duende’: Spanish word that captures especially well the magic gifted entertainers 
have. Add in hard work, this kid is destined to be one of the greats.    

 Whether s/he is selected for an Olympic team or a remarkable film. In today’s supra-
competitive 21C World, whilst education will always be there for your child. Such golden 
chances will not: so if s/he wants to go for it, let them!  

Think Future: Tailor Swift (make sure name spelled correctly); Dakota Fanning; ‘Unlocking the
Truth’: heavy metal band that signed with Sony for $1.8 Million in 2014 – all band members
were  under  the  age  of  14.  Jodie  Foster  one  of  the  few people  to  make  an  exceptionally
successful  transition  from child  star  to  adult  one,  being  a  single  mom, producer,  and Yale
graduate later in life – Magna Cum Lauda – of course, Sandra Bullock (intelligent perfection in
action yet again in  Gravity), ditto Russell Crowe in  A Beautiful Mind, the story of Nobel Prize
winner:  John Nash; Sublime Gong Li,  Lata Mangeshkar, Tina Turner,  Mohammed Ali,  David
Beckham…Feel free to add your own favourites!    
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Add Different Colours into the Rainbow Mix: Add in Compassionate Knight and Super-Smart
Talker and you have the Oscar winning actor, comedian, humanitarian: Robin Williams – sadly
missed not just by Hollywood – but the world. Bring in another Compassionate Knight into the
rainbow here, and you have the ‘one of a kind’ billionaire Tim Draper – people are as much
wowed by his personal presence, as they are his business and philanthropic endeavours. Mix in
Great  Entertainer  and  Fantastic  Visionary  and  you  have  an  inkling  of  the  magic  that  was
Einstein:  for  his  success  was  not  just  about  his  vision,  scientific  knowledge,  passion  and
tenacity for his subject. He also had the gift of being able to connect with his audience around
the world,  in a way that  was uniquely brilliant in  the realms of science. With more college
professors like that: we could sell tickets to lectures!    

                                                                                       Amazing Abstract Thinker 

From junior school you notice they are drawn to non-verbal abstract puzzles that rely less on
numbers or letters. And are more about figuring out connections between objects in abstract
images or  patterns.  Indeed as a toddler  you may have observed how they were happy to
ponder quietly on their own, for hours, the patterns inside a flower. Or tracing their fingers along
the pattern of a Persian rug. Subtleties are what they never miss. Take them to an art gallery
and they will point something out to you in a painting that you only thought you were familiar
with, until now.   

Unlike her/his peers who might struggle with abstract concepts and ‘givens’ in geometry and
algebra. A little girl or boy with this gift will not. However, what they might struggle with, is how to
explain why this is to their peers. In which case their silence can be misconstrued as aloofness
or arrogance when it is anything but. 

Dependent upon their past experience and results of doing so. A child with this gift  can be
disinclined to take part in class discussions and put their hand up to join in. This is not because
they don’t have any great observations and thoughts to share – you and I both know they do.
The problem here rests in the fact that because their thoughts and ideas reside mostly in the
abstract  world.  Articulating  them  verbally  in  a  manner  that  everyone  else  gets  can  be
challenging – especially when one is young, with only as yet a limited vocabulary. This situation
isn’t helped where a teacher doesn’t understand how their mind and gift works. As this little boy
or  girl  learned,  the  first  time they put  their  hand up.  Unable  to  articulate  their  ideas quick
enough. They got passed over by the teacher. Ouch! It happens. This child then develops a
strategy of not joining in class discussions and laying low. When all the while they might be
smouldering inside with scintillating thoughts. Arising the fascinating connections their mind is
able to make between different areas at the abstract level. We might think upon this child as
life’s Rubic’s Cube of thought sat quietly in a classroom. Theirs the gift of being able to view
things through a wealth of  divergent angles of thought.  You can’t  appreciate its purpose or
beauty, until you engage with it and start to ‘play’. This child can contribute refreshingly different
and interesting takes on how we think about things, if only their gift is indulged in class.    

Whilst still young, given their abstract ideas and thoughts can extend beyond the sophistication
of their vocabulary. This child will quickly diversify into other areas of expression such as art,
music and dance. In this way they can communicate with their teachers far more easily, and
often gain popularity via their creations in these spheres amongst their peers. Meantime, back
in the classroom. As you know from how they behave at home, they will  be quite happy to
amuse their own brain, to prevent boredom setting in. Gladly, their frustration in the classroom
today, is now soothed by their preferred ‘hiding place’ when they get home at night: the internet.
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Where they can for  example quickly  become adept  at  blogging.  Enjoying the freedom and
connectivity that this wider web of thought brings to their mind and gift.  

As  they  grow  older  the  Amazing  Abstract  Thinker  gets  better  at  connecting  thoughts  and
communicating them. As if plucking stars from the sky, and re-arranging them to make a picture
of the universe we can all see and understand. Vitally, the Amazing Abstract Thinker opens up
to the world important new and divergent ways of thinking, that can help advance all fields, from
economics socio-ecological issues. 

                                  Profile Summary: Amazing Abstract Thinker 

 From being a toddler, drawn to understanding the connections that make up the patterns of
things,  from a  flower  to  those  of  Persian  rug.  Where  other  children  may  struggle  with
abstract concepts in geometry for example. This child will not. 

 The Rubic’s cube of thought sat quietly in any classroom. Theirs the gift of being able to view
things through a wealth of divergent angles of thought. You can’t appreciate its purpose or
beauty,  until  you  engage  with  it  and  start  to  ‘play’.  Especially  when  very  young,  the
sophistication of their thoughts outstrips their vocabulary. Hence this child may stop putting
their hand up to share their ideas where a teacher has not understood their gift and passed
them over. 

 This child devolves survival strategies: one is silence, wrongly misconstrued as aloofness.
Another is to facilitate communication of their ideas to their teachers via art for example,
their creativity earning them popularity amongst peers. At night their mind and gift loves the
freedom and wider connectivity of the internet. 
   

 As they grow older the Amazing Abstract Thinker gets better both at connecting thoughts
and communicating them. As if plucking stars from the sky, and re-arranging them to make a
picture of the universe we can all see and understand. Vitally they awaken our minds and
world to new ways of thinking from economics to socio-ecological issues. 

Think Future: Think future Mexican Surreal artist Frida Kahlo de Rivera or Russian academic
and artist Wassilly Kandinsky. Games designers of more cerebral non-violent computer games
such as Sony Playstation’s  Echochrome. Nobel Prize Winner and Mathematician John Nash,
whose ideas and theories have impacted so many areas – it would take another book to include
them all here.     

Add Different Colours into the Rainbow Mix: 
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Great  Entertainer  and  you  have  the  hugely  successful  Norwegian  singer,  song  writer  and
actress Bjork, whose compositions and performances began well before she was a teenager.
Bring  in  Great  Entertainer,  Super-Smart  Talker  and Compassionate  Knight  and we  have  a
person  the  world  will  miss  for  a  very  long  time.  Hollywood’s  Robin  Williams,  comedian,
philanthropist, and extremely versatile and Oscar-winning actor. The connections between ideas
he could martial in his head, and articulate verbally, as if at the speed of light! Will continue to
impress people for generations. 

                                                                                                 Clever Constructor

Intuitively able to figure out how things are put together. They will  have good spatial  ability.
Taking a robot vacuum cleaner apart is infinitely more enjoyable than just watching it  clean
every corner or the room. Watching and sitting is not their style. Building and doing is. Hence
they can be prone to fidgeting in class. The upside is, by the end of their school years, if they
got  a  dollar  for  every time they were told  to  sit  down,  they would be able to  buy a small
Caribbean island for themselves. 

If you have one of these at home, you will already know that they can be modern day Houdinis.
Remember that time when you put a baby gate up to prevent them going up stairs. One minute
they were behind the gate. The next you couldn’t find them. Until you looked up and saw them
grinning down at you, from the top landing. 

In kindergarten whilst other children made ‘interesting’ things with building blocks. Our Clever
Constructor built something that looked very much like Dubai’s Burj Al-Arab. If playing around
with plastic blocks isn’t their passion. You may discover that what’s in your closet is. When in
one heck of a rush, reaching in for your favourite Ralph Lauren shirt. You retrieve it to find your
child has ‘remodelled it’. Looking at yourself in the mirror. You note they have used jagged edge
scissors to snip the sleeves off, and have then turned these into ‘novel’, large pockets, around
the waist. Even though you admit this reconstruction has a certain je ne sais quoi. You still
sound like Jack Nicholson, in The Shining, as you call out ‘honey, where are you!?’ 

If fashion design is their passion – you need to start sourcing materials with them now – and
putting post it notes on those things they can’t touch in your wardrobe – unless it’s got a smiley
face on it.  Be patient and I promise, s/he will eventually make something that you will be so
proud to wear. It’s so beautiful and chic you feel like the cat’s pyjamas. Which brings us to their
next idea for a project…  

Growing up, if  architecture is their  passion they will  spend hours Googling the worlds most
remarkable buildings, and if you visit a place with one, be quite happy to spend an afternoon
walking around and looking at it.  If  mechanics and robotics is their passion.  All  manner of
sports cars aren’t things to impress our Clever Constructor, as much as s/he as they are there
to be tinkered with, for hours on end. Overalls on and wrench in hand they will spend every
spare minute they have outside of school, slid underneath the engine in the garage. Rather than
read any manual, in this way they will self-educate themselves in the finer nuances of how the
engine works. 

When they are in class this can translate into appearing to have abnormally high levels of
energy, or even be mistaken for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. Beware of that and look
carefully therefore at the strategies I suggest for making sure teachers don’t wrongly ‘diagnose’
them as such, in the next chapter. Many a time it is not ADHD whatsoever. This kid is just bored.
All they want to know, is that every day they are not going to be desk-bound. Managed to their
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fullest.  Classrooms can  be versatile  spaces to  provide  children  with  optional  activities  that
provide both variety and diversity in learning experience. Thus taking the inevitability out of
every lesson and making it more ‘a wide screen’ experience in which they feel anything might
happen – and whatever it is. It will be both great and exciting!   

One last word to the wise. Be prepared that even when they are relaxing, a child with this gift
will want to be doing something. If it might be their peer’s idea of a great holiday, to lie around
lazing by a pool side somewhere, soaking up the sun.  Rain, hail or snow, the weather matters
not to our young, Clever Constructor. S/he will thoroughly enjoy camping for example, - being
the first to put up their tent of course and build a marvellous bivouac just for fun! Great stuff! 

                         Individual Profile Summary: Clever Constructor: 

 When toddlers they are the world’s gifted Houdinis: double lock the baby gates.

 Fascinated by how things are constructed, they rather take the robot vacuum cleaner apart,
than sit on the sofa and watch it cleaning the house. 

 May find it hard to sit still, even when relaxing, preferring to be doing something. In class, if
repeatedly desk bound each day, will fidget and become very bored.  

 If fashion design is their passion – they may, as you have perhaps discovered, want to start
by deconstructing, and/or remodelling the favourite items in your wardrobe. If its mechanics,
s/he will be happiest in his/her overalls tinkering with a car engine for hours. Either way our
Clever Constructor doesn’t need a manual. Intuitively, they enjoy and can figure out how
things work for themselves. 

 Beware boredom in class, and this child’s penchant for moving around, and self-educating
by tinkering with things, being misdiagnosed by teachers as ADHD.  When all this kid needs
is more variety in class style, delivery and management. 
 

Think Future: Italian  Ferruccio  Lambhorghini  who  cut  his  teeth  tinkering  with  tractors;  the
Moghul emperor-designers and architects that bought us the fabulous Taj Mahal in Agra India.
Olive Wetzel Dennis: her gift for design and engineering, revolutionised rail travel, - from ceiling
lights to those welcome reclining seats. Architectural venture: SO-IL Solid Objectives Idenberg
Liu – inspired by the name of its Dutch and Chinese founders: Jing Liu and Florian Idenburg. 

Add Different Colours into the Rainbow Mix: Mix in Brilliant Inventor and you have the British
team who designed Sabre: an engine tested on the Skylon space plane. With speeds of Mach 
5, and capable of carrying people into the Earths stratosphere in around 15 minutes. Sabre 
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could dramatically cut the time taken for cross-world long haul flights in future. Mix in Gifted 
Entrepreneur and Fantastic Visionary and you have two global success stories: the Netherland’s
Viktor and Rolf’s fashion and perfume house, and Swedish IKEA furniture company founder: 
billionaire Ingvar Kamprad – who is alleged to have begun his business on his uncle’s kitchen 
table.  

                                                                             

                                                                                                 Super-Smart Talker 

The Irish might call it having the gift of the gab. But to have this gift is to have much more than
that. Take this child to a country that speaks a different language, this child will be the first to
dive in and start learning how to order lunch etc. They could be on Mars, and their drive to
communicate verbally would not be dampened down. If anything it would spur them on to learn
and speak the new language quickly – or else how are they going to talk about all their brilliant
and  bright  ideas?  Exactly.  Get  this  child  on  a  plane  and  they  will  talk  to  the  captain,  the
stewards, the old lady sitting next to them, the girl in front, the man who just walked past you, –
even if he is the future king of whatever…and talk the entire way. Never mind it’s a 12 hour
flight.  This  child  can  hold  court  and  keep  a  conversation  going  anytime  anywhere.  Why?
Because they’re supreme conversationalists of course! Talking toast or turtles it doesn’t matter.
What’s special about the super-smart talker is that they’re able to assimilate and convey ideas
in topics and discussions fast, in a way that everyone gets and understands. So they can make
anything sound interesting to anyone, which is why they can keep discussions going for – well,
how long have you got? 

From a young age, enjoys reading widely and so has something interesting to say on just about
anything. Attracted to and using ‘big words’, from being a toddler you will have noticed that if
this child sees or hears one a DVD, or your tablet. They will start to try and use it straight away,
point at the dog chewing your slipper again and say: ‘it’s ridicuwalas’ – you’ll agree and know
exactly what they mean. Being so widely read, and having a penchant for using big words. The
knowledge base of this child quickly outstripping that of their peers, they will prefer conversing
with elders or adults. Their precocious verbal and conversational ability means that without a
second  thought,  they  will  enter  into  the  discussions  of  adults.  At  such  times  they  will  be
composed and display great confidence in their opinions - that’s not the adults I  am talking
about. I mean your child! At home you may be used to this. At school, this precocious ability
may be wrongly labelled as cheeky. 

Another label this child can get stuck with at school is that of chatterbox. This label suggests
that all this child does is spout words with little purpose or meaning. Wrong! Imperative to value,
understand and respect this gift is that the way in which this child thinks and relates ideas with
others is all about one thing: talking. That’s why they are so good at it, and make excellent
arguers and debaters. As you know, if you ever got into one with them! Their verbal volleys
typically being fast, smart and witty, they always get the last word – and win. Even if you don’t
sometimes want to admit it! Put this and all the above in one brilliant little brain package. And it
is easy to see how the idea of keeping quiet in class for this child is a nightmare. Telling them to
‘shut up’ is futile. You may as well try to tell a dolphin not to swim. What they need is regular
opportunities to use their gift for the benefit of themselves yes, but also others. Built to relay and
discuss important and interesting information, quick, word of mouth. They live for that, even
though they don’t consciously understand it yet. They will someday, as the gift will be integral to
their future success. That day will now be sooner – because you now know what their gift really
is and means. Going forwards, for  this young person everything can easily translate into a
verbal language whose message can then be passed onto others effectively. Be it the rules of
mathematics  or  the  features  and  benefits  of  a  new  business  product.  Knowing  innately,
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precisely  what  to  say,  to  get  the  message  delivered,  successfully.  This  child  possesses  a
brilliant asset in any field s/he chooses to make their own in future. 

                          Individual Profile Summary: Super-Smart Talker

 Reads widely and likes ‘big words’ from being a toddler. As you noted when at 3.5 s/he
pointed to the dog chewing your slipper again, and said: ‘it’s ridicuwlas!’ Take this child on
holiday and they’ll be the first to start learning the lingo.  

 Will prefer to converse with adults. Able to hold court in conversations for long durations.
Such precocity can earn him/her the labels of ‘cheeky’ and/or a ‘chatterbox’ at school. In
brain terms both labels are entirely outwith and wrong.  

 Rather, able to assimilate ideas, and convey them to others verbally, quickly. The way this
child’s mind thinks about,  and communicates knowledge,  revolves around talking.  That’s
why they’re good at it, as well for example debates. Able to serve fast, witty, smart verbal
volleys, - s/he wins every time! As you know…

 Growing up s/he comes to realise that they have an innate ability to know precisely what to
say, to convey what is important about something: from the rules of mathematics to the
features and benefits of a product line in business.

 Brilliant is that a child with this gift therefore has a major communication asset, that will be
integral to his/her success in future. In any field s/he chooses to make their own.               

Think Future:  A lawyer you would love to have on your side and hate to have sat on the
opposite side of the court  room! Christiane Amanpour Chief International Correspondent for
CNN. Wolf  Blitzer,  Anchor:  CNN’s ‘The Situation Room’.  Charlie Rose, Bloomberg TV. UK’s
Kaye Burley Presenter, Sky TV. Fox News’ Gretchen!   

Add  Different  Colours  into  the  Rainbow  Mix:  Mix  in  Great  Entertainer  and  Gifted
Entrepreneur in China and you have Yang Lan former famous anchor woman for CCTV, now
one of 50 most outstanding entrepreneurs, touted as one of if not the, wealthiest self-made
woman in China. Or in the USA you have fast talking, smart Hip Hop billionaire, entrepreneur,
producer song-writer: Mike Will Made-It. Hot on the heels of ‘Dr Dre’ who sold his company to
Apple, reportedly for $ 3 Billion. 
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                                                                                            Extraordinary Enigmas  

Remember from Part 1 Chapter 1, that learning about the majesty of the human mind. Whereas
the  smart  at  work  in  the  dyslexic  and  Asperger  mind,  was  not  understood,  now  it  is.
Extraordinary Enigmas represent in part much of what we are yet to discover about the power of
the human mind. From those young people who seem to have a natural affinity with the parallel
universe of intelligence we share our planet with: plants; whom we call ‘green fingered’; they are
so easily at one with our natural environment. To those who seem to have a sixth sense that
aids them intuitively and effectively, without being able to know why, in their chosen profession.
Extraordinary Enigmas come in all  shapes and sizes. What unites them all? They thrive off
extraordinary levels of challenge and work extremely well under pressure.  

Where other kids might worry about getting their new trainers mucky. This kid dives into the
muddy depths of an obstacle course, at the outward bound centre, and loves it so much they
can’t  wait  to  try  a  harder  challenge.  When  the  teacher  asks  them why,  they  looked  back
quizzically, as if it to say: isn’t it obvious? For it is only in extreme situations such as this, that
challenge both their  mental and physical  wits,  that this child excels and really comes alive.
Other times they seem calm or aloof. 

In class, like a desert orchid that only blooms when the heavy rain storms hit. This child can
spend a lot of time, doing the minimum, and coasting. Only coming alive (again), when the
teacher  places  an  exceptionally  tough  nut  to  crack  on  the  table,  that’s  got  everyone  else
freaking out. All these factors about your child can confuse the teacher. If you think you may
have one of these at home. The following true account will help you to understand your child
and gifts better.  I recently had the privilege of being mentored by some of the world’s most
incredibly accomplished military professionals. Many typically started their successful careers
soonest they could, straight out of school and/college. Forget any books you may have read
about such men and women. Fact is definitely better than fiction. As with tigers,  they don’t
appear to possess a ‘panic gene’. They do possess a dry wit, tinged with a cool smartness that
makes  you  think  as  you laugh.  A distinct  calm demeanour  immediately  sets  them apart,  -
outside these circles, you won’t experience anything that comes close to it.  Able to keep their
expressions sangfroid, they might otherwise make excellent card players. And yet, beneath this
glacial  exterior,  almost  paradoxically,  these  gentle  giants  display  excellent  intuitive  ability,
informed by heightened perception, alertness and very fast reactions. They say that the best
soldiers have a sixth sense. These military have it. Some soldiers are gifted in being able to
sense  danger  ahead  of  their  peers.  In  other  circumstances  people  with  the  gift  of  remote
viewing: - that is the ability to ‘somehow’ visualise where captors may have their victims held,
have been employed by the military for some time. This brings us back to how we began here.
There still much to discover about the majesty of the human mind and diverse abilities. Now let
us return to your child at home. 

Your son/daughter, is like a tiger: possessing a very high panic threshold. On a lakeside picnic
with  classmates.   Although  the  water’s  edge  looked  completely  safe.  You  child  ‘senses’
otherwise. S/he tells everyone to take care and step back. Only one friend doesn’t take their
advice; ending up having to be helped out of the lake. Calmly, your child rescues them. Their
coolness can be mistaken for dispassion. But they are far from dispassionate. Rather, in times
of crisis, they may be as Daniel Craig in Skyfall: a tad shaken, but definitely not stirred! Drawn
to and excelling in extreme endurance sports, preferring for instance Biathalon to soccer. They
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look to careers that mean daily challenge, under pressure. S/he may have already told you they
can’t decide between being a paramedic, fighter pilot, or heart surgeon. Whichever they choose
they will of course be absolutely wonderful at it.  

                      Individual Profile Summary: Extraordinary Enigma

 Blossoming much like an orchid in a desert storm. Regularly needs a tough nut to crack in
class, otherwise will merely coast through school, baffling teachers.  

 Difficult  to ‘read’,  cool,  cool customers with a dry, smart  wit.  Their expressions give little
away. This coolness can be mistaken for dispassion. Whereas this is not the case at all.
They are often natural born heroes. 

 Built to function in pressured, ‘life and death’ situations that put their mental and physical
agility to the test. When things seem worst, this kid shines their best. High panic threshold
means may be drawn to extreme sports such as sky diving. 

 Can seem to possess a sixth sense: whether in the context of spotting danger ahead where
others can’t for example. Or able to tune into other intelligence such as that of plants and the
environment, as another quite different example.  

 All the above remind us of two things we must not lose sight of in an age of AI. There is a
wealth of gifts yet to be discovered and developed in the majesty of the human mind. We
much more to learn about how our minds interact with each other and our environment, in
ways we cannot yet measure, as has long been surmised in the world of science. 

  

Think  Future: exceptional  heart  surgeon,  paramedic,  fighter  pilot,  special-forces  hero,
Biathalon Olympic Gold medallist aka the strong and beautiful Belarusian Darya Domracheva.
Extreme endurance sports record breakers from sky divers to  mountain climbers – male and
female - right across the world! 

Add  into  the  Mix  of  Colours  in  the  Rainbow: Mix  in  Fabulous  Story  Writer  and
Compassionate Knight and you have the next Brian Turner, former military and sensitive writer
of  The  Hurt  Locker. Mix  in  another  Fabulous  Story  teller  and  you  have  Joe  Simpson,
mountaineer  who with  his  leg  broken,  survived falling  into  an  icy  ravine  high  up the  Siula
Grande, in the Peruvian Andes… and lived to tell the tale, winning a prize for literature also! Mix
in Talented Investigator and you have a Finance Director able to crack the problem and get an
ailing Fortune 500 back on its feet, - quick time! Mix in Clever Constructor and you may have
the ‘green fingered’ architect behind the next Eden Project. Mix in Gifted Entrepreneur and you
have a new ‘MusiCorps’ Founder.  
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                                                                                             Fabulous Story Writer 

Everyone can write stories, – but not quite like this child. As you know from the first story they
wrote for you funny story, fairy tale or heart-breaking, beautiful poem, aged 9 or even younger. If
a particular object or scientific fact takes their fancy.  They may spend days researching facts
before they begin writing.  As with Laura Hillenbrand’s fabulous account of  the heroic horse
Seabiscuit. Other times what they write will be down to a pure imagination explosion like J.K.
Rowling’s  Harry Potter. The subject matters not; the way s/he writes about it does. Famous
Hollywood screen-writer and guru Syd Field cautions: you can teach someone writing formulas
that appeal to movie studios. You  can’t  give someone the gift of writing a great story – only
sharpen their raw ability.  

Our young Fabulous Story Writer can start their latest work, wandering around with their tablet,
chatting and discussing their ideas with friends and family. Or sat quietly alone, in the middle of
anywhere day dreaming. Either way what’s really going on here is deep brain processing. You
can’t know the words to write until you know what it is you want to say. This little girl or boy
might cogitate on this for days, then: Wham!  Be prepared to lose them to their writing nest: their
special place for writing, for hours on end. In focussed writing mode, the drive to write, type tap
will burn inside them with intensity. At such times, details of grammar and syntax matter less to
this child than getting their story, idea or character across. Remember to feed them in their nest.
Entering their nest don’t expect any eye contact, put the food down and leave. Other times they
will emerge, use you as a sounding board then quickly retreat back to their nest mid-sentence.
None of this is anti-social behaviour – they’re processing again. Don’t expect them to tell you
any details about what they’re doing. Perfectionists, they will only share their book when it is
complete.  They’ll love you all the more for ‘getting’ who and what they are and how they work.
That’s why you’ll wind up where all great parents do: the front of their first best seller! 

Getting their ideas down in 140 words on Twitter is fine. As is having a pre-set writing project
given to them at school. However, instinctively this kid knows great stories don’t all fit in the
same size boxes. Imagine trying to fit: Tolkein, Derek Walcott, Hafiz, William Shakespeare, Lu
Xun, Agatha Christie, Scott Fitzgerald, Victor Hugo, or the Wizard of Oz’ L.K. Baum all in the
same size box. You can’t because they are all different but equally great. Consequently it will
usually be outside school hours, or any pre-set creative confines, this child’s gift functions best.

Only the Fabulous Story Writer themselves can truly visualise the characters, objects, people
and places they might  write  about.  New computer  media software now therefore gives the
Fabulous Story Writer more tools to present, write about and illustrate their ideas. It also gives
them more independence growing up to get their books published professionally. Top tip? When
they do finally emerge from their nest triumphant with beautifully decorated manuscript in hand.
Do take the time to listen to the whole story in full. If it’s not a good time that minute – make one
and turn it into a special, private reading!  Otherwise you may not be on speaking terms - for
some time. Besides listening will be a pleasure, it will make you want to do what only a best
seller  can.  What’s  that?  Turn the page of course!  I’ve just  reserved a large pack of party
poppers to help you celebrate their first book deal!     

                                   Profile Summary: Fabulous Story-Writer
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 Driven to write stories and/or poetry and plays from a young age. They soon had a writing
nest: a special place they go to and now spend hours in. 
  

 When in said nest with mind set in focussed write mode, when you bring them food, don’t
expect  eye  contact.  Other  times  they’ll  emerge,  use  you  as  a  sounding  board,  then
disappear. They’re not being anti-social, they’re processing. They’ll love that you get this and
put you where all great parents are destined to be: inside the front cover of their first best
seller. 

 Fitting ideas into a 140 words for Twitter is fine. As is writing within the pre-set confines of
school assignments. 

 However when they write their ‘great work’ instinctively our Fabulous Story Writer knows
success her isn’t about size. It’s about creativity, content and quality. They’ve already figured
if the work of Shakespeare or Tolkein may not be able to fit in the same size box. They’re
both great writers, and that’s the point! Oh, and in their initial drafts, ideas not perfect syntax
will be their priority. 
 

 New Media means more freedom and independence to express their writing. So when they
do finally emerge from their nest with their beautiful manuscript. Make it a special event, and
get out the party poppers. They’ve just taken the first step to becoming a best seller! A round
of applause for them please. Thank you!

Think Future: Over and above those we have already mentioned: Rabindranath Tagore, Yeats,
the Bronte sisters, Xu Zhimo:- if you’ve never read ‘Saying Farewell to Cambridge Again’ you
are in for a rare and elegant poetic feast.  

Add  Different  Colours  into  the  Rainbow  Mix:  And  into  the  mix  of  this  child’s  rainbow,
Compassionate Knight and you have C.S. Lewis’s  The Chronicles of Narnia.  Mix in Super-
Smart Talker you have the acclaimed writer Kenneth Tynan who’s gifts transformed theatre and
film criticism into an illustrious art. Bring in a Common Sense Queen and Great Entertainer and
you have the marvellous Dr. Maya Angelou. A lady with a capital L, who endured with amazing
stoicism so much pain in her life. Only to convey it to the world, via magnificent waves of verve,
wit and grace in all her best-selling books.  

                                                                                 

                                                                                            Compassionate Knight
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You knew this gift shone brightly at the core of your child’s being. When aged 4, s/he lost sleep,
nursing a bird with a broken wing that the cat ‘bought home’. Or was always the first to comfort
their friends. As both children and adults the Compassionate Knight has a conviction of steel
when it comes to caring for those around them. People are smart to recognize and respect this.
Otherwise…Take that time, when aged 7, your child mounted a ‘rescue mission’ to save the
next  door  neighbour’s  puppy.  What  is  more  they  wouldn’t  give  the  puppy  back  until  said
neighbour agreed to treat cute puppy, far better! When eventually your child handed back the
puppy.  S/he  did  this  with  double-helpings of  reluctance  and issued a  stern  warning  to  the
puppy’s owner: “remember, I’ll be watching you!” They may only have been 7, but the tone they
said it  in was enough to put the willies up the puppy’s owner.  On solid moral grounds, our
Compassionate Knight was quite right too!    

Due to the fact that they tend to put the wellbeing of others before themselves, and are so
caring.  People can regularly underestimate our  little  Compassionate Knights;  assuming that
their kindness means they are a pushover. Big mistake! Girls or boys, a Compassionate Knight
always slay their dragon, - in the end. Superheroes is what these kids are like when they see a
situation requires action to set things right.  Someone being bullied at school? This child will
step in and sort it out, the air punctuated a la superhero Pop art: Wham! Ouch! Kaput! Well may
be not literally, - except in extreme situations where the ‘villain’ won’t listen to and do the decent
thing:  desist.  As  happened  in  kindergarten,  when  our  little  Compassionate  Knight  bopped
another kid on the nose for pulling someone’s hair, - one far too many times! Even the teacher
was on the side of our young superhero, only chiding them mildly. 

With such a strong, what I term, ‘noble intelligence’ at work within them. This child is easily
drawn to thinking about how to deal with some of the world’s most humanitarian issues. Think
Ethan Hawke in  MI III with the level of focus, tenacity and kryptonite-like energy, this kid will
display. Whenever their mind locks on to a worthy cause in their neighbourhood or our globe. In
such situations this child will be smart, dogged and highly resourceful in how they go about
achieving their objective. Time to go out and save the world again….and they’re off! And, no. I
wasn’t joking about trying to save the world. This child will work hard to bring about wellbeing for
all humankind. So, for example, at school they will be the first to volunteer to help out in a major
charity-raising event for any good cause.   

Don’t be surprised if as soon as they’re 5 they’ve already decided they would like to make
working with global organization such as UNICEF, to bring clean water to all the world’s children
for example.  Or work in the military as a doctor, in a peace keeping force, or even on special
military duties to help make the world fairer for all. 

Their  genuine consideration for others.  Combined with their  unwavering passion,  focus and
drive to ‘change’ or do something for the better of humankind. Often render the Compassionate
Knight: the unassuming leader they can be destined to become. Even though, as with Common
Sense Kings and Queens that wasn’t their motivation, plan or intention. The Compassionate
Knight can expect a dedicated fan club, who would follow them to the ends of the Earth. Why?
Because they genuinely care for and about people. Who wouldn’t like a boss, or leader like
that? Precisely.  

                             Profile Summary: Compassionate Knight
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 Possessing a ‘noble intelligence’, this child is valiant, and will take measured action in 
situations where someone/or something needs rescuing and justice done.  Someone being 
bullied at school. This kid is a Superhero. S/he will step in there and sort it out. No problem! 

 Has an especially kind, caring and compassionate nature which s/he lavishes on all those
she encounters from a bird with a broken wing they nursed when they were 4, to all their
friends and family.

 Tend  to  place  others’  needs  before  their  own.  In  tandem  with  their  kind,  caring
compassionate nature. People can assume they’re a pushover. Big mistake!
 

 Drawn to  local  and global  humanitarian causes that have peoples’ well-being top of the
agenda. This kid is always the first to volunteer in charity projects at school. Akin to Ethan
Hawke in MI III. Once locked onto a humanitarian ‘mission’ s/he displays focus, doggedness
and resourcefulness in achieving their objectives.  As if kryptonite- fuelled, they will deliver
what they set out to, with a passion! 
  

 All these qualities can earn the Compassionate Knight massive peer respect, and a huge
following,  whereby they become an unassuming leader.  Even though that  was not  their
focus or objective: they find themselves voted in as leader.  

Think Future: Lady Diana, who worked tirelessly for charities. As do her children and daughter
in law now. All  the men and women of humanitarian organizations such as  Medicine Sans
Frontiers helping others throughout the world. Arianna Nichols, the Compassionate Knight, who
at just 8 years’ old made and sent crosses, with a letter of good she wrote to public-sector front-
line workers to give them protection and the support of her prayers. How wonderful is that? (Fox
29.11.15).   

Add Different  Colours into the Rainbow Mix:  Enter  the Great  Entertainer  and you have
‘action’ heroes on and off-screen such as Matt Damon – aiding fresh water charities for children
in poverty as well as being a fab actor. Mix in the Extraordinary Enigma and you have natural
born  heroes,  as  if  out  a  futures  film:  the  name’s  Bond…Jeanette  Bond.  Mix  in  Gifted
Entrepreneur  and  you  have  a  future  Anita  Roddick;  legendary  Body  Shop  founder  and
humanitarian; founders of Mission BBQ in USA; a special restaurant where families of brave
young servicemen and women who gave their lives can come together to have great food,
friendly banter and remember the good times. Amidst walls honouring their loved ones with
images of their bravery. Great stuff!  Last definitely not least this list would not be complete
minus Microsoft’s original entrepreneurs and philanthropists Bill and Melinda Gates. 

                                                                                              

                                                                                               Talented Investigator 

Who, what, where, when, why? These guys love cracking mysteries for a hobby! Watching TV
or surfing the net, their eyes will light up when confronted with the challenge of a mystery. From
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the Loch Ness Monster in Scotland to the Great Pyramids of Gizeh in Egypt. At the crack of
dawn you may find them rushing out to investigate what really happened to ‘Miffy Muffin’ the
next door neighbour’s rabbit. Before you had time to finish the sentence: ‘have you had your
breakfast honey’? And hear the front door slam behind them. The world’s natural sleuths –
these kids will get to the truth whatever it is. You might be forgiven for feeling like you had your
own Sherlock Holmes or Washington Post investigative journalist in the house. 

Able to pinpoint and make connections between factors that might seem either unrelated or
insignificant to a given situation or problem, - for anyone who does not share their gift. This child
is good at sniffing out clues, and putting them together in meaningful ways that add up to make
perfect sense. And bingo! They have the mystery solved. What does this mean for you? Never
try to keep their birthday present a secret, without even trying they’ll connect the dots and have
that all wrapped up – well before you do! Join a Tennis, Golf, or Country Club, this kid will be
able to tell you who is having an affair with whom. Your friends may be wary of what they say
when your little girl or boy is in their presence. Can’t imagine why, - can you? Oh, and if you go
on holiday. Don’t expect this kid to stay strictly on the tourist route, if there’s some interesting
archaeological phenomenon to investigate. The latter being guaranteed to bring out the Lara
Croft/Indiana Jones inside of them. As I’m sure you already do, it’s doubly a good idea to keep
an eye on them! Attracted to transparency, as a teenager they may like to spend hours on the
net  investigating anything from conspiracy theories,  to the merits of  alternative v traditional
medicine.           

In class, if this child gets bored, they’ll start nosing around with the tenacity of a bloodhound, for
something more interesting to investigate. Such as: how did their friend Leila lose an earring
today? Why is the cage of the class hamster open? Where has it gone…All leading to mischief.
Avoid. How? Letting the teacher know this kid hates to be given the answer. Instead, no matter
the subject, once they have the basics, what they need is the challenge of figuring things out –
on their own. You see for this kid, to have the problem or mystery cracked and the truth finally
laid bare for all to see, is only one half the glory. The other half is the joy of the mental challenge
and  journey  that  go  on  to  reach  that  triumphant  ending.  Hence  this  child  will  respond
wonderfully well to the teacher giving them something to work on and investigate in full, either
by themselves or as part of a team charged with this same ‘mental quest’. This could be an in-
class or term-long project for example in mathematics, science, geography, or who really did
whatever and why, in history.  At such times both inside and outside of school our Talented
Investigator  will  be  highly  motivated,  methodical  and  focussed,  gathering  their  evidence
carefully, before they present their conclusions. When they do you will be very proud of the
detailed  proof  they  set  out  for  their  maths  problem.  Or  their  history  project  showing  new
evidence  to  shed  light  on  what  really happened  at  the  battle  of  1066!  That  prompts  their
teacher’s  mind to start  thinking about a PhD. A word to the wise therefore:  keep all  those
projects safe. If there is any PhD to be earned, won and awarded here, it should rightly be your
child’s! 

  

                                 Profile Summary: Talented Investigator 
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 Watching TV or surfing the net, eyes light up with unsolved mysteries: from Scotland’s Loch
Ness monster to the spectacular Pyramids of Gizeh in Egypt.  

 Adept at being able both to pinpoint, and make connections between, factors that appear
unrelated or insignificant to the problem, - for someone without their gift. They can and will
get to the heart of the problem or mystery yet to be solved.

 The world’s natural sleuths, gathering evidence methodically, with the focus and tenacity of
the blood hound, they will leave no stone unturned in the pursuit of finding out the truth.
Whether it’s  finding out what really happened to ‘Miffy Muffin’ the next  door neighbour’s
rabbit.  Or later cracking archaeological and/or any present day unsolved mysteries. Your
often  feel  like  you  have  Sherlock  Holmes,  Lara  Croft  or  Washington  Post  investigative
journalist in the house.

 Hates being given the answer at  school,  be this with regard to  a maths problem or for
example: a ‘who done it’ question in history. Loves solving problems on their own. Loves the
mental process of doing this, as much as, if not more.

 Their mathematical proofs will be both detailed and elegant; their history project most likely
enlightening,  -  presenting  new  evidence  about  what  really happened  in  1066.  Thus
prompting a great case for a fabulous PhD! 

Think Future: John Wilson Murray: the real life Sherlock Holmes that foisted a million dollar
counterfeit case in Canada. Or Erin Brockovich, who having struggled with dyslexia at school,
without any former legal qualifications or training, became central to cracking the Pacific Gas
and Electric Co. pollution scandal, winning a huge multi-million dollar law suit in the USA legal
history.  Or an investigative reporter – who can name their price - everyone wants to hire them,
like  Carl  Bernstein  and Bob Woodward;  the  Washington Post investigative  journalists,  who
cracked the famous Watergate story. Or your child could be the next Marie Sklodowska Curie
the Polish-French scientist  who won  two Nobel  Prizes – the first  in  physics for  her  part  in
investigating radioactivity that laid down the cornerstones of nuclear physics. The second in
chemistry, for her discovery of radium and polonium, combined with her detailed investigations
into their precise properties. 

Add Different Colours to the Rainbow Mix: Find Fabulous Story Writer into this child’s 
rainbow of gifts and you have a future Dan Brown best-selling author of The Da Vinci Code, 
who travelled the world to pinpoint the facts and history upon which the book his book was 
based. Add Clever Constructor and you have a possible future Lilian Bland. Journalist and 
markswoman, she was the first woman to go airborne via a plane, then promptly investigate 
airplane design herself, to make a better one: the 1910 Bland Mayfly! 

                                                                                                  Fantastic Visionary 

Their  mind has already connected the present to the future and made imaginative leaps in
thinking  to  visualise  what  that  might  look  like,  and  why.  All  of  which  of  course  is  not  so
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automatically  apparent  to  the  rest  of  us,  not  born  with  this  gift.  It’s  not  that  this  kid  is  a
clairvoyant. Rather naturally thinking outside the box rather than it, most of the time, on just
about any topic you care to name. Combined with the gift of prescience. Means they have that
fantastic ability to act as a mind catalyst, to take us from here, and what we are doing now, to
what needs to be done for the future – staring now, if we are all smart enough to listen to them.

Short form: as you will or have already noticed, they have an uncanny ability to make an off the
cuff remark about the future, regarding an important social issue, aged 8.  Only to have what
they  said  would  happen,  materialise  a  few  years  later,  leaving  you  and  your  friends  gob-
smacked. However for our little fantastic visionary – that’s  all  in a day’s work.  Namely,  the
precise practicalities of how to achieve all their visions for the future is not their first priority –
getting others to see it, think about and join them in doing something about it is. 

In this way, although their colours might sometimes merge with that of the brilliant inventor in
their rainbow of genius, the visionary is more likely to point out the reasons why we should be
looking to invent a new form of transport, and inspire many to join them to pursue and manifest
this idea. Rather than focussing on trying to do all of this on their own in a shed somewhere, as
is nature of the inventor. Moreover, the visions they have typically involve change not in one
area, as much as interconnected ones. For this reason the internet is extremely important to
them.

So passionate about the future is our young visionary. They have little time for people who don’t
have the foresight to see what needs to be done and why, to create a better world. They might
therefore appear aloof to adults or peers they class as sheep: happy to munch away as if the
world can never change. As they relate to you, time and again, perhaps stomping their little foot.
Dreamy or even flaky is not therefore how the Fantastic Visionary should be viewed.  Once they
get a bee in their bonnet about something close to their heart, they are unlikely to drop it. At
which point be warned: if they haven’t already, they will think about and work on their vision for
the future night and day. Connecting with others on the internet and composing Tweets.  In
which case you may need to remind them gently, to sleep and eat, and grab a brolly before,
they nip down to the shops in the pouring rain and get soaking wet, - yet again. Not that this
would bother them whatsoever, their mind focussed entirely on their vision and connecting to
others who get it and them, - their head is absolutely somewhere else.     

With such a lot going on in their head. They need a lot of challenge in class. Otherwise as soon
as they chew up classwork. They will ‘switch off’ and tune out to doodle whatever takes their
fancy, and all  of us, into the future. This could be anything from high tech designs to future
space craft – whatever. A teacher who hasn’t been trained to think any other way, may view this
time-wasting or fanciful. Whereas we need to be thinking Da Vinci here not dumb. This young
person’s mind under-challenged. They created their own challenge. We should indulge them.
Their visions are worth it.  For visionaries act as an important catalyst to change globally. Never
was there a time as much as now for us to recognize and nurture their gift.

                                   Profile Summary: Fantastic Visionary   
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 The gift of prescience from a young age – if you or your child don’t know what this means –
look it up now! 

 Unconventional, their ideas can appear off the wall or weird – they’re not treat them with
respect, they are an important catalyst to global change for the better. 

 Will chew up classwork, then tune out to doodle anything from high tech designs to space
craft. Neither time-wasting nor fanciful, as it may appear to the inexpert eye - we need to be
thinking Da Vinci here not dumb! They need more challenge. 

 As you may have already noticed for a child with this gift, their vision is their first priority,
thinking how to achieve it in practice comes later. When they invest time making others able
to see their vision, so that they can help make it happen.  

 People can mistake this kid for being dreamy or even flaky. Whereas they are anything but!
Get a bee in their bonnet about something they envisage is important to our future. The
tenacity of a terrier with a slipper. This kid will work day and night, skip meals and connect
with others that ‘get’ what they’re about. Via the internet and composing Tweets that raise
global awareness. Imagine if Da Vinci and Einstein has the internet! It’s all part of being a
visionary. 

Think Future: Leondardo Da Vinci (imagine if he’d had the internet!), Dr. Wangari Maathai the
first African lady to be awarded a Nobel Peace Prize. It all began with her fantastic vision for the
‘Greenbelt  Movement’.  Ami  Dar,  Founder  and  Executive  Director:  Ideaslist.org.  William
Wilberforce whose vision to end the slave trade inspired, and brought together millions to do
that not just in UK but in America and across the world. 

Add Different Colours into the Rainbow Mix: Mix this gift with that of Fabulous Story Writer
and you have Frank Herbert and his prescient best-selling sci-fi book yet so accurate about our
future:  Dune, although not a geologist himself he dedicated his book to them and their daily
struggle to conserve water on our planet. Mix in Fabulous Story Writer, Gifted Entrepreneur and
Compassionate Knight and you have Sir Timothy Bartel Smit, and you have the famous Social
Enterprise Ambassador, whose idea it was to create The Eden Project, often called the ‘eighth
wonder of the world’ in line with his bestselling book about future and environment, near St
Austell, England, involving two biomes. The spectacular biodiversity and conservation site was
designed  by  architect  Nicholas  Grimshaw Mix  this  gift  with  that  of  Compassionate  Knight,
Super-Smart Talker, and the Born Leader – and we have Al Gore who together with those that
made  that  film  woke  everyone  up  to  the  importance  of  climate  change.  Mix  in  Gifted
Entrepreneur and you have Chamath Palihapitiya, Founder, the Social & Capital Partnership. 

                        Template 2d Rainbow of Human Genius: Enrichment 

 Take their  business ideas seriously –
no matter if they are still young. Their
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                   Enrichment: 
            Gifted Entrepreneur

clarity of thinking on business matters
will  be strong. So if  they set off  at 6
with  a  stall  in  front  of  the  house  on
Saturday  –  do  your  best  to  support
their  action  any  way  they  can.  And
reward their self-starter initiative, focus
and wins in this regard. 

 Let them join a local business network
–  go  with  them  and  embrace  the
culture your child will thrive in. Check
out  accredited  on-line  initiatives  by
governments  supportive  of  young
entrepreneurs on-line and off-line. 

 Many  great  ideas  have  started  in
sheds.  Aka  Bill  Gates.  Give  them
space. Let them try. Then be prepared
to be amazed. 

 There  is  no  such  thing  as  failing  in
business,  only  failure  to try.  Then try
again. Until  you succeed. So let your
child  try.  Seed  corn  is  always
important  in  any  business.  To  hone
their  naturally  entrepreneurial  way  of
thinking  about  things.  Let  them  get
used to working with a budget to take
their  business  idea  from  basics  to
practice. 

 Be  it  a  new  software  design  and/or
innovative  confectionary.  They  will
learn  fast  what  every  great
entrepreneur before them has known.
If  a business idea is or isn’t going to
work.  Then  either  way  not  to  waste
money, time and energy, you need to
let  it  happen  fast.  Silicon  Valley  has
learned this, this past two decades. So
even  if  it  is  software  –  the  idea  of
people jumping on the word tech and
shelling out fast – is a little tired now.
That  doesn’t  mean  that  if  they  have
the next great idea for a new form of
energy they shouldn’t  pursue it. They
should, but with that added polish that
when  they  are  talking  to  future
investors: be it you or someone else.
They are talking the in the language of
business and budgets like a pro.  

 Sitting still  in  class can be hell  for  a
child with this gift. Make sure therefore
they don’t get wrongly labelled by any
teacher  using  nothing  more  scientific
than  ‘guessology’  to  label  them
A.D.H.D in class or at school.  If  they
aren’t  A.D.H.D. and you know it.  You
need to be strong on this. Don’t take
any  messing!  Some  easy  classroom
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                Enrichment: 
           Clever Constructor 

management  skills  employed  by  a
teacher who understands can quickly
help  here.  All  they  have  to  do  is
alternate  class-room  set  ups  each
session  so  that  it  doesn’t  always
require your child to be sat down.  

 Get used to finding tools all  over the
house, or get your child a big box with
their name on, to throw all their stuff in.
If  you  like  cream  carpets.  A pair  of
overalls,  a couple of  hand towels,  or
kitchen roll  and a change of  slippers
might be good to keep by the doors.  

 Be  prepared  to  let  them  loose  on
something they can take apart and put
back together. Show them you trust in
their  gift  and  capability.  Even  if  you
come  how  to  find  they  took  the
washer-dryer  apart  because  they
reckon  they  can  fix  it…Let  them  try
and applaud their efforts and ideas. 

 Don’t  worry  if  they  are  out  in  the
garage,  or  down  at  the  local  one
helping  out  early.  Or  into  the  wee
hours of the night. They love it.
When they are working ‘on a project’ –
don’t call them in for dinner early it will
fall  on deaf  ears.  Their  focus will  be
optimum.  They  won’t  thank  you  for
breaking it. So don’t. 

 Check out Global Competition: World-
Skills  on-line  which  encourages  this
kind of human skill which will become
a  premium (as  I  have  written  in  my
other  books)  as  items  built  with  the
human  spirit,  mind  and  hands  will
become  sought  after  in  a  mass-
produced AI goods world. 

          

                   Enrichment: 

 Of all the talents: sports, music, acting
and  drama  enjoy  a  wealth  of
established  programmes  for
enrichment.  So  in  my  experience  of
working with children with these gifts in
their  rainbow.  My  top  tips  for
enrichment rest not in developing the
gift  itself  than  their  business  savvy;
even if they happen to also have gifted
entrepreneur in their rainbow. Many a
great  entertainer  has  never  ‘got  the
breaks’  or  got  ripped  off.  So  if  a
reputable company wants to sign them
up  and  your  child  is  still  in  school:
seek legal advice to make sure there
is nothing you have missed that might
stitch you up in the contract unfairly.  

 If  an  opportunity  arises  that  means
them leaving school early before they
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         The Great Entertainer

      
    

do final  exams say.  Ask your child  if
this is what they really want to do now
and that they will be required to work
very hard either way. If they still want
to do it. Shake on the fact it was a joint
decision then go for it.  

 Film work can be comparatively short
lived  and  whimsical  compared  to  if
their  gift  is  in  sports,  dance  and
musical ability. Check out who will be
managing your kid’s talent and if you
and your child feel they can be trusted.
Risk-taking  is  only  smart  when  you
know  you  have  done  your  research
and  the  odds  are  stacked  in  your
child’s favour. Don’t be greedy on first
contracts. News will get round. Keep it
calm and smart. 

 Make  sure  that  written  into  any
contracts  their  education  in  between
football,  soccer,  filming  etc.  is  taken
into consideration. The best contracts
make sure it is. 

 Make hay whilst the sun shines, but if
they are young, let your child look at
their  other rainbow of gifts too. Keep
options  focussed,  but  minds  open.
This is because as they say there is no
business like show business. It’s fickle,
and notoriously burns folk’s energy up
-  fast.  Likewise the music  industry is
the  same.  One  hit  in  soccer  or
athletics  and  it  can  take  months  or
years to return to winning best. Even if
you  have  a  great  contract.  Good
housekeeping  is  to  have  that
educational  motor  running  in  the
background and that fuller rainbow of
genius they possess ticking over. Even
in  the  good  times.  Listen  to  Auntie
Bernadette…

                    Enrichment: 
     The Compassionate Knight
       
           

 You  will  need  to  regularly  remind  a
child with this gift, that in the world as
it is, and not as they would wish it to
be.  They can’t  help  others  until  they
have helped and secured a future for
themselves.  Ask  them  the  question
gently:  honey  I  love  you  very  much,
but who is going to look after you,  if
you  do  not  first  learn  to  look  after
yourself?

 In  school  watch  out  that  they  aren’t
relied upon by the teacher any time a
fight breaks out to be the peace-maker
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and sort things out! That is fine, but it
takes  the  child  away  from  precious
time learning the topic that the rest of
the class is doing. 

 Let  them  indulge  their  penchant  for
charity fund-raising. They will be great
at it. With an unusual but brilliant flair
for  knowing  how  to  woo  people’s
hearts to give. As well as knowing on a
practical  level  how  best  the  money
raised can and should be spent to help
those for whom all this hard work was
done.  

 This child will  naturally be drawn not
just to care but do something tangible
about a situation they know is causing
suffering. Compassion is often wrongly
mistaken  for  a  soft  nature.  Wrong!
Compassionate Knights are tough as
steel  and  as  determined  to  change
things for the better – wherever they
feel they personally need to and can!
From an early age they might want to
learn first aid, or join the home guard
with  the  aim  of  becoming  a  Navy
SEAL or S.A.S. for example. Let them.
It’s  their  calling.  Nothing  will  change
that. 

 Getting an education before they save
the  world  is  essential  for  these
children, who often place others before
themselves as I said. So great plan?
Choose a degree that does two things:
helps them follow their dream as well
as creates a fall back if they should for
example  find  themselves  back  from
future wars: wounded. Having been a
doctor and/or military. 

                 

                     Enrichment: 
              Extraordinary Enigma

 As  this  comprises  what  I  call  the
emergent  set  of  human  gifts.  The
enrichment advice I give is as diverse
as is the gifts your child may show or
have  shown  from  an  early  age.  So
please read through the list below and
use as is specific to your child’s gifts. 

 The  power  of  prescient  thought:
having  seen  children  with  this  gift,
dependent  on  their  personality  they
may be shy about it, or more open to
explain  it  to  others.  Whichever  your
child is,  let  them share their  gift  with
others  as  they  feel  comfortable.  But
also  make  sure  that  their  gift  whilst
extraordinary,  it  might  spook  some
folks  out  because  they  don’t  know
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much  about  it  yet.  Set  their  mind  at
ease  by  telling  your  child  they  very
soon will know more. As from military
to police services. These extraordinary
mind talents will become more widely
respected and understood. Beware the
shysters  that  would  use  their  gift  for
their own ends. Avoid. Instead let your
child practice their gift and talk about it
with  you  as  they  feel  it  growing
stronger, as it  will  as they now know
what  it  is  and  have  confidence  in
themselves as well as it. 

 Green-fingered  genius?  Even  if  you
live in a flat in a city block – let them
have  their  ‘garden’  no  matter  how
small. It will flourish as will they. Check
out local  allotments; as soon as they
see how mutual  the  love is  between
your child and those plants, everyone
will  want  your  child  to  help  them.
Alternatively let them have a piece of
the  garden  all  to  themselves  to
experiment  with.  And  let  them  enter
competitions. 

 Extraordinary  endurance  capability
and love being put to the test mentally
and physically? Get them down to the
nearest  outdoor  pursuits  centre.  Let
them join a local club that they will feel
exulted  in  as  it  gives  them plenty  of
tough  nuts  to  crack  mentally  and/or
physically.  Such  as  extreme  sports
and/or  gaming  community  that  likes
long-hauls  where  only  the  most
determined and cool-headed can win –
in the end. Mountaineering for the hell
of  it  or  for  charity  or  going  on  an
expedition as soon as they can to the
North Pole (or what’s left of it are built
for them. Enjoy. 

 If a teacher can’t figure your child out.
Enlighten them at a parent’s evening:
gently, but firmly. Well done. 

           

                 Enrichment: 
          Talented Investigator 

 Teachers need to know this child hates
being given the answers. They want to
solve  and  figure  out  by  themselves.
That’s  how  they’re  motivated.  If  the
teacher hasn’t figure this, give them a
hint next time you see them. 

 If  archaeology  is  their  thing:  then
check out voluntary digs they can take
part  in  either  in  your  state,  country
and/or abroad. If you get the answer:
they  are  too  young then  go on  your
own voyage of discovery in your own
country and or on-line, and then save
up for the big one: to go somewhere
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archaeolifantastic  –  to  keep  those
talented  investigator  home  flames
burning! 

 If space and questions such as: what
kinds  of  life  might  we  find  on  other
planets – keep them up at night. Then
regardless  of  whether  they  started
studying it at school yet, get them as
many resources as you can on space
from  bookstores  on  and  offline  and
facts to fuel their mind from reputable
websites such as NASA. 

 Unsolved problems in  any area from
mathematics  to  cold  nuclear  fission
their idea of fun? Great too. Instead of
just  checking out  other  websites and
ideas  on  all  this.  Let  them  practice
working  the  problem  through  and
presenting their own ideas and thesis
with  the  rationale  underpinning  it.
Practised method and logic as well as
making  huge  mental  connections
between apparently unconnected facts
– will really hone this natural gift.  

 Get used to booking the TV to catch
‘unsolved mystery’ documentaries that
aren’t  there  to  scare  but  routed  in
interesting facts that enrich your child’s
own talent about how to go about for
example  solving  mysteries  from crop
circles  to  those  weird  cloud  patterns
the  world  saw  over  South  Africa  in
November 2015…  

       

                     Enrichment: 
              Super Smart Talker  

 To  avoid  being  labelled  and/or
dismissed  as  a  chatterbox,  teacher
needs  to  know  that  speaking  is  a
major  way  in  which  this  child
processes,  shares  and  finds  a  route
into their  learning. There is a time to
listen  yes.  But  also  a  time  to  think,
internalise,  assimilate  and  discuss
ideas  –  this  child  will  need  that
opportunity  regularly  in  class.  The
teacher needs to know this too. 

 Public  speaking  is  a  must.  Let  them
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develop  this  skill  at  school  as  well
outside  of  it  by  joining  local  and/or
reputable  global  debating  networks
designed for young people. This child
will be brilliant at it. You will need a big
shelf to display all the trophies he/she
will win. 

 Practice  arguing.  What?  You  heard
what  I  said.  By that  I  mean whether
you are in the car, or bored watching
adverts  in  between  TV  programmes
etc. Get them used to defending their
ideas  and/or  opinions  on  something
that  is  dear  to  them  –  even  more
effectively  than  they  will  do  now
naturally  with  this  gift.  It  could  be
anything  from climate  change  to  the
social  holy  grails  of  religion  and/or
politics!  The  topic  matters  not!  Their
ability  to  hone their  logic  and mental
agility  and  speed  in  defending  their
point of view verbally is what you are
doing  here.  Avoid  winding  your  child
up  by  throwing  them  some  guide-
ropes when you first get started. And
above all else make it FUN! 

 Show them how to use different tones
to emphasise certain points, and vice
versa.  They  will  learn  to  use  their
smart  talking  talent  to  mesmerise
others. All good for future careers that
will come naturally for a child with this
gift!  

 Encourage  them  to  use  a  larger
vocabulary – it will intrigue them more
than  most  that  one  word  saves  10
when they have bigger words on the
tip of their tongue – literally! 

     

      

                  Enrichment: 
     The Amazing Abstract Thinker 

 Especially  when  they  are  young,
articulating  abstract  thoughts  can  be
difficult,  because their  ideas will  start
where they as yet  limited vocabulary
ends.  As  they  grow up in  junior  and
high school this will remedy itself. This
means  sometimes,  especially  when
they are younger, a child with this gift
in their rainbow will be reticent to put
their hand up and join in class. If the
teacher does not  respect  that  it  may
take the child time to find precisely the
words they need to convey their ideas
to  others.  A  child’s  confidence  can
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quickly  dissipate.  If  that  has  already
happened or  does in  future.  You will
need  to  have  the  ‘chat’  with  your
child’s  teacher to  explain all  this and
make sure that in future they give your
child more encouragement and praise
for  trying  to  share  their  fabulous
ideas…. 

 Given anything in the abstracts stakes
will be a doodle to a child with this gift,
alongside pattern-based questions on
IQ tests. Any activity in their time with
you at the weekends that encourages
them  to  explore  the  abstract  world
from concepts in art  and architecture
to mathematics will be a joy to them.
So  engage  their  mind  in  exploring
abstract thought in all these and other
areas that interest them. 

 Expressing  themselves  in  abstract
ways via the creation of art itself and
or other designs is another activity that
you should encourage and welcome at
home.  At  the  same  time  you  should
encourage  them  to  articulate  their
ideas  verbally,  thus  gaining  skill  and
confidence in this. All good.  

 Equally important is being able to work
alongside others with this gift  in their
rainbow by seeking out organizations,
local  and global  that  welcome young
people able to think about the world’s
problems in abstract ways, that if they
appear at first ‘off the wall’ to some folk
who do not have this gift.  Often lead
the  way  toward  practical  solutions
further  down  the  line.  Check  out
website XXX

 Dependent  upon  the  other  kinds  of
gifts  in  their  rainbow.  Writing  poetry
can also be a great mind-release and
enricher for a child with this gift. With
concepts expressed that often surpass
the wisdom of their years – for those
that do not yet appreciate that age is
not the gatekeeper of this or any gift in
this genius rainbow we are unleashing.

                 Enrichment: 
Common Sense Kings & Queens 

 As  the  world’s  natural  philosophers  they
are  driven  by  logic  and  reasoning  and
enjoy  cerebral  voyages  into  the  bigger
questions  of  life.  Their  mind  gift  here
requires opportunities for  in  depth logical
thinking,  not  just  paddling  around on  the
surface  of  things.  In  class  they  will
therefore need plenty of opportunity to get
to the hub of a matter and sum it up. The
teacher needs to be aware of this to keep
them motivated  and  engaged.  All  that  is
required  is  the  written  or  spoken
opportunity  to  let  a  child  with  this  gift
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display their common sense. Indeed their
‘take’ on anything will help others in their
class quickly get to the heart of the matter,
subject and/or topic too. 

 Where  philosophy  books  might  be
reserved  for  ‘elder’  children.  This  child
appreciate great  philosophers ideas,  past
and present. All  they might be missing is
the vocabulary. Work on that and they can
start reading the classics from Western to
Eastern philosophy sooner. Be prepared to
be educated in a thing or two about all this
yourself. When they do…  

 Akin to  great  common sense kings  and
queens  of  the  past,  they  will  have  a
wisdom  that  is  beyond  their  years.  So
encourage them to value this gift and write
their  ideas  on  life,  the  universe  and
anything else that takes their fancy – down
in  a  diary.  They  may  come to  publish  it
later.  Moreover,  this  will  form  a  useful
reference point  for  them to keep building
upon  their  gift  and  become  better  at
applying it in different situations. 

 Given  nothing  gets  this  child  flustered
much. They seem to know instinctively to
roll  with  the  punches  of  life  and  take
everything  in  their  stride.  Once  they  are
well into their teens. Voluntary work and/or
specialist training in local centres where a
calm,  common  sense  practical  approach
are treasured and rare gifts is a great way
for this child to earn recognition as well as
reward  and  enrichment  of  their  gift.  As
counselling  is  something  they  may  find
themselves doing in future whether out of
choice  or  not  as  people  will  see  in  their
wisdom and calm, practical  demeanour a
strength  they  admire  and  respect.  This
experience  will  ready  them  for  the
leadership  roles  they  will  most  likely  be
promoted to in future. Regardless of which
industry(ies) they will carve careers in. 

 Facing realities  of  life  comes naturally  to
them.  So  whether  you  are  talking  home
finances  or   wild-life  survival  skills  they
need to know for an upcoming trip near the
Rockies. They enjoy and will  benefit  from
being talked to like an adult more than a
child – more than most children do!   

                     Enrichment: 
               The Bold Pioneer 

 Of all the gifts that the West’s over-zealous
‘health and safety’ policies have stifled in
our children. This gift is one of the hardest
hit.  You see for a child with this gift in their
rainbow.  They don’t  want  to  talk about  a
science  experiment  –  or  look at  a  tree.
They  want  experience  that  experiment,
climb that tree – and find out about it  for
themselves! 
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 In class this heady combination of natural
boldness and pioneering mind set, means
they can easily get into trouble, for all the
wrong reasons. Unless you want your child
to be another case of  mistaken identities
(Tynan  2004;2008).  Being  labelled  ‘badly
behaved’ when they are not. You need to
make  sure  politely  and  firmly,  that  their
teacher knows why your child is really like
they are.  Relay your child’s  penchant  for
exploring and doing for themselves to the
teacher, so that s/he can think of ways of
setting  up  challenges  in  class  that  are
inclusive  of  this  child’s  gift  –  within  their
limited  room  to  do  so  within  policy
constraints. 

 Outside  school  let  this  child  explore  via
reputable  camping  centres,  hiking,
outdoorsy  pursuits.  Heck  if  you  can  get
them into Space school or a provision at
least  that  lets  them  experience  what  it
might  be  like  to  be  an  astronaut  and/or
aviator for example. Later at the legal age
they are able to parachuting will be a must
for this kid.  So if that’s on their wish list –
let them do it. Pioneering is in their blood.
So  even  if  they  hurt  themselves  these
tough kids will just shrug that off with one
big smile. 

 Be prepared for them to break your heart,
may be sooner, rather than later than most
young people do. Why? Given the recent
‘gold rush’ futures business in Interstellar-
like  travel  that  is  set  to  increase  this
century. These young women and men will
be  the  first  to  try  out  a  new  galactic
transporter – no matter the huge personal
risk to themselves. They understand those
risks.  It  will  never  stop the Bold Pioneer.
So be prepared for that. Holding them back
isn’t  the  answer;  embracing  this  oh  so
human and brilliant aspect of them is – and
as they are tough so this can often be for
the parents too. 

 But then there’s the upside: these are the
ones  that  before  we  had  TV  and  talent
shows  that  focus  on  singing,  were  the
people that  everyone talked about.  If  the
Bold Pioneers got both the glory and the
riches  and  rewards  for  their  intrepid
discoveries of new continents and places
in the past. So too in this new era, when
that  spirit  of  human  exploration  is  once
again  brought  to  the  popular
consciousness.  Their  gift  is  in  demand –
from  taking  for  example  flying  lessons
early,  to studying astronomy whilst  still  in
junior  school.  Let  them explore  with  you
outlets to enrich this brave gift.

          Perfect syntax and/or grammar may not be
their  main objective when their  ideas are
flowing. A teacher needs to recognize this.
A natural story teller needs to go through a
process  where  the  ideas  in  the  first
instance  are  what  counts  most.  Getting
them  down  on  paper  second.  And  then
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                  Enrichment:     
      The Fabulous Story Writer 

refining them both conceptually as well as
grammatically, third. Where a teacher gets
this, this gift will flourish in class. 

 A story  writer  needs  a  nest.  Make  sure
they have one in the house. Space matters
not. Having the nest does. Let them create
one. 

 Don’t worry if they take themselves off for
hours.  Especially  in  the  West  there  has
been  a  lot  of  emphasis  on  ‘socialisation’
skills  to  the  point  where  parents  can
sometimes start to feel paranoid – any time
their child prefers to be on their own rather
than join  the gang or crowd all  the time.
Don’t  let  this  bother  you  or  hamper  the
healthy  evolution  of  the  natural  brain
processes  that  are  key  to  the  Fabulous
Story Teller.  Having  time to  think  and let
their thoughts run wild in their minds eye
and  imagination,  in  their  nest  or  just
walking quietly on the beach with their dog
and/or you. Rather than being interested in
playing out – are all ‘normal’ and great for
this child! 

 Viewing  the  world  of  publishing  through
rose-coloured glasses is not  a good idea
for this child. Unromantic but practical and
which they will thank you for in the bucket-
loads later in life, - is that they learn young
from you  (and  me!)  how  to  protect  their
ideas, before sending that beautifully witty
poem,  love  story  or  adventure…to  their
‘favourite’  publisher.  Not  all  publishing
kingdoms were built in  Disney Land. They
are there to do one thing: make money –
lots  of  it.  As  with  the  innovative  thinking
section.  Follow  the  steps  there  on
protecting their ideas and they will do fine. 

 Some  writers  who  don’t  fit  the  bill  that
publishers are looking for, are tempted to
self-publish on the internet. Publishers are
not  fool-proof  in  their  judgement  of
material,  but going the internet route isn’t
fool  proof  either.  Even  with  publisher
contracts and doing it the smart business
way – I  have been pirated as an author.
The  internet  leaves  the  door  right  open.
Best advice? To help your child enrich and
reap the rewards of  their  talent? First  let
them enter lots of writing competitions that
are  vetted  and  reputable  in  your  locale,
school, state or country. Start small, grow
big.  Then as soon as they have a lot  of
accolades  to  their  name…and  they  will!
Not  only  will  your  child  have  learned
important  skills  about  how  to  write  in
different  was  for  different  audiences  and
competitions. They will also have a strong
platform to find an agent and make the big
bucks! I  want a signed copy of  their  first
book please! (Just kidding. No I’m not!)  

                 Enrichment: 

 The  Da  Vinci  of  the  classroom  they  will
quietly tune out and start doodling anything
from  high  tech  designs  to  futures
landscapes. Any time they get bored. The
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      The Fantastic Visionary teacher may mistake this for a student who
doesn’t  mean  business  and  is  merely
dreamy or flaky. If so, you need to educate
your child’s teacher on this. Tell them how
passionate  your  child  is  about  the  future
and the  immense imagination  as  well  as
vision  they  have  to  see  the  possibilities
that exist IF we think in a different way. Of
course  not  everyone  has  this  natural
visionary gift. They do and so it is not to be
mixed up with idle fancifulness. It is about
listening  to  how their  ideas  lay  the  path
from concept to reality that often changes
the  course  of  our  future  world.  As  all
fantastic visions have. 

 The need to share their  vision is often a
key desire of a child with this gift. Don’t be
surprised  therefore  if  you  find  them
spending  hours  on  the  internet  blogging
about their future vision and/or discussing
it with other like-minded visionary souls.  

 Researching the facts to secure their vision
as a culpable solution is another aspect of
their nature you may find. They might do
this again on the internet, but also spend
oodles  of  time  pouring  over  data  and/or
books ‘joining the dots’, that point to what
needs  to  be  done  in  the  future.  Indulge
them  in  this.  Even  if  they  have  been
‘camped’ on the sofa for more than several
days  now  and  appear  to  have  forgotten
what ‘food’ is. Gently supply them with this
and  then  quietly  walk  away….They  will
soon be  talking  at  warp factor  ten  about
their vision and how it will make things –
well,  -  better!  Setting  up  an  on-line
revolution to change things may be on the
cards also – be ready for that too!  

 So far ahead are their ideas sometimes, it
can take decades for the rest of the world
to catch up. So here’s what they need to
get practised in a.s.a.p via you and this top
tip  for  their  enrichment.  Even  if  they
already  have  Supreme-Talker  and  or
Fabulous  Story-Teller  in  their  rainbow.
Knowing  how  to  communicate  their
visionary ideas in a way that ‘everyone can
get’  will  be  essential  to  their  future  self-
actualisation of this gift. In this sense they
need to become a bit  of  a sales person.
Even if  they have Gifted  Entrepreneur  in
their rainbow. Selling ideas as detailed in
the innovation chapter here in Part I  is a
skill that can be learned. As is honing and
experimenting  with  different  kinds  of
communication  methods  to  convey
different sets of ideas and concepts.   So
whichever  method  your  child  prefers  let
them experiment with communicating their
Fantastic Visionary ability effectively via for
example making a model of it, painting it a
la  Da  Vinci  and/or  for  example  doing  a
presentation  about  it.  All  this  will  enrich
their gift by giving them skills that will help
their vision transform positively the world’s
future. And you will be the proud parents! 
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                    Enrichment:   
             The Natural Leader 

 Make sure in class they aren’t overly relied
on  by  the  teacher  to  take  the  lead  on
EVERYTHING. Especially in project work.
Leading  is  both  a  gift  and  a  job  under
those circumstances. They need to be able
to have time to focus on their own studies,
besides  leading  and  basically  managing
and often instinctively  cultivating the gifts
they see in others in their group. 

 The other side of the coin is making sure
that  in  class  they  aren’t  wrongly  labelled
bossy  boots  by  a  teacher  who  doesn’t
appreciate  their  gift.  In  which  case  you
need  to  set  the  teacher  right  here,  the
smart  and  calm  way  using  steps  and
guidance  provided  for  you  in  Part  II:
Playing the Business of Education to Win. 

 Outside  school  let  them  take  part  in
leading  projects  that  interest  them
specifically. Dependent on their other gifts
this could be for example leading charity
and  community  projects  and  or  being
captain of a team sport, or being the lead
singer  in  a  band.  Important  is  that  the
choice is theirs so that they can enjoy the
gift of leading as well as develop skills that
will help them handle the  future leadership
positions they will fulfil.  

 Delegating  responsibility  to  others,  even
though it  is  often instinctive  behaviour  to
the natural  leader,  is  something  they  will
have to hone especially well. In order not
to  get  overly  burdened  with  both  the
responsibility as well  as all  the tasks and
roles involved in for example: taking their
sports  team  to  local  and  or  global
competitions  to  win,  -  again!  Leading  a
business as a new or established CEO. Or
changing the economic and social fortunes
of a country from ruin to success. 

 Also to prepare for the leadership they will
undoubtedly  have  whatever  their  future
career(s).  Perhaps  more  than any of  the
other gifts, the person gifted in leadership
needs  to  learn  early  how  to  read  other
folk’s body language. For the higher they
climb, the more power they will have, the
more others will wish to take it from them.
Machiavelli  the  Italian  philosopher  and
advisor to princes and their politicians, gets
a bad rap in history. But he was right on a
lot  of  things  that  are  vital  for  the natural
leader to know: there will be flatterers and
you  need  to  know  them  and  beware  of
them. Alongside the basic body language
your  child  will  learn  from  the
communications  part  of  this  programme,
within Part III. Investing in a course and/or
book on body language will be money well
spent. As will listening to the advice in Part
IV: burnout is as danger with leaders who
are driven to excel, even when running on
empty.  You see they are  not  doing  it  for
themselves  but  for  ‘their  people’.  That’s
why they make such great leaders. So gen
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up: Part IV!

                   Enrichment:  
          The Brilliant Inventor 

 If the Fantastic Visionary’s gift is to ‘see the
future’ as I said in this Gift Profile: a child
with this gift  in their rainbow delivers into
our world and onto our living room carpet:
something  utterly  and  completely  brand
new to Earth. 

 Precisely  because  they  deal  in  the  new,
never before done, ideas. Teachers need
to know that the ideas they put forward in
class aren’t eccentric, or weird. Just NEW.
This will help our young inventor settle into
class  and  not  feel  isolated,  albeit  some
learn  early  to  take  social  skills  in  their
stride,  by  clamming  up  and  not  sharing
their  ideas.  Saving  all  their  energy  for
when they get home and can work in their
shed,  bedroom,  wherever  they  feel
comfortable  inventing  and  bringing  into
being their NEW visitor to Earth. Clamming
up however is not the answer so you need
to reverse that trend if it starts by following
the  guidelines  in  Part  II  and  having  that
‘chat’  with  their  teacher.  To  make  sure
everything  is  working  as  well  as it  might
and  our  budding  inventor  is  stridently
sharing their new inventive ideas and not
learning  to  somehow  keep  them  hidden
under a bushel! 

 Alternatively  if  they  have  gifted
entrepreneur in their rainbow, be prepared
for  them  to  drop  out  of  school  and/or  a
prized place in college. Early. Many a great
company  started  that  way.  Apple  and
Microsoft the most obvious. Education will
always be  there,  the  funding they  got  to
bring their invention alive and marketable
won’t be. So let them try. They’ll hate you
forever if you don’t. 

 Protecting  and  selling  their  ideas  will  be
important – they need to know how to do
that young. By the end of Part III they will. 

 As Einstein said, it’s a myth that all great
ideas  happen  on  their  own  in  a  shed.
That’s only a part of the process. The other
is what the ancients called a ‘muse’. Often
they need to kick an idea around before it
makes sense to  them. As  what  they are
doing let us not forget is entirely uncharted,
untested  and never  before  done.  So get
used to listening, and perhaps being asked
only a few times for feedback. When you
do give feedback? Top tip: if they want you
to criticise their idea and they are ready for
that they will tell you and ask you. At the
conceptual stage they don’t want to know.
All they are interested is the how to make it
happen, build it, prototype it. Not how not
to  do  it.  So  be  supportive  and  praise
everything  they  say.  They  will  be  speed
talking  and/or  thinking.  A  nod  here  and
there and a smile will do. Then feed them.
And the  whole  process  starts  again  until
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they  are  finished,  and  their  next  new
idea…
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